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********** The Midnite / PAPER

WELCOME

**********

Welcome to issue 12 of the Midnite Software Gazette, and volume 5, issue 2
of The PAPER. Special thanks to all our new subscribers. We are printing 6000
copies immediately, just to keep up with requests for sample issues.

*********************************************************************************

Send money (subscriptions & ad fees) or
inquiries to Jim & Debbie Oldfield at:

The Midnite/PAPER
635 Maple
Mt. Zion, IL 62549 USA
Telephone: 217/864-5320

Send reviews, notes and products to
Jim and Ellen Strasma at:

Midnite Software, Inc.
1238 Richland Av.
Lincoln, IL 62656 USA
Telephone: 217/735-2703

Send articles to Ralph Bressler at:

Centerbrook Software Designs
P.O. Box 460
Livingston Manor, NY 12758 USA
Telephone: 914/439-3591

Send requests for public domain
programs to Brent Anderson at:

ASM/TED User Group (ATUG)
200 S. Century St.
Rantoul, IL 61866 USA
Telephone: 217/893-4577

Write our columnists at the following addresses. They would like some mail!
CBM/PET Notes: Jerry Key, 151 Flint Ridge Dr., Gahanna OH 43230
Commodore 64 Notes: Ken Penny, c/o The Midnite/PAPER.
Ham Notes: Clark L. Stewart, 104 Henrietta St., Ravenswood WV 26164
Modem Notes: Tim Tremmel, 3614 Sovereign Drive, Racine WI 53406
VIC Notes: John O'Hare, 41 - 132nd St., Lemont IL 60439

*********************************************************************************

The names abbreviated in this issue are: Jay Dellow (JPD), Jerry Key (JK),
Debra Landre (DL), Jim Lewis (JL), Bill McDannell (BMD), Jim Oldfield (JO), Keith
Peterson (KRP), Nita Ryboldt (NR), Jim (JS) and Ellen (ES) Strasma, Jim Tucker
(JPT), and Larry Woolard (LW). Thanks to all whose names appear beside their
columns, comments and reviews.

*********************************************************************************

*
*

*
*
*
*

The Midnite/PAPER is published bi-monthly by Midnite Software, Inc.
Subscriptions cost $20 (US) via first class mail in the U.S., $25 (CDN)
in Canada, $30 by surface mail overseas, and $40 via air mail overseas.
Our 300+ page book, The Whole PET Catalog, is now available for $8.
Pre-paid camera-ready advertisements cost $200 per page.
Multiple orders to one address are welcome, at $20 for 10 copies.
The Midnite/PAPER welcomes articles, hints, and reviews.

*********************************************************************************

(c)1982 Midnite Software, Inc., 1280 Richland AV., Lincoln IL 62656. PET, CBM,
VIC 20, Commodore 64, SuperPET are all copyrights or trademarks of Commdore
Business Machines, Inc. Other products mentioned herein are also, for the most
part, trademarks of one company or another.
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THE MIDNITE XPRESS
NOTES

MIDNITE MEANDERINGS

**********

by Jim Strasma

MIDNITE MOVES (Again?!):
But not far this time. We are now the proud "owners" (just us and the bank)

of 1238 Richland Av. in Lincoln. This is just 3 doors south of the home we
rente~6 months, and should be even easier to find. We will move in by May 1,
and hope all our readers begin using our new address (also printed o~ the inside
front cover.) We plan on having open house one night during the LC ~eminar in
June. (Individual subscribers, see the enclosed brochure for info on LC .)

BUT DIDN'T CHANGE ITS NAME
Several user newsletters, aware of our VIC contest, are now listing us as

the MidniteXpress, after the winning entry. But we decided during the contest to
keep the name Midnite/PAPER, since we've become known that way.

MORE ON PHONE CALLS:
Fortunately, our phone number will remain the same. However, that number

will now be listed with the phone company as Midnite Software, Inc., and there
will be a new number for non-computer calls. We also have a telephone answering
machine on the computer line. If you don't want to talk to it, hang up after 5
rings, as "Pandora" answers on the sixth. If you leave a message, say if I may
call you back collect and suggest a good time of day to return your call. Ellen
asks that you not call the family line about computer matters. If I am
available, I'll answer the Midnite line. We would appreciate your limiting calls
to ten (10) minutes, so others may get through. Yes, we ARE getting that many
calls!

As long as we're talking about busy, let me also remind you that we only
send immediate replies to letters that come with a stamped self-addressed reply
envelope. Most others are answered via these pages. Also, if you want something
back that you send us, please put your name on it, and say so.

BACK ISSUES?
We ran out again! If you still have last month's Midnite/PAPER, hang onto

it--we're out of stock already, and still waiting for the first dealer anywhere
to be "stuck" with more M/P's than they can sell. We've doubled'our press run
again this issue--to 6,0~copies. Our advertisers are getting the deal of a
lifetime for this issue--no increase since the days when the PAPER had fewer than
600 subscribers. (No, it didn't last. See Advertising Notes.)

The only back issue we have now is the Whole PET Catalog, our 300+ page book
of reorganized notes and reviews published late in 1982. We still have 350
available, but need to sell them before JO also moves this summer. Any VIC, PET
or CBM owners without this book may buy it for a sale price of $8 US postpaid,
whi Ie they last. Dealer and bulk prices have also been reduced. Any of our
readers that don't have this book yet are missing a real treasure trove of
information. Order now, before we're out of them, too!

Ralph Bressler is also offering his remaining back issues of The PAPER. For
Vol. 3-4, please contact him (not us) at the address inside the front cover.
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BYLINES:
In case you have forgotten, nearly everything in this magazine is someone's

personal opinion. As in any other forum, opinions expressed here may be wrong.
If so, we invite you to "set things straight" by sharing a more accurate opinion.
Companies, if you feel a review nailed your product unfairly, put your views on
paper and send them in. We try to publish letters from both sides of an issue.

Within the notes and reviews, the least controversial comments are those of
"ED", who tries to keep her nose clean, and stick to factual matters. The bulk
rate award goes to JS (me), for sheer volume of written output. Some of my
opinions are controversial, but I try to be fair, and to separate my opinions
from facts. On those occasions when ES (Ellen Strasma), JO (Jim Oldfield) and I
all agree, we speak for Midnite. Officially, no one else speaks for the
Midnite/PAPER, though we put a lot of trust in those whose names are initialized
in these pages. The abbreviation means this person writes enough for us that
spelling out their name would waste a lot of space. All other comments in the
Midnite /PAPER are followed by the name of their author. We work hard to ensure
fairness and accuracy, but we finally depend on the integrity of the person who
signs each note or review. That is why we don't publish anonymous comments.

Readers should also note that we can't always verify the quality of
companies advertising with us immediately, nor have we always tested every
product mentioned in our ads (though we'd be glad to if asked). In general,
those companies advertising with us are highly reputable, with products able to
bea r the heat of an honest revi ew. Space does not pe rmi t us to publ i sh most
publicity releases. Some are useful for information, but most are simply filed
until someone obtains and reviews the product.

TPUG's ANNUAL COPY SESSION, May 14-15, 1983:
The second annual TPUG "Copyfest" is coming up. It will feature both disk

copying from their library, and talks by authors such as Jim Butterfield, Steve
Punter, and Gord Campbell. Since TPUG has also invited me to give a talk, both
JO and I are planning to come, and look forward to meeting old and new friends.

ADVERTISING NOTES

First the good news. Our advertising rates have just doubled, beginning
with the next issue. How is that good news? Simple. It means we are reaching
such a large audience that our old ad rates will no longer even cover the cost of
printing and postage for the paper an ad uses. Although our rates will now be
twice as high as last September, our circulation is up 600%. This still means
more readers per dollar, despite the necessary increase.

A WORD FROM OUR COMPETITORS
This Midnite/PAPER includes advertisements for two competitors. In this, we

are following normal practice in the magazine industry.' Notice, however, that
these ads have not been seen in Compute!. I had the pleasure of meeting Gordon
Benson, Compute!'s Midwest advertising manager at the Commodore Midwest show in
March. Unfortunately, he had to eat crow--he'd assured me earlier that we could
advertise in Compute!, but 'taint so. They still refuse ads from competitors.
Actually, it's quite an honor to have Goliath worried about our slingshot. The
only thing that bothers me is a question of hypocrisy. Last time I looked,
Compute! carried ads for a half dozen VIC 20 and Commodore 64 newsletters
masquerading as user groups, not to mention cassette magazines and TPUG's ad. If
we can't be honest about what we're offering, we won't advertise at all.
Fortunately, Compute! is quite alone in their attitude on this.-~s
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FRENCH SILK PERSONAL APOLOGY:
In my review of the French Silk ASSEMBLER, I mentioned that it may have been

an improved version of the Personal Software ASSEMBLER. What lead me to this
conclusion was that the screen and input formatting were almost identical. I
must apologize for any confusion I may have caused. French Silk is a fine
assembler for someone who is beginning in 6502 assembly language, and the coding
DOESN'T bear any resemblance to the PS assembler, or any other assembler for that
matter. In fact, French Silk uses very efficient routines that uses very little
memory. I must complement Don French on a job well done! !-Mark Niggemann

SPECTRAVIDEO MISCLAIMS:
Most specifications of the new Spectravideo SV-318 computer look very good,

but apparently not good enough to satisfy their advertising people. Comparison
charts in advertisements usually emphasize the advertised product's good points,
and omit comparisons on weaknesses. But Spectravideo has gone a step beyond .••

For instance, did you know that Commodore doesn't have "built-in extended
Microsoft BASIC"? Funny, back in 1977 Commodore's was listed as the first "8K
Microsoft BASIC with extensions", and was also the first to have it "built in"
ROM. That netted it a cover story in Popular Science. I also never knew the
Commodore 64 lacks a cartridge slot, has· no word processing available, lacks
joystick capability, has only 3 voice sound, or that its disk drive isn't low
profile, let alone that having CP/M only counts if it's got 80 columns.

What's saddest about this sort of misinformation is that it causes deep
suspicion about other claims with more merit, and draws special attention to
weaknesses not mentioned in the ad. Hint: look at the keys on the Spectravideo.-$

ATUG NOTES
by Brent Anderson, ATUG Librarian

59+ Public Domain Diskettes as of 3/82:
ATUG specializes in annotated source code to use with Carl Moser's

assemble rs. Eas tern House So ftwa re now of fers MAE assemble r fo r the Commodo re
64, which can use our source files and which we will support. We also have
ready-to-run utility, education, and game programs. We need your donations of
programs and source code, especially for the VIC 20 and Commodore 64.

To get the latest annotated directory of ATUG diskettes, send me a #10
lettersized, triple-stamped SASE and request ATUG INFO. DO NOT use metered
postage on SASE's [unless you write below it, "POSTAGE PREPAID BY
ADDRESSEE."-ED]. To order, send $10 per diskette, specify desired diskettes and
their format (4040, 8050, 1540/41), and include a ready-to-mail postcard for
conflrmation that your order has been received.

Some Available Diskettes:
FOR PET: HELP diskette (11/29/82); 4 game diskettes; 6 Softswap education

diskettes (Computer-Using Educators, California).
FOR VIC: VIC Exchange diskette.
FOR 64: 64 Exchange diskette; 2 game diskettes NEWLY ADAPTED from PET.

On future ATUG diskettes:
FOR PET: software for BSR appliance controller, diskette disassembler

(Rockwell), hexadecimal input from numeric keypad, ML "program compactor," ML
add/subtract large numbers, ML compare of 2 ML programs on diskette, religious
programs, later versions of extramon, micromon, and e-rom extended ML monitors.

FOR VIC: tinyaid (to edit BASIC) and more new material.
FOR 64: tinyaid, a true version pf micromon, dynatext (slow but cheap and

fancy word processor), superdisassembler (disassemble C64's ROM!s with labels on
zero-page addresses), and more.
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CBM/PET PROGRAMMING NOTES

**********

by Jerry Key

CORRECTION POKE TO PET/CBM HELP FOR VIC/64:
Thanks to John Schueler for pointing out the error. All references to

POKE43 should be POKE41. Sorry for any inconvenience this caused our readers.-JK
The poke commands POKE 41,8: POKE 2048,0 allowed the CBM to "read" programs

on a 1541 diskette in a 4040 drive. All was going well in paradise until I tried
to load a program saved on the 4040 using the above method. Now the program acts
just like its sister on the 1541 diskette. I had to repeat the pokes to list or
run the program. Now how do I get around this problem? -Jan Mathis

[Jerry will answer next issue ••• -ED]

FINDING THE END OF A PROGRAM:
In the last issue, Tom Lamb asked how to find the location of a machine

language part (ML) of a program. For those without a monitor utility, try this:
1) When searching for the ML part, first do a cold reset (turn off then on)

to erase any program in current memory. Typing NEW does not have the same
effect. (NOTE to VIC/64 owners: A cold reset does not erase all memory.)

2) Load the program.
3) SYS4 to the monitor.
4 ) At the '.' promp t , t YPe M 0 0 2A 0 0 2A and pre s s [RETURN] • The fir s t two

hex numbers after the 002A address will give you the address one byte PAST the
end of the program. This is the easy part.

5) Look at the 3 bytes just before the address displayed. Remember, the
address you want is in reverse order; if you see 7A 2A, the address is 2A7A. To
look at them, you would enter: M 2A77 2A7A. If the 3 bytes shown is 00 00 00,
you have found the end of a BASIC program that does not have ML attached to the
end of it. If the 3 bytes are not 00's and the next 5 sets are AA's, then you
know the program has ML attached.

6) Without a monitor utility, the fun begins. You must search the memory
below the address you just looked at for the FIRST occurence of the 3 sets of
00's. Remember, BASIC starts at 0401 and you know where the program ends.

7) When you find the 3 sets of 00's, you only know you've found the end of
BASIC. Many programs may have lost space between the end of BASIC and the actual
start of ML. The start of ML will be apparent in a cleanly written program.

8) Now you must find the entry point for calls tb the routines, by scanning
the BASIC program for SYS calls.

9) To find the end of BASIC, if you have either the TOOLKIT or BASIC AID
~rogram, load the program, SYS4 and check locations 002A 002B, exit the monitor,
type FIND @AA@, then re-enter the monitor and check 002A 002B again. If machine
language was attached, you should find these locations changed and 00s at the 3
locations prior to the last address found. This will give you the end of BASIC
and the end of the machine language.

SYSRES BUG:
Type in the following while using SYSRES:

10 data 1,2,3, :rem 2 spaces after line number
20 for i = 1 to 3
30 : read x
40 next
50 end

When you run'"the program, you will get an out of data error. The problem
comes from BASIC not liking the extra space character in front of the data
statement. If you have more than one data statement and one of them has the
extra space, the basic interpreter will actually skip it and cause the program to
misread the data statements.-Image Software
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COMMODORE 64 NOTES

**********

by Ken Penny

DAY 4: Digital Entomology 291 or Hacker Heaven

Max Maxwell leans back in his chair, fairly oozing
satisfaction with his freshly installed reset button. He
yelps as the family cat jumps to his shoulders and pulls him
over in a heap on the floor. The still-hot soldering iron
flies unnoticed into a fresh box of paper •..•.

The Commodore 64 is a nice little machine, but has had its share of
·midstream improvements. Here are some of the more important or interesting ones
so you can figure out how current YOUR 64 is.

ALL THE LATEST CHANGES:
One of the most important additions to the 64 is a copper plate soldered to

the bottom of the board. This FCC inspired modification really does cut down on
RF noise. If you have a noise problem in your TV, you need it. It can be seen
through the bottom cooling slots; if you see a circuit board instead, you don't
have the new plate.

Another addition is a ferrite coil (sort of an iron ring) on the keyboard
harness to cut down noise inside the 64. Some newer units have such a ring on
the power indicator lamp as well. These are not really worth putting on your 64
if you don't have them. In fact, they tend to jam when putting the case
together, breaking the rear hold down tabs.

Some early 64s had mounting screw problems. The heads were too small for
the hole in the board, and would pull through, tearing up some traces in the
process. Later ones have screws with larger heads, and some may have little
washers. 'Rumor has it that the screws were metric, but the board was designed
for English sized screws. Further rumor says the root of the problem was
stumbled upon by Commodore's latest president .••..

Early boards had loose RF box covers. The heat sink tab on the VIC chip was
too strong and the lid fell off. Check and tighten yours if necessary.

There has been a minor kernal ROM revision. It changed initialization of
screen color RAM, and blew several software programs out of the water. The rumo~

mill suggests that even· new 64s are being produced with the old -01 ROM. The
fact is, the -02 kernal ROM's major change was to allow the 64 to be easily
configured for US or European video standards (as opposed to a completely
different ROM as on the 8032). I wouldn't bother to get -02 ROMs unless I were
planning a trip to Europe.

THINGS YOU CAN DO:
A failure waiting for a time to happen exists in a regulator near the

joystick port that could overheat. If you want to beat the odds, put on a lettle
heat sink or bolt the regulator to the RF can. It's worth the insurance.

Some early 64s had a bad sparkle on the screen. One fix is a pair of 330
pico-farad caps, one between pins 20 and 30 of the 6567 VIC chip, and one from
pin 14 of the 6510 to ground. You can also peak up the monitor level video by
judicious application of a small resistor, but since this can be dangerous, let
your dealer do it.

One thing you can do for your video is get the latest revision of the VIC
chip. Most are rev 0, the latest ones are rev 5, and MOS technology is up to rev
8 (does it look goodl), but it will be a while before we can get the latest.
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DRIVE-ING US CRAZY!:
The 1541 disk drive also has a few interesting features. For example, if

your drive has been working fine for weeks, then suddenly comes to a grinding
(literally!) halt, the flywheel has dropped off the capstan shaft. A touch of
superglue will fix it. (Be careful!) New drives don't have the problem.

Certain software protection schemes also can cause a delayed or random
problem. If it always loaded before, but now suddenly won't, try demagnetizing
the head. I've seen or heard of a dozen or more drives with this problem.

Then there's the 'watching the bus while booting up' problem. Whenever the
1541 comes up, it fails to ignore the serial bus. Any activity on the bus can
lock it up. It also sends out a little garbage of its own. The net result is
that if you have two drives on the same bus, they lock each other up as they come
on, or if they are reset together. They can be freed up wi th the run/stop 
restore sequence. Sending a fuji command to the disk will cause the same type of
reset. If you are in the habit of sending this reset followed by an initialize

command ('i0'), the drive will lock up every time. Put a delay loop between the
two, such as 'forn=0t0800:next'. Problem solved.

Odds are you'll never see these problems, but now you know what to look for.

After the firemen leave, Max gingerly powers up his
system. To his surprise, the long forgotten 2023 printer
springs to life in self test mode! Strange, he thought, he
hadn't even looked at that printer since the day he spent 4
hours looking for the bad solder joint that kept it from
working •.•••

And From Our Readers:

COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE UPDATE:
There has been an update to the. Kernal on the Commodore 64. Previously,

when a c 1ear s ere e n was ex e cuted, color RAM was res e t to a val u e 0 f 1 (whit e) .
With the new Kernal update, when a clear screen is executed, color RAM is reset
to the value in background register 0. This change will not affect any BASIC
print statements but it will have an effect if your program is printing
characters on the screen by poking the characters directly into screen RAM
without updating the corresponding color nybbles in color RAM. The new kernals
can be identified by part number 901227-02 in slot U4 ••. -Stephen Murri of
Commodore

SIMON BASIC FOR 64:
Another tidbit that I got from Robert Winter of Commodore Canada is that

there is a super piece of software coming out for the 64 called SIMON BASIC and
was developed in Britain. It uses 8K of memory and links into CBM BASIC. It
supposedly adds well over 150 kinds of neat new commands. Includes programmer's
aid commands like RENUMBER, and AUTO, and new ones for doing high-res graphics,
sprites, and music! So far no word on whether it will be marketed as a diskette
or a cartridge.-Gerald Neufeld

USING A 64 ON A ZENITH OR SYLVANIA:
According to a Chicago BBS, if you are using a 64 on a zenith or Sylvania TV

and are experiencing vertical hold problems or extreme 'smearing' on the screen
(not the color smear problem) try POKE 36864,133. If this clears up the problem,
Zenith and Sylvania have been advised of a component change to cure the problem.
Take it to your dealer .to see about a fix. -OCCUG Newsletter
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COMMODORE NOTES

**********

by Jim Strasma

According to Adam Osborne, speaking at the recent CP/M show in San
Francisco, "If you're PC-compatible, you stand a chance; if you're not, you're
dead." (Reported in PC Magazine)

And therein lies a dilemma. Is the new Commodore -B- compatible, not just
with the hot-selling IBM Personal Computer, but also with the rest of Commodore's
own line'? Described in publicity releases as "BASIC 4 .l2l", the "B" is closer to
an unreleased BASIC 5. The new additions are quite useful--more so, in my
opinion, than those added to BASIC 4--but it changes (for the third time!) nearly
every key location in both high and low memory from prior models. Only the
kernal ROM's jump table remains the same. Fortunately, the new low-memory map is
almost identical to those of the VIC and 64. The differences mean there's no
easy way to transport programs between a "B" and other CBM models. Programs on
the "B" are saved starting at address $l2ll2ll2l2; when loaded into an 8l2l32, they
instantly crash. Going the other way is no problem.

Unlike most new computers announced this year, the "B" lacks
high-resolution, color graphics, and sprites. It still lacks BASIC AID's
commands. Fortunately, it does have a SID sound chip and built-in speaker. The
"P" model, which had color and graphics, exists, but may not appear. Perhaps as
a result of all the changes, only one company has announced software for the new
model; Precision Software's SUPERSCRIPT is on sale for the "B" now in Britain.

I wish Commodore had delayed the "B", till it could be delivered with the
MS-DOS and CP/M now being finalized, or better yet, with the new z8l2ll2ll2l true
16-bit processor. But Commodore is now shipping 256K RAM "B"'s in a low-profile
"P" case, minus disk drives and monitor. Each dealer got two. At the announced
price of $895, it will get lots of attention.

One other new product is also shipping--a 4l2l23 printer. It has an 8 wire
matrix, film cartridge ribbon, prints at 8l2l cps, and lists for $45l2l. Sounds
good. Joel Leathers reports its print quality is excellent, especially in a
doubly-dense 8 by 16 dot character mode. No word yet on ribbon cost.

COMMODORE STUNS PRESS AT WCES:
--As reported by Infoworld, Sheldon Leemon and other readers

A dual-processor portable computer at a low price, one million VIC 2l2ls sold,
the possible takeover of Zilog and scads of new products were among the topics at
a Commodo re-hosted press conf erence a t the Wi nter Consume r Electroni cs Show.
Nearly 1l2ll2l reporters packed a small conference room to hear the company announce
they were now number one in both home and personal computer sales.

The Commodore 64 is reportedly selling at a rate of 3l2l,l2ll2ll2l a month. One
smart aleck ••. asked, "Will UltiMax ever be shipped in our lifetime?" A company
spokesman replied, "That depends on how long you expect to live." (The UltiMax
is being sold successfully in Japan.) ,

A new 12 pound SX-ll2ll2l portable consists of a 5-inch built-in color or green
and black screen, keyboard, 651l2l and Z8l2l processors, two 5-1/4-inch half-height
floppies and 64K RAM, running both Commodore 64 and CP/M software. $1, l2ll2ll2l-1 , 5l2ll2l,
and coming soon.

Commodore has hired the people responsible for "Speak and Spell", and showed
a $1l2ll2l speech synthesizer with a remarkably natural female voice. It plugs in as
a 64 cartridge, heard through the TV.

The company a Iso announced: 1) the HHC-4, a hand-held compute r with a 24
character LCD display, that can be hooked to a regular TV, (said to be slow; may
not appear); 2) a plug-in piano-type keyboard unit for the 64, with 3 extra SID
chips; (a musician demonstrated very impressive music and recorded it on diskette
fo r la ter playback); 3) an electron i c drum attachment; 4) an 8xll" graphics
tablet for VIC/64 with 5l2ll2l by 5l2ll2l resolution; 5) a $2l2ll2l 4-1/2" plotter; and 6)
a $25l2l monitor said to be close to RBG quality.
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COMPETITORS NOTES

*********'*

APPLE:
January 19, Apple unveiled Lisa, the result of a $50 million investment over

3 years. It has a slow 8MHz version of the 68000 microprocessor, one megabyte of
memory, a 720x364 pixel black-and-white display, 1. 7 megabytes of floppy-disk
storage, 5 megabytes of hard-disk storage, a one-button mouse cursor controller
and an integrated software system that passes numbers, text and graphics between
programs--all for $10,000. This includes programs for spreadsheet analysis, word
processing, business graphics, graphics design, personal filing and project
management, totalling 2 Megabytes. Newcomers can use it "within 30 minutes",
says Apple, which reports it runs BASIC, Pascal, COBOL, XENIX and CP/M.-Infoworld

Someone's already announced a look-alike called Mona ••• -Ron Jeffries
The Apple ] re added 16K of memory and lower case, and cut the cost of going

to 80 columns, with a second 64K of memory also available, bu~ they still want
$1,400 for it--too much to keep the $400 Commodore 64 from stealing
customers.-John K. Jones (OCCUG Newsletter)

ATARI:
Atari is closing a 1,200 employee West Coast factory this Spring, reportedly

to move production to Asia. The stated reason is to cut costs slightly; another
reason may be to avoid unions.-JS

IBM:
IBM just released their answer to all the little companies that got rich on

PC add-ons last year--a new PC XT. It includes a 5 Meg hard disk, a 320K floppy
disk, 3 more expansion slots, and sells for just over $5,000. It also includes
new ROMs and DOS that fix the famous PC bugs. The price of the "old" PC dropped
15% Now you can get a PC for about the same price as a lookalike. Bearing in
mind IBM's well-known disdain for "foreign" add-ons, it's hardly worth buying PC
gear from anyone else these days--just as IBM intended.

Worst feature on the XT is the lack of a back up for the hard disk. Runner
up is the keyboard. Once highly-touted, the PC keyboard now has a bad
reputation, largely due to poor placement of some of its multitude of keys.-JS

RADIO SHACK:
Tandy's big news is the TRS-100, a textbook-sized, battery-powered computer

with a full normal keyboard and a 9 line by 40 column LCD display. It also
includes a built-in clock/calendar, built-in auto-dial. modem, and several
programs in ROM, including a word processor, an appointment scheduler, a terminal
package and BASIC. For $800 it comes with 3.5K of memory, or 24K for $1,000. 8K
add-ons, up to 32K are available. All it needs is a built-in micro-cassette, a
TV interface and a disk interface. Very impressive!

Radio Shack is also selling a new Model 12 upgrade of the Model 2. Ron
Jeffries reports it runs CP/M-Plus, but not well. Tandy has also released XENIX
for the Model 16. It is "real" Version 7 UNIX, minus several-hundred programs.
Jeffries feels 128K is not enough memory for XENIX.-JS

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TI has halted sales of the 99/4A for 3 months, due to a design defect. TI

owners should have their units checked for safety.-JS

TIMEX SINCLAIR:
The Timex now lists for $80, and the "Spectrum" color version is coming.

Still no keyboard worth mentioning, but at that price many don't care.-ES
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COPYRIGHT NOTES

**********

by Ralph Bressler

SUPERSCRIPT AND PROTECTION:
SUPERSCRIPT uses DOS protection while WORDPRO uses ROM chip protection. Of

course, the user prefers no protection, but we then run the risk of having good
inexpensive programs like FLEXFILE pulled off the market when some low-life
decides to pirate it. Many programmers prefer the ROM method of protection,
because they can load the program, look at it, customize it for their own use,
and make backup copies, but still use it with the ROM chip protection.
Unfortunately, our computers then become clogged with program chips! For
instance, machines in schools are used by programmers, business students, and
remedial math students. If all the programs used by these people were chip
protected, what kind of mess would we have? What are the economic implications?

To install WORDPRO and SPELLMASTER in one 8032 requires 2 ROM chips which
hopefully go at different locations; 12 machines need 24 chips, for a rock bottom
total price of $3000. [You can't just buy extra ROM chips to go with the
original two diskettes and manual for each program.] A combination of
SUPERSCRIPT and SUPERSPELL would cost only $375--for two diskettes of each
program and one manual (the $2600 savings will buy a lot of extra manuals!).
Replacement diskettes cost only $15 each. In this case, I'll opt for the DOS
protection. Precision Software will soon be selling one diskette containing
S UPERSCRI PT, SUPERSPELL and SUPERSPELL INSTALL (probably double sided wi th both
4040 and 8050 formats), that work on any 16K+ PET with BASIC 2 or 4. I'm told an
exchange arrangement will be made with dealers and previous customers. If this
sounds like an ad, it is; I sell the products! However, people that know me
realize I would not recommend a product that I felt was second-rate.-Ralph
Bressler

DEALER NOTES

COMMODORE MIDWEST DEALER SHOW:
The big event for dealers in March was the Third Annual Commodore Midwest

dealer show. About 40 vendors showed up, making a very fine show. Both Jim
Oldfield and I were there, and had a fine time, as usual. Thanks to John Gould,
Rich Kurt, Tom Loane and all the other CBM people responsible.

One of the fun parts of such a show is meeting people you've known only by
phone. I chatted with Bob Skyles and his lovely wife, Nancy Iscaro and Carlos of
Jini Micro Systems, Brian Padol of C.F.I., and Peter Smith of R.T.C. (Oldfield
thoroughly enjoyed meeting Peter, calling him truly unforg~ttable.) Joe
Spatafora of Spellmaster Systems was there, too, as were Chuck and Ann
Palmer-McCarty of TOTL Software. We even got to meet Alicia Linden of the new
Commander magazine, and finally read her note to me in their latest issue.

QUICK BROWN FOX:
We also had quick confirmation that the Midnite is widely read when the

people from QUICK BROWN FOX came looking for us to talk about our recent review
of their word processor. It seems a fair number of dealers pointed, it out to
them at the show--with a certain amount of glee, no doubt. Quick Brown Fox feels
I erred in letting my opinion of their current media blitz dominate the product
review--and didn't like the rest of it either. As you may remember [M/P #11], it
was not an overwhelmingly favorable review. However, the Fox peopleJbrought it
on themselves. I doubt if anyone can honestly tell me they'd rather write a
lengthy document on QUICK BROWN FOX than on WORDSTAR after using both. It isn't
a matter of being snobs; both TOTL TEXT and PAPER MATE are inexpensive word
processors that received good reviews in Midnite. Rather, it's a matter of
pretending to be more than you are. If QUICK BROWN FOX would like to be rated on
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a less exalted scale, Jayne Schiek (of CIPUG) will be pleased to review the 64
version.-JS

AMERICAN VICTORY COMPUTER NETWORK, $20 to join; from Box 111, Girard IL 62640
The first clue that this outfit is a bit unusual is that their logo is a

Space Shuttle flying UP, under power, without a booster or fuel tank! In handing
the brochure to me, JO referred to it as a pyramid letter, but later called it an
Amway-like dealership. After reading it, I wonder if its originator knows as
much about computers as about the Space Shuttle. The brochure inspires little
confidence in the company (printed on mimeograph paper, off a cheap dotmatrix
printer and a typewriter that doesn't justify text). Its impressive stated goals
ought to raise an eyebrow or two in little Girard: to "establish a completely
computerized branch office and warehouses in every state and every continent" by
January, 1985. The unknown vendor even plans to unmask at a New Year's Eve party
at the Waikiki Hilton! If someone would like to review an Amway-like approach
to selling VICs and 64' s, you now have the address and our sympathy. If $20
seems too cheap, you may add $3 for a catalog and $6 for a promised 6 monthly
issues of "American Victories" newsletter. Let us know how it goes!-JS

PROGRESS COMPUTERS and FILE CABINET
Update:

As reported in Issue #10, Progress
Computers has the dubious honor of being
our only continuing bad debt. Though we
have wr it ten owne r Chet Lew is nume rous
times, and sent his check through
repeatedly, we've received no reply and
the check always bounces. We are only
mentioning it in these pages, because
Progress is still advertising regularly
in the TorPET, and Lewis' ad in the Whole
PET Catalog is still being seen by new
buyers of that book.-:rS

~Micro-PACE~
(:omputers, Inc.

1510 North Neil • Champaign, IL 61820 • 217·356·1883

Welcomes
Central Illinois PET Users

To Their New Store
We Have What You Need!

STAR MODEM GUARANTEE, from Prentice.
Recently I had to send my STAR modem

back to Prentice to be fixed. Sure
enough, it came back to me when they said
it would. The STAR's 2 year warranty
sure does beat the 90 day warranty of
Commodore's VICmodem!-Mark Niggemann

STARFIGHTER JOYSTICK GUARANTEE, from
Suncom, Inc.

I got to tryout the guarantee on
the joystick I reviewed last time. I
received a new joystick with no questions
asked 8 days after I mailed the broken
one in. This is great service!-LW

Complete ATUG Disc Library
Complete Library of Vic-20 Games

Over 10 Discs of Educational Programs
Complete Library of Public Domain Programs

If you are looking for anything for your Commodore
Including Something Different,

SEE US FIRST I

S
C:: commodore

COMPUTER
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STOCKING DEALERS of the Midnite/PAPER

**********

ARIZONA:
Computer Depot, Prescott AZ
SIS Computer Center, Mountain Home AZ

CALIFORNIA:
Calco Computers, Oceanside CA
Data Equipment Supply, Downey CA
Opamp Tech Books, Los Angeles CA
PC Computers, El Cerrito CA
Micro Pacific, Fresno CA
The Radio Place, Sacramento CA
J. Snell & Co., San Francisco CA

COLORADO:
Calco Computers, Colorado Springs CO
Micro-World Electronix, Lakewood CO

FLORIDA:
Random Access Comp., Ft. Walton Beach FL

IDAHO:
Electronic Specialties, Boise ID

IOWA:
Cosmos Computers, Bettendorf IA
Gronert Computers Ltd., Des Moines IA

ILLINOIS:
Computer Tutor, Springfield IL
Computers & Video, Lincoln IL
Data Plus, Quincy IL
Micro-PACE Computers, Champaign IL
Warren Radio, Peoria IL

INDIANA:
Alans Jewelry & Loan Co., Anderson IN
Custom Software, Terre Haute IN

KANSAS:
Computerark, Lawrence KS

MARYLAND:
Professional Micro Serv., Baltimore MD

MICHIGAN:
Computer Connection, Adrian MI
Roseville Computer, Roseville MI
Ye Olde Teachers' Shoppe, Ypsilanti MI

MISSOURI:
Commonwealth Computers, Kansas City MO
Computer Country, Florissant MO

NEBRASKA:
Central Office Equipment Co,Kearney NB

NEW HAMPSHIRE:
Echo Consulting Services, Conway NH

NEW JERSEY:
Micro Computer Services, Warren NJ
Wayne Software, Wayne NJ

NEVADA:
Audio Visual Sales, Vinyard NV

NEW YORK:
Computer Strategies, Spring Valley NY
Meizner Business Machines, Pelham NY
Software Emporium, Rosyln Heights NY

OHIO:
Big Bits, North Lima OH
Computer Corner, Lindhorst OH
Office Mart, Lancaster OH
Quality Computer Application,Toledo OH

PENNSYLVANIA:
AB Computers, Colmar PA
One Stop Computer Shoope, Lemoyne PA

TENNESSEE:
Metro Computer Center, Chattanooga TN

TEXAS:
Van Guard Tech, Inc., Victoria TX

VIRGINIA:
Virginia Micro Systems, Woodbridge VA

WYOMING:
Computer Concepts, Cheyenne WY

CANADA:
Micro-Mart, Winnepeg MAN R3G 0Pl CANADA
Richvale Telecommunications, Richmond Hill ONT L4C 3N8 CANADA
Vulcan Computer Systems, Langley B.C. V3A 4G4 CANADA
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DISK NOTES

8258 Disk Drives:

**********

QUESTION: In the last issue on page 24 you indicate that the "new" 8250 will
have faste! access speed to sequential files. For some reason, I seem to
remember improvement seems to be by a factor of 4 ••• ?

I own a SuperPET and a 32K 2001 PET upgrade BASIC 4 and an 8050 drive. Over
the past 2 years I have developed some medical software. The only complaint I
have is that lookup time of any particular sequential file takes 12 seconds in my
accounts receivable program. (Each sequential file contains 4 patient records.)
Would the "new" (how new?) 8250 access time be cut down to 3-4 seconds? [What
about using relative records?] The problem is that for each patient record I
would need 4 blocks to cover the worst case, and this would waste lots of space.
F rom what I know from FLEXF I LE, one reco rd can only be 1 block long. -Alf red
Staub, M.D. ,Ph.D., 1731 Gilpin Street, Denver CO 80218

ANSWER: No, the 8250 isn't 4 times faster than an 8050; it could even be
slower than an 8050 with Tandon drives. For a 4x speedup you'd need a hard disk.
Unfortunately, the hard disk disallows drive 1 commands, and is thus clumsy to
use with the SuperPET. Relative records would be far faster, and I know you've
been reading my series on them in Micro magazine. If you can spare the disk
space, just dedicate 4 physical record numbers to each logical patient record
numbe~ and step through your file 4 records at a time. If disk space is tight,
an array in memory could remember which physical record number begins each
logical record. This would allow logical records to vary in length.-JS

1548 and 1541 Disk Drives:

MULTIPLE DISK DRIVES WITH THE COMMODORE 64
The CBM Midwest Service bulletin from Tom Loane reports a minor problem when

using more than one 1541 single disk drive with the 64. After alteri'ng the
device number by cutting the jumper (s) located next to UABI the 6522 VIA, the
second disk drive can't be accessed after power up, because the Commodore 64
doesn't know it's there. He gives two solutions:

1) Apply power to the 1515/1525 first, then the 1541 device #8, followed by
the 64. Do a RESET, then apply power to the second disk drive.

2) Attach all the equipment together according to the manual. In this
order, apply power to the disk dr i ve devi ce #8, then devi ce #9, then the
1515/1525 printer, and then the 64. ' The LEDs should blink on both drives while
it· resets the bus and the head assembly on the printer travels across the
mechanism. To FIX it, press the RUN/STOP key and then the RESTORE key to turn on
one drive motor. If it stops with a blinking error light (the usual case), type
in: open 1, device number, 15,"uj", and press the RETURN key. This will RESET
the operating system in the stopped disk drive.-ES paraphrasing Tom Loane

GET SELECTIVE LISTING:
To get a selective listing from both disk drives at once (with the wedge or

a PRINT # command), use a comma (,) instead of a colon (:) after the dollar ($)
sign; that is, use >$,whatever instead of >$0:whatever and >$l:whatever.-OCCUG
Newsletter

POWER OFF:
If you own a VIC or 64 with a single disk drive, remove the diskette from

the drive before turning off the computer, and turn off the disk drive last. So
far, I've managed to lose half a ·dozen diskettes being careless.-Mark Niggemann
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EDUCATION NOTES

**********

AFTER SCHOOL CLUB RULES:
Karen Estes writes, "I am sponsor of a Strategy Club, an organization of

games-oriented [high school] students. They play chess, MASTERMIND and DUNGEONS
AND DRAGONS primarily [plus BAGLES and LINEUP]." She uses the following rules:

1. Only two persons at each computer!
2. No horseplay - the equipment is too expensive to play around with.
3. Do not talk loud! Do not bang buttons!!
4. When activity period ends, turn off the computers. Make sure the

cassette player is closed.
5. Push chairs under the table, put desks in order.
6. Not following the above rules will result in not being able to use the

computers and sitting quietly in alphabetical order.
7. If I am absent, you will sit in alphabetical order and do worksheets.

AMBUSH TOURNAMENT
1. Each match will consist of the best two out of three games.
2. When you have determined the winner of your match tell [the advisor].
3. The tournament is a double elimination tournament. You have to lose

twice before you are eliminated.
4. Check at the beginning of each activity period to see if you are

scheduled to play.
5. If you are not playing, you may watch but not offer suggestions to

players. ---
6. Good Luck!

PUBLIC DOMAIN EDUCATION DISKETTE LIBRARY:
For educational software, ask for a list of the 656 Commodore public domain

education diskettes from your local dealer or user group.-ES

COMPUTER TEXTBOOKS:
See Book Reviews for JS' reviews of college texts received last semester •.

SUPERPETS:
Computing Services at Brandon University, the mainframe folks, recently

installed 24 SuperPETs in the our Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
to teach PASCAL and AP L to ou r firs t and second year compute r sc ience rna jo rs.
The SuperPETs are interfaced into a VAX 11-70· minicomputer through the RS-232
ports. The communication protocols in the SuperPETs have been modified to ensure
system integrity and security. Feedback from students and professors says that
everyone just loves the system: a lot fewer lineups than when they used terminals
and card punches, better editing capabilities, lower communications costs, and
the students learn to program faster!-Gerald Neufeld

MIDNITE GAMING NOTES
by Jim Oldfield

Remember when I said my VIC 20 was all I wanted my PET to be? I was wrong!
The Commodore 64 has it beat head over heels in EVERY category of game playing,
including sound and graphic animations. Add 40 characters by 25 lines for screen
display, and you have a winning combo. I haven't seen many earlier games from
software houses that compare to the latest batch of cartridges being released.
MAZE MAN and CYCLES from T.C.I., PAKACUDA and LOGGER from Comm*Data, MOTOR MANIA
from UMI, and ZWARK from Access Software are among the few cassette versions that
I still like. If programmers do their homework, we should see the Commodore 64
become THE game machine for a while.-JO
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HAM NOTES

**********

by Clark L. Stewart, W8TN

hams to get in touch
Ishack' at his own
though separated by

This column is intended to help PET users who are. also
with each other to share information. While in his own
compu te r, each of us can meet da i ly with others, even
hundreds of miles (and with no monthly payments to Ma Bell.)

Two PET NET's meet weekly on-the-air. One meets on Saturdays at 9:00 a.m.
Eastern time on 7.156 MHz. and the other begins at 12 Noon Central time Sundays
on 14.240 MHz. Recently, a message in the K4CZ MSO on' 40 Meters said that WB8MLA
wanted to start a VIC 20 Net on 14.322 MHz. at 1:00 p.m. EST on Sundays. I tried
to find it, but my 20 Meter dipole was apparently too short. If any VIC owners
are interested, please contact WB8MLA and keep me informed.

KA8CPO has a logbook program for VIC 20 users that will log up to 100 QSO's
at a time (using 132 bytes per QSO), but with no dupe checking. Tim's program
will save to tape and alphabetize calls to put your QSLs in proper order before
sending them to the buro. If you would like a copy, send a tape and
postage-paid, return-addressed mailer to Tim at his callbook address. Include a
publ ic doma in VIC 20 prog ram on the tape (prefe rably one not on the 1 i st of
Public Domain programs from West Milton, Ohio) in exchange for the logbook
program.

It was reported on the 40 Meter PET NET recently that the VIC-20 and the'
Flesher TU-170 terminal unit both have TTL compatible levels. It should thus be
a snap to interface the VIC to the TU-170. I'll have more on this later.

With the launch of AMSAT's Phase III-B satellite next June, a new channel of
communication for computer users is about to appear. Certain segments of the
satellite's passband will be set aside as special service channels (SSC's)
carrying ARRL bulletins and RTTY traffic. One SSC will even be devoted to AMICON
(AMSAT International Computer Network) digital packet transmissions. AMSAT is
even now developing both the hardware and software to use a Sinclair ZX-8l
computer to calculate the orbital data for tracking the Phase III-B satellite and
for interfacing to antenna rotors to position automatic antennas. Also being
discussed is the possible 1984 launch of a satellite (PACSAT) which may be an all
digital store and forward transponder (that is, a flying mailbox).

If you have anything of interest to other ham PET users, please send it to
me, and enclose an SASE if you wish a reply.-73, de W8TN

And this note from Oregon Commodore Computer Users Group Newsletter:
AMATEUR RADIO GROUP: The Amateur Radio group is starting a. 2 meter compu

ter oriented RTTY with 220 and 440 FM capability (RTTY and CW 60-1200 Baud). A
repeater is planned (frequency undecided). They plan to broadcast software for
up and down loading from the areas between Seattle to Eugene. Contact Jim Meyers
WB7QJF (Molalla 829-5083 (H) or Portland 249-0415 (W» or Roger KC7BC (777-0237)
for more details. Jim is the head of the Amateur Radio special interest group.

MODEM NOTES
by Tim Tremmel, SYSOP

Racine BBS (414/554-9520)

CORRECTION TIME:
In the last 2 issues of Midnite/PAPER, there were a couple of "BOO BOOls."

The first appeared in Issue #10. [ED] incorrectly added that the BBS was also
available for the TNW-488 and the SMARTMODEM. The BBS software, as sold, will
ONLY wo rk with the CBM8010 or Li vermo re Sta r IEEE modem. [KRP has adapted
Punter's package to the TNW. It is in d~ily use by 2 BB's, and I have tested it
here. We are working to make it available. The Smartmodem adaptation was
abandoned. -JS] Commodore Canada is no longer handling the BBS package. Steve
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Punter is distributing it himself for $200 CDN; to order, call him at
416/624-5431. This is his BBS number, but during business hours, he has been
known to answer himself. To get an update, send Steve the original program
diskette, a blank diskette and a check for $10 to cover copying and postage.
(Make a backup first.)

The second boo-boo, in Issue #11, was my fault. When downloading a file,
you will see a dash (-) for good blocks and a colon (:) for bad blocks. I had it
backwards. The BBS sends a bad block 5 times before giving up.

SOME PROBLEM COMMANDS:
Some callers are having troubles with the commands that require a number for

a starting point. These are listed in the HELP list as R [#], s [#], etc. When
you enter these commands, don't use the [#] sign. If you wanted to RECALL a msg
starting at MSG #5, use the command R5; the same applies to S for summary (S5).
There also seems to be some confusion on MSG RECALL. A msg can be recalled by
two numbers: its Message number and a Reference number. This is because the
Message number gets renumbered when msgs are deleted, but the Reference number
always stays the same (negative number) for that msg. To recall MSG #5 - REF
#25, you would use the MSG RECALL command (R), then type 5 for Msg #5 or -25 for
Ref #25. You can use the Ref number to refer to a particular msg in another msg;
for instance, you could tell someone to read Msg Ref #25. Another use for the

'Ref number is the NEW & READ command. When you sign off, the Reference number.of
the last msg is saved in your user log file, to be used next time you call for
the READ & NEW command. READ will show all messages addressed to you since you
were last on; NEW will show the list of messages to everyone since you were last
on. READ & NEW will not work for a first time caller since there is no Reference
number in their log file yet; it just sends you back to the command prompt.
Messages marked private are not shown unless they are either TO or FROM you, and
do not show up in the Summary or Overview.

A PLEA:
And now a plea ••• Don' t be too ha rd on the SYSOP. He has spent a lot of

money to get his BBS up and running, not to ment ion the wear and tea r on
equipment (notably Drive 0). Most public access systems are free. The SYSOP
puts a lot of time and effort into the BBS, writing bulletins and doing
housekeeping. I have talked with other SYSOPs and the story is much the same.
Some users expect a lot for free. Not everyone is this way, but the poor
over-worked, unpaid SYSOP gets to see it all, and can get pretty discouraged. So
if a SYSOP sounds short-tempered sometimes, try to understand why ••••

That's .it for now ••• keep the phone lines hot and have fun •••

USER'S TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR THE 64:
A new 64 version of Steve Punter's terminal program is now available. The

current version does upload and download just fine, with 2 exceptions. First,
the VIC MODEM isn't as sensitive as some modems, and may need a call back to get
a good enough connection to work. Second, no one knows why the BBS program used
by Commodore Ch icago' s publ ic access BBS won't upload or download to the 64.
Another way to upload and download only avai lable to the SYSOP uses the same
exact routines, and works fine from a 64. Mystery time ••. -JS paraphrasing KRP.

CORRECTION TO BASIC TERMINAL PROGRAM:
For you 64/modem users: a correction to the BASIC terminal program in your

VICmodem manual. You must delete line 400 to use it with the 64. Also change
line 200 to read FOR J=l to 64:, etc., ••• so that you can send any control
character by holding down the CNTRL key while you press the appropriate alphabet
key.-John K. Jones (OCCUG Newsletter)
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PRINTER NOTES

**********

NEW 1525E FOR 1515 AND $50:
A Compuserve user reports that the Commodore Support Group has an exchange

policy on the 1515 they will give you a new 1525E for your 1515 and $50.
Contact them at Commodore in West Chester, PA. I don't have an exact address or
a phone number.-John K. Jones (OCCUG Newsletter)

GEMINI 10 PRINTER:
The GEMINI 10 printer will work with the VIC and 64. Price with interface is

about $525. For a spec. sheet and sample printout call Gemini Electronics at
212/442-3085.-John K. Jones (OCCUG Newsletter

SMITH CORONA TP-l LETTER QUALITY PRINTER NEWS:
You should probably avoid using the Lift-Rite ribbons. There was too much

drop out on the type of letterhead paper we are using. Soon to be available is a
tractor feed unit that can be attached to the printer to handle pin-feed paper,

forms and labels. Availability is set for February 1983 for less than $150. You
can feed individual sheets without removing the tractor, but you can quickly
remove the tractor unit whenever you want.-Gila Newsletter

READER QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS

Questions

PET TO VIC QUESTION:
I work at a public school which has PET computers in various models ranging

from the 2001's to 4032's. I have a VIC 20 at home. Part of my work entails
making changes in data lines for different grade levels on our school software.
Can I copy from my VIC 20 to the PET? The program appears to load into the PET
and save on the 8050 disk drive I use at school, but will not run.-Gloria Holm

ANSWER: See CBM/PET Programming Notes for help with your question. Also,
Dan Gauwitz uses the following program by Jim Butterfield (used with permission).

10 rem vic loader
20 for j=0 to 2:poke4096+j,0:poke4608+j,0:next j
30 print"Load your VIC program from tape now and try to list it."
40 print"If it doesn't list then"
50 print"Try poke 41,16 for a VIC that had 3K Expansion."
60 print"If that didn't work then"
70 print"try poke 41,18 for a VIC that had 8K Expansion or more."

PASCAL QUESTION:
Do you know if and when Commodore plans on coming out with a UCSD Pascal for

the Commodore 64 and possibly what it might be priced at? Will I have to get
C/PM to use it?-Mark Niggemann

SUBSORT QUESTION for JS: Do you have any plans to market a version of SUBSORT
that is compatible with PETSPEED?-Lyle Pollett

ANSWER: No, using a compiler lessens the need for a machine-language sort,
and PETSPEED in particular uses a variable storage format that would require a
major rewrite of the sort. You should be able to use DTL BASIC with SUBSORT, if
it doesn't use locations after $0380 in the second cassette buffer.-JS

WORDPRO QUESTION: We recently modified a 2001 to 80 columns via EXECOM 80. We
now find WORD PRO 3 will no t run--one of the reasons we wanted 80 co lumns.
Why?-Robert E. Whelchel
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When I need BASIC,
what I want very

Leemon

ANSWER: Unlike SUPERSCRIPT and PAPERCLIP (competing programs that are
identical to it in format), WORDPRO is specific to the screen width for which it
is sold. I doubt if you can get an update for 80 columns without buying WORD PRO
4. This is not a fault of the Execom board, which works just fine on WORD PRO 4.
Write Professional Software and see if they'll update your WORDPRO 3 to WORDPRO 4
for a fee. If not, b¥ a copy of PAPER CLIP or SUPERSCRIPT.-JS

GENEALOGY ANSWER:
In The PAPER, Sept. '82, Doris Mello asked for information about genealogy

software. Genealogical Computing magazine is published by Data Transfer
Associates, 5102 Pommeroy Dr., Fairfax VA 22032 (703/978-8490). It has many ads
for genealogy programs and related information. They also run a FAMILY
HISTORIANS NETWORK; call 703/978-7561 (6 PM-6 AM weekdays, Noon-6 AM
weekends) • -JK

MICROCHESS ANSWER (finally!):
D. Sheward found the conversion for MICROCHESS to BASIC 4 in The Transactor,

v.3,issue #1:
1. LOAD "MICROCHESS" ;use ,8 for disk, not DLOAD
2. POKE 1055,0 ;conversion done!
3. SYS 4 ;break to monitor
4 •• S "MICROCHESS 4",01,033A,2000 ;save to tape #1 not tape #2

or .S "0:MICROCHESS 4,08,033A,2000;save to disk drive #0
(5. POKE 1055,0:POKE 655,76 ;after each load and before run if your

copy doesn't resave easily)

PET TIMING ANSWER:
Regarding Bill Batcher's question on PET timing (Aug/Sept Issue, page6), all

timing is controlled by the 8 mhz crystal oscillator clock. This clock
determines the duration of each dot in the CRT display, 1/8 microsecond each, or
one microsecond for each 8-dot wide character.

Dividing the clock by 512 gives the horizontal sync time period:
approximately 64 microseconds. This in turn is divided by 260 to give the
vertical sync time period, approximately 16.6 milliseconds or 1/60 second. The
vertical sync pulse also triggers interrupt IRQ which updates the "jiffy clock."

So far, exactly 60 jiffies per second the crystal should oscillate at
7987200 HZ. My PET happens to run 0.128 percent fast, or 4.6 seconds per hour.
Each PET will march to the beat of its own drummer.-Stan Logue

Comments

ATARI BASIC ISN'T KIDDIE:
While I have found MIDNITE quite accurate in its assessment of CBM

equipment, the comments concerning ATARI and some other home computers smack of
an amusing narrow-minded provincialism. A good example is the reference to Atari
BASIC as "k iddie BASIC". This judgment is apparently based on the fact that
Atari BASIC was not written by Microsoft, authors of BASIC interpreters for such
serious computers as the OSI Challenger •••

I am currently programming cartridge games for the 64.
1 1 11 take Atari's over Commodore's any day. It does
conveniently, and that is what BASIC is all about ••• -Sheldon

TRIALS OF OWNING AN EARLY COMMODORE 64:
I developed a nervous tic reading "64 NOTES", wondering what on earth was

wrong with my 64 that it was necessary to revise the ROM so quickly - and why
didn I t Commodore realize those problems before they made mine?! ! Frankly, I
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think the lack of 64 software was a blessing. Rather than spending money, I
devoted myself to learning about the computer, working my way through the manual,
doing the programs - even developing some of my own.

What I resent, other than those secret 64 flaws, is illegible or non-working
programs in Commodore's manuals and publications the flagrant typos and
errors ••• the constant hyping of 64 materials which are really not
a va i 1a b 1 e ••• e s p e cia11y the MAX stu f f. All 0 f t his is e vi denceo f a co mp any so
anxious to put a hot item on the market that sloppiness became an integral part
of the business.

I resent getting a 1541 disk drive with no instructions. When I contacted
Commodore, I finally was sent a pile of Xeroxed pages some with penned
notations and many with errors or omissions. And I am furious about the drive
itself, which was repaired 3 times in two months, finally driving Computer
Country to offer me a new one. After waiting two months for it, I discover that
any warranty on the replacement is the time leftover from the original - that
expired a month earlier! If this is a bad one, it's my tough luck.-Gerald Smith

REPLY: In my experience, Commodore doesn't count time in the repair shop as
part of the warranty period.-JS

COMMENT ON WRITING REVIEWS:
We look forward to this new subscription friendship, hoping for notes, tips,

game reviews, software availability information--just anything about our beloved
64. We live in a really rural area (out in the sticks) and the only Commodore
dealer is a ten-day journey by horseback in good weather from our location, and
to top it off, has only two items of software for the 64, both of which must
bring the store 200% profit when so·ld to craving 64 owners, such as ourselves.
(Their prices are out of sight, if you follow my drift ••• )

After trying to fill out the REVIEW FORM printed in the Midnite/PAPER I have
decided that reviews are. not to be sent in from "brand new computer users." I
really didn't know enough about the questions on the REVIEW FORM to even know how
to answer them. I have, perhaps, wasted both your time and mine.

I now have a GOSUB and lack a RETURN, so I'll END now, apologizing for the
idle chatter, and, adding a thank you for handling our new (NEW) subscription,
let (LET?) you get (GET) back to more important things.-Vicki Anderson

REPLY: You definitely did not waste our time, Vicki. We're very glad you
wrote, and we ran your review. Just try to follow the style of other reviews,
and we'll do the rest. Thanks again!-ED

VICMON ·for the COMMODORE 64:
I have the VICMON (cartridge) pretty much worked out to run in the CBM 64.

How about an opinion for presenting the procedure to the people, that already
paid the exhorbitant $70 price for a utility that should have been included with
every Commodore computer from the beginning anyway (and doesn't compare to the
public domain utility MICROMON)? This version is on cassette.-Jim Halsey

ANSWER: XVM on ou r 64 exchange d i sket te is VICMON fo r the 64, and is
free--for a $15 disk copying fee, of course! To load it, add ',1' to the load
command (that is, LOAD"XVM*",8,l)-JS
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USER GROUP NOTES

Nation-Wide Special Interest Groups:

**********

ASSOCIATION OF COMMODORE USER GROUPS (ACUG)
This umbrella-type organization is being formed to bring together all

U.S.-based Commodore User Groups for exchange of news, information, and public
domain programs. One of their first objectives is to be placed on PUG mailing
lists to receive group newsletters. They would also like permission to edit and
reproduce this information.

Your response can be sent in either of two ways:
(1) BY LETTER, to Tony Ott, 633 Bent Oak Dr., Lake St. Louis MO 63367.
(2) BY MODEM, to Commodore Communications BBS 314/625-4576.

User Groups by Locality:

IOWA:
Iowa State University PET Users Group (ISUPUG). Contact Herb Harmison, 200

Engineering Annex, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50010. A campus-wide users
group that meets monthly with general interests in higher education and
engineering research using Commodore equipment. We have a good mix of Commodore
users, ranging from the earliest PET to the Commodore 64. We have a partial disk
library, mainly of TPUG and ATUG disks.-Mark Niggemann

NEVADA:
FORTH Interest Group, Las Vegas NV. The Las Vegas FORTH Chapter held their

third meeting in November at the Valley Bank Center. Contact Gerald Hasty,
737-5670, between the hours of 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM Monday thru Friday.-Gila
Newsletter

VIC Users Group, Las Vegas NV. Meetings are held in the PCS Computer
service department, 3900 W. Charleston Blvd. The meetings were announced in PCS
Computer's newsletters and a local dial-up network called BBS, phone 459-1037 (if
you have a modem).-Gila Newsletter

OREGON:
The Oregon Commodore Computer User Groups Newsletter, January 1983, lists 6

combined Commodore user groups (in Astoria, Eugene, Forest Grove, Gaston, Lake
Oswego, and Portland/Gresham), 2 Commodore 64 user groups (in Portland, and
Albany/Corvallis), and 11 VIC 20 user groups (in Vancouver, Oregon City,
Wilsonville, Salem, Aloha, 2 in Portland, Philomath, Tillamook, Troutdale, and
Prineville), and 1 amateur radio group. For more information on user groups in
the Northwest, write John K. Jones at 2134 N.E. 45th Av., Portland OR 97213.

PENNSYLVANIA:
CACC (Capital

starting the CACC.
Mall. Contact him

Area Computer Club), Harrisburg Area. Lewis Buttery is
It meets the first Tuesday each month at 7pm at Union Deposit

at 134 College Hill Road, Enola PA 17025 (717/732-2123).

Westmoreland Commodore Users Club, Greensburg PA, formed last spring, has
grown to 68 families (approximately 200 members). At our last meeting 100 people
attended and 18 families joined the club. Most of our people are VIC 20 owners,
but we are getting some Commodore 64 owners. We have increased our VIC 20
library to over 200 programs. For more information, contact Jim Mathers, Club
Coordinator, at 3021 Ben Venue Dr., Greensburg, PA 15601 (412 836-2224).
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TEXAS:
SNUG (PET Users), Beaumont TX. SNUG meets each second Tuesday evening of

the month at Westend Microcomputer Store at 290 Dowlen Road, Beaumont TX. The
VIC 20 subgroup meets each first Tuesday evening at the same place. Members are
invited to either or both meetings, but VIC discussions and demonstrations will
be reserved for the subgroup meeting each month. PET/CBM includes the 2001,
4000, 8000, 9000 models, and the new IIp,'' "B," and "BX". The subgroup consists
of VIC 20, Commodore 64 and MAX users. Total Group meetings will be held from
time to time.-Slim Wilson

VIC 29 NOTES

SPELLMASTER SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE 1400· 66th St. No.
Suite 485 St. Petersburg. florida
(813) 347 ·6733 33710

PROOFREADING
SOFTWARE

NOW A 50,000 WORD DICTIONARY &m'8~O
Now you can rapidly eliminate misspellings from your word
processing text. Spellmaster (TM) is delivered with a 35 000
word dictionary, allawing the user to add up to 15,000 wO/ds
(C8M 8050 version). Direct Screen Editing of Mistakes. Words
"suspected" to be incorrect are displayed" reverse video" on the
screen; simply correct the mistakes and resave your corrected file.
Add Words to Dictionary with a Single Keystroke! Spellmoster
makes It easy to Permanently Add any correctly spelled work in your
text to your User Dictionary. 100% Machine Language Speed
allows a large word processor textfile to be Proofread in 2 minutes or
less. Uses dictionary of LITERAL WORDS, not imprecise rootword

approach. Specialized medical and
legal dictionaries are available.
Menu-Driven and User Friendly.
Compatible with Commodore 1541,
2040,4040 and 8050 Disc Drives.

ANOTHER FIX FOR TV INTERFERENCE:
Jeff Andrews reports some success in

clearing up interference on his TV wi th
the VIC and Commodore 64. He suggests
replacing the antenna switch box with a
standard 300-75 ohm transformer and the
regular connecting cable with 75 ohm
coaxial cable. This has worked for
several people so far.-John K. Jones
(OCCUG Newsletter)

FIXING VERTICAL PROBLEMS IN ZENITH AND
SYLVANIA TVS:

The vertical problems in the Sys. 33
Zenith are cured by pulling plug 2H on
the Chroma/Lum module 9-152. In the
Sylvania chassis E03 thru E45, either
install a 10K resistor across R316 or
install a 2.2M resistor across R320,
depending on your chassis). ONLY on
chassis E06, 08, 20, and 21, ground pin 4
of IC 300. DO NOT jump any resistors in
these 4 chassis.-John K. Jones (OCCUG
Newsletter)

DATA TRANSFER QUESTION:
I have a VIC 20 and I currently am using a cassette recorder. I find it too

cumbersome and slow to handle large amounts of data so I am ready to get a disk
recorder. I have already stored a large amount of data (about 400Ks) and wonder
if I can transfer that to the VIC disk recorder? If so, how do I go about it?
If not, can I use another disk recorder for the job?-C. A. Barringer

ANSWER: Here is a small program that should read any sequential data file
from cassette and rewrite it as a sequential disk file. It should work on any
Commodore cassette drive and any Commodore disk drive.-JS

100 INPUT"FILENAME";N$
110 OPEN 1,1,0,N$
120 OPEN 8,8,8,N$+",S,W"
130 IF DS>0 THEN PRINT DS$:STOP
140 GET#l,A$
150 IF ST>0 THEN 180
160 PRINT#8,A$;
170 GOTO 130
180 CLOSE 8
190 CLOSE 1
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WANT ADS AND ANSWERS

Wanted

**********

to read 8
to a CBM

"CBM read"
with Steve
CP/M file.

WANTED: RF Modulator for the 64??
The 64 articles by K.P. and M.N. mention a high quality TV/game switch box

(RF modulator). Where did they get them?-Andy Zloty

WANTED: Method for downloading CP/M software to CBM diskette format other than
Lifeboat Associates or Madison Computers.-Jerry Key

REPLY (maybe): Alan Kahn has modified the ZRAM BIOS to be able
inch, single-sided, single-density, IBM-format CP/M diskettes down
relative file that ZRAM uses to hold CP/M info. Another ZRAM utility,
goes the other way, from ordinary PET files to CP/M. You could use it
Punter's TERMINAL program to convert a captured disk log of an "alien"
But surely there are easier ways our readers will know about ••• -JS

WANTED: Any 82S~ disk utilities, such as condensed directory print routines
(single directories), etc.-Jerry Key

REPLY(partial): I've returned the diskette of articles Jerry sent with a
homebrew equivalent of EXPAND RELATIVE that works. Anyone got the official one
to function yet? If so, how?-JS

WANTED: Credit Union business package.
Is there is a Credit Union business package available for Commodore

equipment? At work, I am on the Board of my 1,000 member credit union, with
different classes of savings and loan programs. There are varying % paid on
savings and charged for loans. Interest and dividends are compounded daily, but
posted monthly. Payroll deductions corne in semi-monthly. Shares are posted to
accounts and then payments made to loans. The system needs: daily, semi-monthly,
monthly and annual balances; quarterly statements for members; and a clear audit
trail for State Auditors. The cost for the program should include equipment and
staff training. There should be a good market for such a package, as our data
process ing costs of ten exceed $400 monthly and re lyon truck de 1 i ve ri es. Many
credit unions are in similar situations.-Herb Gross, 833 Prospect, Elgin IL 60120

WANTED: Optical scanner.
An inexpensive optical scanner or light pen package for reading listings of

programs printed in magazines or books. It would be a boon for fumble fingered
typists like me. Along the same lines, would be a scanner that could read type
or print and dump it into a printer. This would allow computer printer
combinations to perform most of the functions of an office copier.-Herb Gross

For Sale

FOR SALE: VIC-IS1S printer.
Three months old, but in like new condition.

sheets paper. Price $250. Contact Larry Woolard,
62656 Phone 217/732-6385 evenings.

Includes approximately 1000
1321 N. McLean, Lincoln IL
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~ CBM/PET REVIEWS

Herels a rough guide for all you potential reviewers to follow when sending
us reviews and comments on your favorite or unfavorite programs. The information
should fit on both sides of a 3"x5" card. Itls all right if you canlt fill in
all the blanks. Just answer the questions that you can. You III be surprised
after a few issues at what you can discover about programs! Read old reviews to
pick up the phrases you need. Maybe someday weill print a glossary ••• -ES

REVIEW FORM Reviewer:
Program/Equipment Name:

(Author): Hardware needed:
P rice : Co mp ute r :
Seller: Disk Drive?
Type of program/equipment: Printer?
Memory required: K. Modem?
Protection: (dongle/foreign DOS/ROM chip?)
Language: (BASIC2/BASIC4/Machine Language/other?)
Fo rma t: (casse t te/c a r tr i dge/ d i sket te?)
Warranty quality: (full/90-day/none?)
Manual quality:
Special features, such as:

graphics? (hi-res/PET/sprite/turtle/other)
joystick? (optional/required)
sound? (CB2/SID chip/other)
other:

A typical program review could read:

side 2

Pluses:

Minuses:

Comments:

NAME OF PROGRAM, by Author; $-- diskette from Name of Company. Type of program
(word processor). For VIC/64, and 1541 (or for 80 columns, CBM disk drive, and

ASCII printer). Requires 5K, BASIC 2 and DOS 2. DOS Protected (or requires
cassette port dongle). Joystick optional. 90 day limited warranty.

Then your comments would elaborate on anything that needs explaining, such
as advantages, disadvantages, special features, how it compares to simlar
prog rams, and yo u r 0 pin ion - - what kind 0 f use r w0 u 1 d rea 11yapprecia t e t his
program? Recommended (for whom).-Reviewer's name
(Company address:--------------------)
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BOOK REVIEWS

**********

One of the joys of be ing a college computer sc ience teacher is rece i ving
unordered computer books almost every week. Book publishers send them in hopes
we'll adopt them for class use. Some companies only offer to loan books briefly,
but most professors, not feeling that well paid, ignore them. Why risk getting
billed for a book very like others you can get free? In any case, I now have a
large shelf of such books and will attempt a thumbnail sketch of each here.-JS

ARMCHAIR BASIC: An Absolute Beginner's Guide to Programming in BASIC, by Fox;
from Osborne/McGraw-Hill. 264p. Paperback.

This is only the second full BASIC textbook I've seen that is simple enough
to use in elementary schools. It is also great for people who know they should
learn to program their computer, but are afraid. Its only threatening feature is
a short quiz after each chapter, but the answers and glossary are in the back,
and it begins and ends with narratives about computers. The book's prime
weakness is its failure to show structure in programs. It also omits study of
file commands and nearly all functions. Although not specifically for Commodore,
its BASIC is limited enough to work on Commodore machines well. Definitely worth
considering, along with Bob Albrecht's introductory BASIC book from Reston.-JS

BASIC--2nd ed. by Marateck; from Academic Press. 475p. Paperback.
Uses, bu t ba re ly ment ions programmi ng structu re. Needs more draw ings and

pictures. No mention of Commodore at all. Not recommended.-JS

BASIC--3rd ed., by Boillot/Horn; from West Pub., 1983. 4i6p. Paperback.
Another fairly Decent BASIC manual that uses but doesn't mention structure.

Uses some flowcharting. Occasional problems include sample outputs. Describes
files (not using PET commands), but barely mentions string commands, and
completely omi ts PEEK, POKE and SYS. Poor printing--the photos look like bad
photocopies. Uses only one ink color and no screened highlight areas, although
some pages have windowed-off sections. Apple] [, IBM PC, and TRS-80 III each got
a chapter, but Commodore is not mentioned. Forgettable.-JS

BASIC: An Introduction To Computer Programming--2nd ed., by Bent and Sethares,
from Brooks/Cole, 1982. 350p. Paperback.

A competent introductory approach to generic BASIC. Nothing on Commodore,
and the language extensions given are more appropriate to TRS-80 or a
minicomputer, especially in the files chapter. Problem-oriented, rather than
language-oriented. As for statements, MAT is described, but POKE is not. Uses
flowcharts, and describes indenting for structure and top-down programming.
Assumes the ability to do simple algebra. Chapters are loaded with useful
worked-out examples (a binary search and a merge-sort), interspersed with
problems (some with answers in the back), and ending with a review quiz. Inside
covers describe major keywords. This is a text I may keep, but won't use much
for reference.-JS

BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS: Vol. 2, by Sternberg; $14 from Hayden.
384p. Paperback.

Includes over 70+ programs, divided into 4 sections: sales, personnel,
administration, and routines. Developed in Microsoft BASIC for the now-defunct
Altair computer, making the file examples incorrect for Commodore. Since files
are most important in business programming, and no conversions are given for the
currently-popular micro's, this book is less useful than it appears. Its primary
Commodore audience will be good programmers that can alter its Altair
commands--who don't need this book anyway. Still, the book is well done, with
sample outputs, well-structured listings, symbol tables, and instructions
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included for each program. The most unique section
fairly complete "salesman" package, if you need that.
more tailored to a Commodore audience.-JS

is the first, which is a
Otherwise, look for books

Mandell; from West Pub., 1983. 322+p.
Study Guide, instructor's manual & test
same title with 150 page supplement on

BASIC PROGRAMMING FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER, by Miller, Chaya and Santora; $16
from Teachers College Press, 1982. 262p. Wire-bound.

Oriented to teachers using the "Big 3 Micro's", including PET. Not typeset,
but quite readably printed from an original word-processor on a SuperPET using
WORDPRO. I choked when they said "LET is especially usefuL •• ", and that the
maximum TAB on PET is 38, but otherwise, the keyword descriptions were quite
ad e qua t e • Has fun sa mp 1 e pro b 1ems: "w r i tean e f fie i en t prog ram t hat w0 u 1 d
produce the following output--I WANT A PIZZA ••• " Both problems and examples are
well-suited to teachers, and work on all 3 featured micros. This is also the
first book I've seen (other than our own guide) which properly uses strings of
cursor controls to move the cursor to a preset row and column, rather than the
usual slow melange of POKEs. No illustrations, but includes a glossary and
answers. Though the book doesn't even mention LOAD, SAVE or files, it is a very
good first book of BASIC for teacher training courses.-JS

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTING: An Introduction Through BASIC, by Graham; from West
Pub., 1982. 387p. Paperback. Instructor's manual available.

For intro courses in computers using BASIC. Intended to be less demanding
than the author's Introduction to Computer Science. Besides a strong emphasis on
using structure when programming, the text describes how to use data structures
popular in other languages, but difficult in BASIC, such as stacks, trees, and
recursion. Uses a BASIC similar to Microsoft, but doesn't mention files. Also
includes a sample (non-6502) machine language program. Visually, the book is
less appealing than some competitors: only one ink color, no screened highlight
areas or window areas. It's all just text, examples, figures, review questions
and exercises, with a short bibliography. Only 13 pages are devoted to personal
computers, and never mention a particular brand name. Not recommended.-JS

COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING: Concepts and Applications with BASIC, by Mandell;
from West Pub., 1982. 480 p. plus 190p. of BASIC/appendices. Hardback. Paperback
study guide available.

An expanded variation of Mandell's Computers and Data Processing Today.
Lacks the special microcomputer section in each chapter, but gives a much fuller
explanation of topics like privacy and security, includes a color. "tour" of a
computer facility, and gives many real company applications. Also reprints
portions of other related writings on computers. Retains the info on PET
programming and other good features of the shorter book. If your students can
afford it and can handle the extra 100 pages of reading, this excellent book is
probably better than Mandell's simpler guides.-JS

COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING TODAY, by
Paperback or hardback. Also Available:
bank, 100 overhead transparencies, and
BASIC programming.

Heavy color illustrations throughout. Each chapter has outlines, summaries,
highlights, and focus on microcomputers. Includes cartoons, glossary, and
appendix on career opportunities. Not much detail on structure. Sufficiently
up-to-date to mention the coming conflict between Apple's "Lisa" and Visicorp's
"VisiOn" software. Has 2 PET pictures and mentions Commodore once. The BASIC
supplement gives PET, APPLE, TRS-80 and IBM changes for every example. Examples
are properly indented, have important portions color highlighted, include sample
outputs, and often have companion flowcharts. Does get into simple file-handling
on PET, but omits such words as POKE and SYS.

Study guide gives a summa ry, cove rs key wo rds, asks sample ques tions and
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assigns problems. Three sections cover the general text, the BASIC supplement,
and an available PASCAL supplemen~. Instructor's manual includes learning
objectives, chapter outlines, answers to sample problems, and 376 test questions
with answers. A very complete system of learning aids. Would be a good choice
for an intro course in computers, especially in labs using several popular brands
of micro's, but wanting to give inf? about larger computers as well.-JS

COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING IN BUSINESS, by O'Brien; from Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1983. 533p. Paperback.

Heavily illustrated with pictures and drawings. Uses second color in text
to set off important material. Has chapter outlines, summaries, lists of key
terms, review questions, and real world application examples. Introduces
unstructured BASIC in a 55 page appendix that includes flow charts, listings, and
questions. Also includes bibliography and glossary at end. Barely mentions
microcomputers and Commodore. CBM, PET and VIC are acknowledged as highly
popular, but dismissed as "Not supported well in field." Except for a lack of
emphasis on structure, and the blind spot regarding micro's, this seems like a
good textbook to use in beginning classes with little access to computers.-JS

FORTRAN WITH PROBLEM SOLVING: A STRUCTURED APPROACH by Bent and Sethares; from
Brooks/Cole, 1981. 374p. Paperback.

Much like their book on BASIC, reviewed above. Based on FORTRAN 77; uses IF
THEN ELSE and other aids to structured top-down programming. Problem-solving
approach. Seems adequate, but no one will get excited about it.-JS

INTRODUCTION TO BASIC PROGRAMMING, by Mandell; from West Pub., 1982. 159p.
Paperback.

This is the BASIC programming appendix from Mandell's other books reviewed
above. As stated elsewhere, this is a good introduction for schools using Apple,
IBM PC, PET and TRS-80 computers in the same classroom.-JS

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS by Awad; from Prentice-Hall, 1983. 491p. Paperback.
Introductory. Start~ with history, and focuses on information and systems

ana ly sis, r a the r than techno logy 0 r prog r ammi ng. Hea vi ly i llus tra ted. S ta r ts
each chapter with an outline and ends with a summary. Commodore is mentioned,
but with zero accuracy. (Did you know the SuperPET speaks only BASIC, has only
32K of memory, and can only work 6 disk drives?) Even funnier is their calling
the Apple III a minicomputer. BASIC is described in a 30 page appendix (and
COBOL in a 25 page appendix!) Might be useful in a large computer environment,
for beginners not able to get at a terminal yet, but that isn't our situation.-JS

Other Reviews and Updates

VISICALC, HOME AND OFFICE COMPANION Update, from Osborne/McGraw Hill. Requi res
VISICALC and a system to run it.

Not bad for someone who just got VISICALC and finds the manual too complex.
Good rote l~arning device until understanding finally dawns. Some applications
are somewhat juvenile. I'd never use more than 15 of the templates.-JPD

WORD PROCESSING; A STUDENT WORKBOOK, from Galt's Educational Computer
Consultants. Requires 16K PET, cassette or disk, CBM printer + PAPERMATE.

Consists of 22 assignments for students using the PAPERMATE word processor.
Printed on 17 stapled pages using a dot matrix printer. Essentially a rehash of
PAPERMATE's instruction book with specific examples of how to produce a document.
Any self-respecting teacher with one hour's practice on PAPERMATE could produce
better examples; PAPERMATE is a good program, but this book is not.-JPD
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BUSINESS REVIEWS:

Accounting Packages

*********'*

ATLAS 1200 SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SYSTEM, from Commodore.
A vertical market package designed for the professional service and

equipment maintenance firm. Its capabilities include an accounts receivable
system, a financial reports section, and other reports specific to this type of
business, such as a P.M. log.-Jim Widener (Gila Newsletter)

CYBER-FARMER 80, from Cyberia. Farm accounting package with VISICALC templates.
Requires 80 col. and disk, set for 4022 printer. Protected by foreign DOS.

REVIEW II: CYBER-FARMER consists of three packages: a general accounting
package (CYBER-FARMER 80), FARMER'S WORKBOOK, and HOG PRODUCTION. I had th ree
farmer friends review the program's content. They were, without exception,
impressed. Two of them familiar with other packages found CYBER-FARMER the best
they had seen to date, and considered it to be very comprehensive for their
business applications. The two operational portions of Cyber-Farmer consist of
VISICALC Templates, called FARMER'S WORKBOOK and HOG PRODUCTION SYSTEM. Once
again all reviewers were impressed (who wouldn't be impressed with VISICALC?). I
thought one friend (who runs a farrowing house) was going to become a permanent
house guest as he ran trial after trial on the hog production system.

From a programer's point of view, I found the program well documented, well
polished, easy to load and run wi th minimal research into the manuals, wi th an
ENORMOUS built-in help program. The accounting system includes a sample diskette
showing how to approach most situations; its few limitations do not seem to
affect the people for whom the program was designed, providing adequate
information for taxes, profit and loss, and such. The WORKBOOK and HOG
PRODUCTION templates seem very comprehensive. I found no "bugs" in the system.
The whole package reflected a high level of professonalism, obviously designed
for the non-programer/user. Highly recommended.-JPD

REVIEW 12: GOOD POINTS: The inventory option is very thorough. The time
display, "Help" feature and menu are nice, as is the non-flashing cursor.
Editing of account totals is very complete. Includes a l-key screenprint.
Allows 150 entries before posting. Complete editing of the chart of accounts is
possible, to personalize it, or to reduce the chart and increase disk storage and
update speed. Very good documentation that includes thoughtful things, like a
sample data diskette, a blank data diskette, labels, and a backup program
diskette.

BAD POINTS: Took 25 minutes to copy sample data diskette, and a seemingly
long time interval for processing. In the depreciation schedule, the double line
printout (to compensate for 80 column printing) was difficult to read. Paper was
used inefficiently. Erasing journal entry details after printing and posting was
hard to accept as a fa rme r. Sc reen revi ew of da ta is 1 imi ted; some must go on
paper to be seen. I didn't like having to restart to change data diskettes. No
way to analyze feed fed per uni t of production wi thin system, but provides
complete data for this, presumably to use in their FARMER'S WORKBOOK templates.

OVERALL IMPRESSION: One of the first "turn-key" programs I have seen for
agriculture. After using SILICON OFFICE to perform similar tasks, I appreciate
alL the automatic functions included in CYBER-FARMER 80 to help the novice.
FARMER'S WORKBOOK and HOG PRODUCTION templates would make an excellent complement
to CYBER-FARMER 80, or as a good stand alone place to start.-Jim Burnham (farmer)

REVIEW I 3: A true aid for agriculture! Allows for journal entries, ledger
updates, over 300 accounts and budgeting. Also includes depreciation schedules
and cash flow reports (monthly, budgeted, variances). Is categorically divided
for livestock, hogs, crops, grain, feed, etc. It is very simple to use, thorough
and highly recommended.-DL
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FREIGHT RATING AND INVOICE SYSTEM, from Commodore.
Another good vertical market package aimed at the transportation industry.

It will provide freight rating according to the specific tariffs set forth by the
Interstate Commerce Commission. Some capabilties include automatic rating using
the rate base, weight break and commodity for the tarrif assigned, and invoice
generation based on this data.-Jim Widener (Gila Newsletter)

MASTER ACCOUNTING, by Benson Greene; $45 from Master 3 Corp. Requires 32K, BASIC
2 or 4, disk drive, 2023 or AXIOM printer. Protected (buyer's name in program).

This "single entry" system designed for the small merchant does a lot for
such a reasonable price. User-friendly, allowing backups. Well documented with
a concisely wr i tten 100+ page manual that documents most program peculari ties.
Uses numbered accounts, provides so rting, and ma inta ins the follow ing files:
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivabie, Purchase Order, Acknowledgment, Invoices,
Vouchers, Statements, Bankbook, Cashbook, Parts List and Account Data. Will not
allow one to "run in the red." Price Lists take care of part numbers, dates of
price change, Payroll, Inventory, etc. Several areas allow one to adjust
accounts, and check numbers (a useful feature). For an extra $10 per program,
author offers several housekeeping programs to organize diskettes.

Has several limitations: payroll function is only a price list; doesn't
analyze number of man-hours needed to produce a product or labor/management
factors; and keeps tracks of checks, but cannot print them. No real "bugs" were
encountered, and al though not as capable as programs costing 6 to 10 times as
much, has got to be a "best buy". Recommended.-JPD

PERSONAL TAX CALCULATOR, from Geneva Technologies.
This is a scaled down version of the PROFESSIONAL TAX SYSTEM. It will

calculate Form 1040, schedules A, B, TC and G.-Jim Widener (Gila Newsletter)

Data Base Managers

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND MANAGEMENT AID (IRMA) Update
Designed for the professional recruiting firm that wishes to computerize

their search and fulfillment needs. It allows for the entry and retrieval of
items based on multiple search criteria.-Jim Widener (Gila Newsletter)

JINSAM EXECUTIVE" $1295 from Jini Micro Systems Inc. Requires 80 columns and
CBM 8050 or larger disk drive. Protected. No warranty.

Data manager designed for multiple computers sharing disk drives and
printers. COMPLEX, SLOW and LACKS POLISH. Its "WEIRD DONGLE" (unorthodox
protection device) consists of a ROM switching unit at $A000 (with an extra
socket for WORDPRO), connected by four wires to the user port. There is no way
to connect other devices, such as modems, to the user port. JINSAM is a serious
attempt to turn a micro into a mainframe, complete with security passwords and
the claim it will handle 99,999 Records OF UNLIMITED LENGTH. Enough options to
make an eagle dizzy. The authors have tried to cover all contingencies and
systems, as well as work with WORDPRO, WORDCRAFT, and VISICALC. Reasonably good
documentation. Most pecularities are defined; for instance, users are informed
when a file is in use. JINSAM does not permit files to be interrelated like
S I LICON OFFICE, and its secu ri ty system prevents unau thori zed indi viduals from
seeing or changing restricted records. Several commercial and public domain
programs can read and modify JINSAM files, but JINSAM's system slows things down
for a dishonest employee.

JINSAM is complex! Even the documentation refers to option numbers, rather
than names. Although generally forgiving of input errors, it does not provide
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clear screen instructions. Definitely NOT a "turn-key" package. Plan to spend a
lot of time training operators. Also plan on restructuring your thinking and
data to satisfy the program's structure. JINSAM also lacks polish for such an
expensive package. Both versions I've seen contain numerous small, disturbing
"glitches": copyright notices overwrite status lines, the help menu prints
garbage to a CBM printer, you can't use commas, and you can lose the main menu
(after having entered the first option then asking for a disk directory).
Althoug h most data managers are slow, JINSAM carries this to an extreme. When
changing options, one has to wait for ages while simply HUGE portions of the
program are loaded (including the menu). Actual work production (adding files,
modifiying records) does proceed relatively quickly. Housekeeping chores
(erasing old files, backup diskettes, etc.) are handled almost automatically.
All in all, JINSAM is a fasinating tool of great potential. It should be
considered by those who need the ability to handle GIGANTIC masses of data.-JPD

REVIEW 12: Due to repeated non-payment of royalties, I have just notified
Jini Micro Systems it must remove my SUBSORT (alias JINSORT) from JINSAM products
by May 7, 1983. This. will alter the product, and may affect its availability for
a time. Considering our troubles in collecting agreed royalties over the past 2
years, I feel the non-warranty in the JINSAM manual accurately reflects the
support users may expect for the price, and cannot now in good conscience
rec~mmend this product to anyone.-JS

Word Processors

PAPERCLIP Update, $125 from Batteries Included. 2K ROM at $A000, any 32K BASIC 4
machine, cassette or disk drive, but disk is definitely recommended.

Absolutely the most versatile word processor I have seen. Offers all
features of WORDPRO at one fourth the price, including similar format commands,
but doesn't require 80 columns or disk drive. Is easier to understand, offering
readable screen instructions and'cues when making errors or processing commands.
Manual is easy to read, though not yet complete (6 pages are on diskette). Also
on d i sket te a re va r ious pr inter prog rams and an undocumented program to create
your own printer program. Supports CBM8023P, CBM8300 and Olivetti printers as
advertized, although the 8023P routine slows down its output speed greatly. Adds
some nice touches: sort lines; add horizontal and vertical column totals;
horizontally scroll to 126 columns; and manipulate (repeat, insert, shift, move,
delete, and erase) columns; read sequential and WORDPRO-type files; show on the
screen exact locations of the loading/saving process. All it needs is a bigger
text area and able to accept the graphic keyboard.

A few small "glitches": 1) When you switch from video to printer while using
video output with global files, and you answer NO when the program asks if you
want the next file fetched to complete a page, it hangs up (but who asks to pr~nt

a p age and the n s top the p r inti ngin th e mid d 1 e ?) • 2 ) I n h i gh 1Y s t r u c t u red
"outline" type documents using right-hand justification, the left margin release
command occasionally inserts a random extra space at the left hand margin of the
first line of a paragraph, and you must retype the line. 3) Occasionally when
using the VERY IMPRESSIVE column manupulations, if you have blank lines formatted
between your information, you lose them when printing.

To review PAPERCLIP, I had two secretaries type in my 44 page manuscript.
As the last mi nu te changes a r rived, they became comp letely di scouraged; one
correction changed a term appearing at least 25 times on each page. They had
input text onto cassette; when I brought a disk drive from home, they witnessed
true magic! They were totally agog at Global search and replace, Appending whole
pages to existing files, and completely rearranging three sections of the book.
I am now faced with a "Clerical Revolution" if I don't cough up a disk drive. On
a WORD PRO scale of from 1 to 5+, PAPERCLIP rates a 7+. Highly recommended.-JPD
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SUPERSCRIPT Update, from Precision Software.
At a recent show Jim Butterfield and I agreed that for our personal needs,

text capaGity is the most important feature in a word processor. For instance,
the version of PAPERCLIP he uses is not standard, but one modified to allow 900
lines in the text buffer--enough for a long article. For the same reason, I now
use SUPERSCRIPT for all my articles. Of the word processors available to me, it
has the largest text buffer. My other reason for using it over WORD PRO is that
it can easily read a program LISTed to disk. Compared to PAPERCLIP, I prefer it
somewha t--prima r ily because PAPERCLIP files display some ga rbage at the start
when loaded into WORDPRO. I'm looking forward to using SUPERSCRIPT with its new
SUPERSPELL, which just arrived for review. Highly recommended.-JS

[See also Copyright Notes, where editor Ralph Bressler points out the
blessings (?) of SUPERSCRIPT's DOS-based copy protection.-ED]

WORDCRAFT 8896
This WORDCRAFT version runs on and takes advantage of the 8096 machine. It

offers the user 24K+ characters of text per document, and has the ability to send
10 to 12 pages of text from one PET to another through a sophisticated
"error-checking" communications protocol.-Jim Widener (Gila Newsletter)

Other Programs

BUSICALC, $69 from Skyles Electric Works.
See the review of the 64 version under Commodore 64 Business Reviews.

CALC-RESULT, from Handic Software AB. Needs 8032/8096 and 8050/8250/9060/9090.
Electronic spread sheet program.

VISICALC clone, but some additions make it a better buy. Can you really use
the VISICALC manual? CR has an on-line HELP feature; Press "H" in the command
mode, and you get one-line explanations of the various commands, in German,
English, French or Swedish! Extremely versatile printer output formatting makes
it easy to print only part of a work-sheet, such as just the totals. CALC-RESULT
has about the same memory space as VISICALC, but 31 more "pages" are kept on the
work-disk, which can be added together. It's like stacking them and having the
total results end up on page 32 (great for daily to monthly totals!), and results
from one page can be passed to another, so that formats can be MUCH greater than
VISICALC. One more beau ti ful touch: when you end CALC-RESULT with the "Qui t"
function, your location in the program is saved, and when you restart, you are
brought back to the SAME place! Protection ROM seems to have real code in it.
Current VISICALC'ers can use their current formats with few conversions.

MINUS SIDE: CALC-RESULT failed to handle my 2022 printer properly (too many
carriage return/line feeds). Once it went off and sulked when I used the
REPLICATE command, and specified the range from high column to low (that is, D35
to A3 5) • Fo r spread-sheet users, I have seen none bette r than CALC-RESULT.
Highly Recommended!-JDT

COMPILER REVIEWS

INTEGER BASIC COMPILER Update:
Allows user to produce machine language programs easily and quickly that can

be self contained or used as subroutines. The version of BASIC used is a little
different from CBM BASIC, so existing programs may have to be changed a
little.-Jim Widener (Gila Newsletter)
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DISK REVIEWS

**********

FLIP'N'FILE, from Innovative Concepts, Inc.
One of the most intriguing tasks one faces after you accumulate more than

ten diskettes is how to store the little devils. I have tried 3 different kinds
of products. Without doubt the best that I have found up to this point is
FLIP'N'FILE. Besides being attractive, you can carry the case without playing
'50 Diskette Pickup'. Highly recommended.-Terry Taller

HAM RADIO REVIEWS

MORSE CODE TRAINER, from Taylormade Software.
See review of VIC 20 version under VIC 20 Ham Radio Reviews.

HARDWARE REVIEWS

BACKPACK POWER, from CSC Corporation. For CBM/PETs and dual disk drives.
It recharges continually from the machines's own power supply and supplies

15-30 minutes of reserve power. Its small size, 3-1/2 by 5-1/4 by 2-1/4, allows
installation within the system cabinet. Very easy to install, turn on, charge
up and start. Gave clear instructions to all different layouts of Commodore
machines. Has proven to be reliable and given us no difficulty. Heartily
recommended if your work on the computer cannot afford to be lost and you have
frequent difficulties in power supply. Also recommended as just a line filter if
voltage purity is a problem.-Gerald Hasty (Gila Newsletter)

SMITH-CORONA TP-l with TNW 232-D INTERFACE, from Smith-Corona. Letter quality
daisy-wheel printer. Parallel or serial RS232C interface models.

Uses either cloth or carbon film ribbons. Although you can set 16 different
baud rates, 75 or 110 will work best. •• Some nice features are programmable
margins, tab settings, auto underscoring, and a switch to set top-of-form mode.
Is much slower than most other printers, but the price is right! The cable
linking the TP-l to serial interface (I am using a TNW 232-D) can be wired as:
received data = Pin 3, request to send = Pin 4, and signal ground = Pin 7. 4
print wheels available. The printing can be speeded up by first presetting left
margin and tab settings before starting. To set the left margin at column 10 and
tab at column 25, your BASIC lines should look like this:

10 PRINT#1,SPC(24)iCHR$(18)
20 PRINT#2,SPC(9)iCHR$(17) -Gila Newsletter
[NOTE: Computer Country of Springfield sells it; it seems to work.-ED]

SUPERBUS, from Cyberia. Networking system.
A multi-bus system with data security options that hooks up 18 PET/CBM's to

a disk drive and printer and queues their requests. Most things are done with
menus to help new users. Single board replaces 2 CBM ROMs in each unit. Doesn't
work with some utilities (POv-1ER and EHS's STCP terminal program), and I always
forget to turn off the data protection scheme (a menu program). Very good for
offices, but not so good in a heavy programming environment.-Mark Niggemann

See the following reviews under Commodore 64 Hardware Reviews.
CARDETTE/l, $40 from Cardco. Cassette interface for all models.
CARD/?, $79 from Cardco. Interface.
SMITH-eORONA TYPETRONIC TYPEWRITER and Supercord interface, about $800.
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COMPUTER LANGUAGE REVIEWS

**********

FORTH for PET, by Cargile and Riley, from A.B. Computers. For PET/CBM with CBM
disk drive.

This adaptation of fig FORTH to CBM is a joy after struggling with Seiler's
excellent but undocumented ATUG version. Like a do-it-yourself kit of
pre-assembled modules for FORTH, including PET-style screen editor (choose 40 or
80 column), STUTTER for hopalong cursor, printer support for ASCII or CBM, PET
I/O support, string functions, special utilities to support various disk drives,
'79 standard additions, special new words and editor enhancements. Load FORTH,
the modules you plan to use, and sc reen 2 to save your new customi zed FORTH.
Follow instructions on screen 1 to format a new FORTH disk. Manual includes disk
functions, and fig-FORTH glossary. Diskette also contains a FORTH assembler,
several documented utilities (clock functions, "calendar", calendar functions)
and uncommented demonstrations. . Adds 77 screens to an already
considerably-enhanced FORTH. Authors have gone to great lengths to retain most
of PET's special features and disk conveniences in FORTH, even RESET to
cold-start BASIC (without closing disk files, unfortunately). The instruction
books for FORTH are superb. A.B. Computer's entourage of competent authors has
clearly done it again!-Dick Adams

FORTH Update, from FSS.
Several telephone conversations [when ordering FORTH] ••• were handled well.

But some screens were unloadable. A letter to FSS produced absolutely no reply!
The use of FORTH screens is implemented by direct access to the disk drive •••
very ill-advised on DOS 2. Relative records would have provided better integrity
of the system and fit the FORTH philosophy of disk blocks. Also ••• any disk
access disengages the printer, and it has to be reset. I find this version very
good for learning FORTH programming if I don't use the disk drive or printer.
FSS's FORTH follows the figFORTH model well and helped other programmers in the
area learn their FORTH (non-Commodore) •.•. Great to learn with, but useless for
developing application software.-Gerald Hasty (Gila Newsletter)

MAGAZINE REVIEWS

COLLEGIATE MICROCOMPUTER, Quarterly, $28 from Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology. Terre Haute IN.

According to a student I know who goes there, Rose-Hulman has a fine large
computer program, but he hadn't seen a micro there all Fall last year. This will
probably change now that they are sponsoring a micro magazine. The first issue
shows promise--it's less stuffy than most educators' magazines, and starts each
article with a summary and list of key words. Some articles were quite nice,
especially one reprinted from DATAMATION. I also enjoyed the one on how to
organize a summer computer camp •••• Unfortunately, although Rose-Hulman has now
d i scove red mi cro' s, they have yet to di scove r tha t anyone bes ides Apple makes
them. (On the othe r hand, since they DID send us a revi ew copy, they may have
heard of Commodore, too.) This first issue will be of greatest interest to
college teachers of technical subjects, but even though I fit that mold I will
probably pass it up for now.-JS
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MODEM REVIEWS
***** ** **-*

STAR MODEM, 1288 Baud Version, from Prentice.
Not bad!! Works identically to the 3130 baud version. I like the faster

speed. Right now it connects an 81332 and EHS's STCP terminal program to a NAS
AS/6 (IBM 370 compatible) mainframe computer. A definite MUST for anyone who
needs to transfer data at the faster speeds.-Mark Niggemann

UTILITY REVIEWS

HESCAT Update, from HES:
All the ads and most reviews I've seen infer that

131 diskettes on a 40413 dual drive with a 16K PET/CBM.
Upgrade ROM) HESCAT will only catalog 41 diskettes.-Gary

HESCAT
On my
Stone

will
16K

catalog up to
PET (2001 2.0

BRILEY SOFTWARE
For Commodore 64™

DELUXE ADDRESSER C10H
Easy moiling labels, each data file holds
250 addresses. Update, Delete, Add, List,
Labels, SorL S40.00/Tape.

MANSION! C201 F
The ()UTLEf1. whispers. "Somebody stole
the fur COat!" Video mop and dossiers. NOT
so easy to solve! S14.95/Tape.

HIGH SEAS C204F
Soil the Atlantic in 1811, recover stolen
gold, ovoid mutiny, bring in wonted
pirates. S14.95/Tape.

FUR TRAPPER C205F
Explore the [\ocl,y Mountains in 1848.
gather pelts. trade for food. Lal,es, Villages,
ferns. S14.95/Tape.

BLACKJACK TUTOR C210F
Learn [Q stand, hit, double, and spliL Prac·
tice scenarios. S14,95/Tape.

MISSION 64 C215F
Cirion enemy spacecrafl threaten your
mission. Joysticl, or Keys. S19.95/Tape,

Add shipping of $.75 per casseue tope.
(Dealers, (816) 76.3-2001 for sales rep.)

• All programs can be used on disk, too •

P.O. BOX 291~

LIVERMORE, CA 94550·0291

ATTENTION COMMODORE USERS
USEFUL SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE
MASTER GRADES: A complete grades manaQemenl system lor up 10 200 students of Qrades 5 and up Produces
pages for your gradebook. periodiC reports In alpha or percentage order. a report card summary and three kinds of
progress notes to parents Keeps attendance too FUlly trapped 10 prevent errors Wnllen by tcachers who know
your problems Also available for 16K Commodore and for lhe Apple II. 48K. 33 Dos A $500 demo available for
Commodore 32K only 18050 and 4040 d'Sk) Proce $3950

MASTER LIBRARY PROGRAM: The total disk file cataloger Reads the disk ld. program name and block size
from the disk almost as fast as you can feed the dIsks fnlD lhe dflve(sl Produces one alphabetized listIng (100
titles per page) of all of your programs Disk Include a program to alphabetize the t11les on each dIsk and to
recover scralched ftles of alllypes A supel value In use by many user groups 10 compare dIsk collectIOns 18050
and 4040 dISk. runs In 16K 01 32KI Price $39 50

DATE DUE: The program school librarians have been waltlllg for Handles aboul 350 lransactlons per day and
prints rqports for you on those pesky "overdues" Easy enough for a studenl assistant 10 use (4040 disk only
runs In 16K or 32Kl PrIce $3950

LEDGER: For school tn'house accounts or personal bookkeeplnq Pllnts reports In Journal or ledger format
Operates With 10 Single keystroke commands ElimInate the' oops faClor In your accountlnq (4040 ellSk only
runs In 16K Or 32Kl PrICe $29 50

SCRIPT EASE: A fantastIc word processor lor the 40 column screen DevelorJed lor Children and can be
mastered In a few hourS Does lust about everythtng the expensive proqrams will 00 and has some features
found nowhere else One command converts the compuler keyboarcllnto a standarcl eleclnc lypewrner keyboarcl
for touch tYPistS. (4040 disk and 32K onlyl A super value at $39 50 '

MULTIPLE CHOICE: A teacher s friend Produces multiple chOIce tests lor teacnlflg. lesllnQ and relnlo,clflq
Makes different forms ollhe same test. and randomizes the Item and chOice order lor secutlty Tesl can be taken
on the screen or you can produce paper copies Select all or parI ot your leSI Iile (4040 disk only but can be savNl
and used as a tape program Runs iO 16K or 32K) Pflce $2950

FOOTBALL SCOUT: Here's (he one lor football coaches Scoul the OPPOSItIon and feed the lacts Into the COf
puter Produces reports on IndIVIdual plays, tendanCles. and distance gained per play Know mort" about lnem
then they know themselves (4040 disk and 32K only) A $5 00 demo IS available Prtce $79 50

BASKETBALL STATS: Keeps statistICS for every player lor a whole season Know In black and wtllle \',no Vour
stars are and use the reports 10 motivate your players 10 do better /4040 disk and 32K onlyl A $5 00 demo IS avail
able. Prrce $39.50.

DATALOG: Simplify your office record· keepIng BUild and main laIn student records. produce class liSts and
directories. keep track 01 TItle 1 InformatIon. ele Easy to sel up and use Has countless aophcatlOf1S Up to 1000
records on a 4040 dISk, (4040 disk and 32K only). A $5 00 demo IS available Pflce $39 50

All of the above require a Commodore computer. Single or dual diSk drive. and prlnler

ALL AVAILABLE SOON FOR THE "64"

Please wrl1e for details and 10 get on our mailing list lor announcements aboul the Commodore 64" Versions
We are also developing other sports programs IncludIng ones lor soflball. baseball. volleyball. and gymnastics
Under consideration IS a senes of "Survival Skill" programs lor SpeCial Ed High School students

If you have an idea for a "useful"' program that you would like to see available. please share II V'lIth uS

MIDWEST SOFTWARE - BOX 214 -FARMINGTON, MICH 48024
PHONE: (313) 477·0897
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COMMODORE
64 REVIEWS

COMMODORE 64 BOOK REVIEWS

**********

COMMODORE 64 USER'S GUIDE and REFERENCE GUIDE
REVIEW II: Commodore has done an excellent job of organizing and explaining

things in their Commodore 64 User's Guide and Commodore 64 Reference Guide. The
first contains a lot of details that require correcting. Many of the examples
will not work as shown. Over all, the explanations of what is available and how
it works is well done. The Reference Guide is truly great. An inch thick and
packed with details on everything (including chip specs and a schematic of the
entire computer). It will require very few updates and all the programs'
examples workl-Roy Wagner

REVIEW 12: One use I immed i a tely had fo r the Gu ide was to convert Bill
Finzer's PAKJANA 2.4 dancer program to the 64. It was mentioned in the October
'82 Computel. Fortunately the conversion was very simple. POKE 225,128 in lines
5820, 6035 and 6037 have to be changed to POKE 218,128. I still have to clear up
the TAPESAVE routine, but at least it works.-Herb Gross

64 PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE GUIDE HELP DISKETTE, $10 from "When I'm 64" Software.
Like our own Help Diskette, this product is designed to help readers of a

book. The PRG Help Diskette includes all the program examples from the book,
listed by the book page on which they are found. Errors in the published
listings have been corrected, and all the programs we tested worked quite well.
A great time and frustration saver for new users.-JS

COMMODORE 64 BUSINESS REVIEWS

Accounting Packages

CBM 64 PAYROLL SYSTEM, $100 from MicroSpec. Needs 1541 disk. Printer optional.
REVIEW II: A fairly simple payroll program, all in one BASIC module. Said

to handle up to 100 employees. The program itself is easy to change and allows
any user to view and edit any data-- very helpful in a program the business owner
will run, but hopelessly open to fraud if run by anyone else. The program also
doe s not for c e you to ma in t a inan au d itt r ail. Ins tea d , de t ail e d r e cor d s are
periodically erased without maintaining an archival backup or paper copy, unless
requested. MicroSpec leaves state taxes to the user to calculate, although they
offer to add a state tax calculator feature for an unspecified price, "if you
have a 16K expansion." (Is this an updated VIC program?) Its worst feature,
shared with MicroSpec's DATA BASE MANAGER, is the atrocious spelling and grammar
in ~he instructions. Would anyone putting out a package with so many errors in
the manual bother to thoroughly test the program? At least the binder is "first
class". A nice start, but not a finished product. Not recommended.-JS

REVIEW 12: A free update is now available. Compiled in PETSPEED, and
includes a sort by key option. Cleaned up and much better.-BMD
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Data Base Managers/Mail Lists

**********

DATA BASE MANAGER, $80 from MicroSpec. Needs 1541 disk. Printer optional.
REVIEW 12: A simple file-handling program, all in one BASIC module. Said

to handle up to 600 full-size records (or 1200 records of under 127 characters
e a c h. ) 0 n 1y 1 f i 1e a 11owed per dis k • Da t a f i 1e use s rand 0 m, rather t han
relative files (making its data blocks vulnerable to erasure by a DOS "validate"
command). Allows user to easily alter program or view and edit any data. Has
usual minimum features; can also search file for particular data items and total
numeric fields. Yet, it lacks an alphabetic prime key, sort function and option
to, restructure data later. Its worst feature, shared wi th CBM 64 PAYROLL SYSTEM,
is the atrocious spelling and grammar, in a lavish binder. As the first
commercially available file handler I've tested for the 64, it might hold you
temporarily, if you need one badly. Otherwise, not recommended.-JS

REVIEW 12: A free update is now available. Compiled in PETSPEEO, and
includes a sort by key option. Cleaned up and much better.-BMO

RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.9, $25 from TOTL Software. Cross reference programs.
REVIEW 11: A pair of cross reference programs: one to build the data file

and one to cross reference the data. The file must be saved before it can be
cross referenced, and requires a disk drive to update or append the file. Allows
up to 9999 references to one source, wi th page numbers, comments (up to 1020
characters), up to 12 keywords, and key dates for each reference. Entry is slow,
since it must save data to disk when the buffer fills. Source information
includes title, author, bibliography data and a source 10 number. Cross
reference prog ram lets you spec i fy da tes and keywo rds, then gene ra tes a cross
reference table of source and reference numbers to fit the request. Table can be
saved on tape or disk, and subsequently printed if you load the file-build
program. All in all, this is another well done program. You really need a disk
drive to use it well. Best where you do a lot of cross referencing within a
relatively few sources. While the program is aimed at book research, it could be
a cross reference filing system for many other situations. Recommended.-LW

REVIEW 12: This word processor [?!-ED] is a bargain for the money, but as
most bargains, you can expect some problems. The documentation is poor and
difficult to understand. There are no frills, such as indexing, but for simple
home use, recommended if you don't mind muddling through the instructions.-OL

Word Processors:

PAPERCLIP, $125 from Batteries Included or Software International.
Now available for the 64, but we haven't seen it yet. Meanwhile, see review

of the CBM/PET version under Business Reviews.

SOFTWRITER, by Raymac Software Products, $25 from Skyles Electric Works. For VIC
20 + 16K memory expansion or Commodore 64 with CBM or RS232 printer.

I use SOFTWRITER with my Commodore 64 and Epson printer. Although not
elegant, SOFTWRITER does provide double-width printing, indented paragraphs and
editing functions, such as insert, delete, append, and block move. Beware if you
select the filing or printing option from the menu; an invalid response could
wipe out your text. My manual has poor print quality and is somewhat
disorganized from being adapted to the 64. I would not recommend SOFTWRITER for
an involved writing project, but I feel my $25 was well spent.-Marilyn Byers
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not as
standard

Processor is
letters and

Word
for

Robbins
to use

TOTL.TEXT 2.6 Update, $40 cassette, $45 disk from TOTL Software.
The new version, TOTL.TEXT 2.6 + Chickspeed, adds machine code routines to

handle the I/O and printing, making a dramatic impact on loading (down from 6
minutes to less than 30 seconds). It also configures itself to your printer with
a few questions at the beginning. Insert, block move, and block delete have been
added to edit mode, along with a shortcut for entering common format controls.
You can set up to 10 tabs at a time, more easily change colors and underline, use
two special character sets, and link with TOTL.LABEL files to produce form
letters. The machine code routines are being added to the VIC version and other
TOTL.Software programs -- an even better value for your money.-LW

WORD PROCESSOR, from Intelligent Software.
Jeff Andrews reports that the Bill

versatile as TOTL's, but it's far easier
formats.-John K. Jones (OCCUG Newsletter)

Other Programs

BUSICALC, $69 from Skyles Electric Works. Versions for all current models.
Review copy for 64. Electronic spread sheet.

Written by SuperSoft in England and sold in America by Skyles, this
electronic spreadsheet program is handy to have. Commands include jump (to a
location), save (disk or tape), load (ditto), insert, delete, p.rint (all or
part), and others. Similar in scope to VISICALC, but larger (99 rows by 67q
columns of 5-18 characters, depending on memory requirements) and a lot cheaper!
The manual is very well done. When moving 'the cursor around a spreadsheet as
large as 50 rows by 52 columns, with lots of figures, it seems to move a little
slow. A well put together package at a very reasonable price. Highly
recommended.-JO

REVIEW 12: This is an easy spreadsheet to use. After reading the manual, I
had no trouble with my first worKsheet attempt. There are 11 control functions
which allow' you' to save, load, format, and massage as well as print your
spreadsheet. BUSICALC evaluates formulas while retaining the formula and
displaying the results. Sometimes the printing is slow. Recommended if youlre
in the market for a VISICALC program for your 64.-Eugene Byers

COMMODORE 64 EDUCATION REVIEWS

BINGO MATH Preview, coming cartridge from Commodore.
The most enjoyable math teaching game live seen. Using bingo for addition,

subtraction, multiplcation and division is great. All it needs for our family is
a way to handicap adults competing with children. Recommended.-JS

SKETCH AND PAINT, $20 cassette from Comm*Data. Protected. Requires joystick
A neat program to allow you to draw on the screen, using the joystick to

guide your pen. Includes choice of colors, ability to draw a line or box between
two defined points, paint in an enclosed area, erase, reverse colors and
background, and sound that changes wi th posi tion on screen. My four year old
rea 11y get s a k i c k 0 u t 0 fit and my two yea r old 1 ike s to reversethe s c r e en.
Recommended, especially for younger children.-LW
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COMMODORE 64 GAME REVIEWS

**********

ASSAULT ON MEMORY ALPHA, $20 diskette from American Peripherals.
The first adventure game commercially available for the 64. Jamie and I

really enjoy playing it. Features a space motif, breaking into a computer
installation to steal a memory card. The real challenge is solving the 7 riddles
at the end. Each wrong answer means you have to start over again; be sure not to
make a typing error, because the computer doesn't wait for you to hit RETURN. 10
levels of difficulty. Unfortunately, it uses no graphics after the introduction.
Has touches of humor.-ES

CATACOMBS OF GOLD, $20 diskette from MicroSpec.
A fairly trivial enhancement of the old DUNGEON game from Len Lindsay's PET

Cassette Exchange. Does have a bit of color, graphics and sound, but nothing
worthy of the price. Although I enjoyed DUNGEON a lot when it was all we had, I
wouldn't voluntarily play it now. Jamie, age 7, agrees--once through and ignored
ever after. Do not buy.-JS

CENTROPODS, $20 cassette from Comm*Data. Requires joystick.
A CENTIPEDES (tm) type game (and every bi t as interesting). Takes a long

time to load. Uses both keyboard and spri te graphics. Apparently all machine
language. Very fast moving game. Very good sound. Recommended.-Don W. Gaikins

~ZE MAN, $40 cartridge from Creative Equipment.
This is a PAC MAN clone, carefully altered just enough to be considered

original. Its graphics and sound show far more effort than those in PAKACUDA,
but somehow it doesn't seem qu i te as much fun to play--poss i bly because some
rules of winning are different. We'll have a further report next issue.-JS

MOTOR MANIA, $30 cassette from UMI.
REVIEW 11: Like an arcade game on my 19" color TV. Obstacles include

boulders, nails, oil slicks, other automobiles, emergency vehicles [fire engines]
at intersections, dirt roads, and direction changes. Avoid obstacles to rack up
miles. Instrument panel contains speedometer, generator, and fuel gauges.
Increasing your speed sounds like revving the engine; the siren's volume
increases as the emergency vehicle gets near. Several friends in their twenties
enjoyed it a great deal, as they laughed at each others' accidentsl-Ray Merry

REVIEW 12: You control a car on a perilous trip through twisting highways,
mountain roads, and country dirt roads. Various hazards such as logs, potholes,
and glass are on the highways. Overall, the graphics and sound are excellent.
The wheels seem to rotate and turn slightly, although they got larger on
different parts of the track. I enjoyed this game very much, especially at the
higher levels, with more obstacles and higher scores. I found the price a little
steep compared to a cartridge, but it's worth buying.-Denis Philipps

REVIEW 13: UMI's first effort, if not spectacular, is at least the same
quality as their popular VIC 20 games. A fast-action road-rally game that
requires the player to think, as well as react. Speed is not of paramount
importance ••• compared to the rewards for driving defensively. Points are earned
for passing a gas station without requiring fuel or repairs, and for completing a
map section. Besides avoiding 2atal- collisions, you •.• can lose a car by running
out of gas, driving too slowly, failing to repair a damaged radiator, or getting
a flat tire with no spare. 10 levels of difficulty. You must approach the
n6n-fatal hazard to avoid the fatal hazard. Graphics are adequate, but don't
explore the computer's full potential. Likewise, the sparse sound effects are
appropriate, but hardly use the exceptional music synthesizer chips. Stands up
to repeated play. All in all, a promising start.-Sheldon Leemon (Video Review)
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PAKACUDA Update, $25 cassette from COMM*DATA Computer House, Inc. Protected.
Machine Language. Guaranteed. Joystick required

Uses hi-res and sprite graphics. The Pacman of the fish (barracuda) worl&.
One player only. You guide Pakacuda around a maze to gobble little fishes
(instead of dots), avoid four pursuing octopi (replaces ghosts), and rack up
points. Munch one of four electric eels to receive the "charge" needed to dine
on octopi (beats power-pills). As long as Pakacuda is eating little fishes,
sound accompaniment is Jaws revisited; otherwise, the game is silent. We''Ve
noticed our Pakacuda can get caught at a few turns. If you clear the screen, the
action and sound speeds up on a second screen. In our opinion, Pakacuda has ~ore

personality than Pacman, and his lips are quite cute.-Vicki Anderson

RETROBALL, $40 cartridge from HES.
Air hockey game. This game was demonstrated after a CIPUG/Champaign meeting

2 months ago. It was the first cartridge we had seen for the 64. Even so, we
couldn't find anyone willing to give this game a rating better than 2 out of 10.
To its credit, the game is fast--blindingly fast, just like real air hockey--and
it does have color. But its visual appeal is nil, dominated by a red hockey
puck, appearing as a large red blotch on the screen. It's nice to be first, but
if HES puts more effort into the graphics, they'll have a much better product.
Not recommended.-JS (and everyone else in sight)

THUNDERBOLT, $20 diskette from Iberius. Requires joystick. Protected.
A graphic space shooter arcade-type game, written in BASIC and compiled with

PETSPEED. Qui te good - very well done. You use the joystick to control cross
hairs for shooting alien space ships. Very good use of sprites for space sh1®E
and laser blasts. Five levels of difficulty. Very fast moving. Color and sound
are fair. Some sounds are repetitious. No way to make a back-up copy.
Summation of score. Recommended.-Don W. Gaikins

TSI CYCLES, $40 cartridge from Creative Equipment.
A well-done offshoot of the old SNAKE program, more recently known as the

TRON cycle game. Uses vivid colors, multi-voice music, fast action, and allows
you to play against ei ther the computer· (tough!) or another human. Idea is to
make the other player run into someone' s tracks, yours or his own. Optional
wraparound walls are quite impressive. Tread patterns are often so vivid t~at I
forget to concentrate. I hadn't expected to like this game, but I do, especially
when used by 2 humans. A full 8K of ROM in a well-made cartridge.-JS

Commodore Cartridge Previews

CLOWNS:
ACROBAT updated from PET to 64. This is one of the best PET games, and is

much harder and faster on the 64. The figures are also more detailed, but
somehow less "cute" and enjoyable than in the PET version. When I bragged about
its being non-violent, I was reminded how often the acrobats end up as spagetti
on the floor. Even so, recommended.-JS

KICKMAN:
A very good

Excellent graphics.
64 version of

Non-violent.
the arcade game. Not

Highly recommended.-JO
available for VIC.

MIDNITE DRIVE:
64 version adds a joystick control, with automatic transmission that makes

it much faster than VIC version. Very nice play. New digital speedometer helps
keep a steadier speed. I like the cracked windshield when you crash!-JO
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OMEGA RACE:
PREVIEW 11: Better play, but not as smooth as VIC version. I miss the

VIC's song between screens, but otherwise, the sound effects are much better.
The 64 version allows much better control of the ship than the VIC.-JO

PREVIEW 12: Though a killing game, it also gives an excellent image of
weightlessness, and often strikes me as funny as I go bouncing around out of
control. Recommended.-JS

RADAR RAT RACE:
PREVIEW 11: 40 column display improves the screen's playing field, but it

reacts and plays same as VIC version.-JO
PREVIEW 12: My personal favorite of the new crop of cartridges, and also a

favorite of son Jamie, who prefers to play without using the "magic stars."
Jamie has even found new layouts and a speed version in later boards.-JS

SEAWOLF:
Player with top submarine has huge advantage over one with lower sub -- good

when unequal players are matched. Teaches idea of leading a target when
shooting, but otherwise, it's just a killing game. Sounds are very realistic.-JS

COMMODORE 64 HARDWARE REVIEWS

Interfaces

CARDETTE/l, $40 from Cardco. Cassette interface for all- models. Lifetime full
guarantee.

This fairly small box (the size of 2 cassettes) lets you use any cassette
recorder with your Commodore computer. It works well thus far, and is a good
alternative to Commodore's Datasette, especially if you must save $40, or you
already have a good cassette drive on hand. The hidden cost is juggling 2 more
cables and a box, cluttering the back of your computer. Cardco's lifetime full
guarantee sure beats CBM's 90 day limited warranty. Well worth considering.-JS

CARD/?, $79 from Cardco. Centronics parallel printer interface.
REVIEW 11: Contrary to first impression, the "?" doesn't mean they haven't

named the product. It stands for the abbreviated word PRINT. Gene Beals of A.B.
Computers reports this product works well, has been approved by - Professional
Software as working on WORDPRO/64, and that he will stock it. Personally, I'm
amazed Cardco sells it so cheaply, since it is microprocessor-based. Its only
close competitor costs far more. will say more after further testing.-JS

REVIEW 12: I use this wi th a Gemini Star and my WORDPRO as well as for my
regular programming. The symbols they use for the cursor commands are qui te
useful; for instance, cursor down is <cd>, clear screen is <cs>, and when you
change the color, it gives you the symbol <cg>. It's worth $~0.-Scott Barker

C64-LINK Update, from Richvale Telecommunications.
REVIEW 11: Based on "your" recommendations, I bought the C64-LINK. I had

no problem in ordering it di rectly from Richvale. It is truly fantastic. The
price you quoted was Canadian dollars--it's $148 US. Perhaps you can answer a
small problem I have noticed with it when writing to disk. Occasionally I get a
?break error. Sometimes the file is partially written to disk, other times not
at all. I use SAVE "0:file name",8. -Roy Wagner

[Nope, don't know the answer to that one. But RTC does report they have
just revised their relocator program to work with WORDPRO/64.~JS]

REVIEW 12: This IEEE adaptor box has a monitor and takes almost no room at
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all. As a lap style 64 user, I love the fact that it doesn't need a table to
support it (other IEEE's are too big/heavy). I use it whenever I need IEEE, but
it isn't quite good enough to use instead of a 1541. Don't buy it as a
substitute: it affects things inside the 64 too much. For example, machine
language I/O can be done two ways: one works wi th IEEE and one doesn't. Many
programs use the way that doesn't work. The built in monitor is limited, but
useful. I would prefer any other monitor on cartridge (if it existed), but use
the 64-Link meanwhile. All in all, a nice addition to a complete system, but
don't try to build a system around it.-KRP

$199 APPLE EMULATOR
A Compuserve user recently paid $100 for an Apple 'emulator'. The catch?

It has to be hooked up from slot 2 of an Apple to the serial port on the 64.
Then type in 2 loader programs on the Apple and Commodore, after which it will
load BASIC programs (only) from the Apple to the 64. ' You still have to modify
keywords that differ between PET and Apple BASIC. $100 to save typi,ng in
programs from a printout!!!-John F. Jones (OCCUG Newsletter)

Printers

SMITH-CORONA TP-1 PRINTER, from Smith Corona dealers.
See under Hardware Reviews.

SMITH-CORONA TYPETRONIC TYPEWRITER and Supercord interface, about $880 from
Smith-Corona dealers. For 64 and VIC (and CBM user port)?

An electronic daisy wheel typewriter version of the TP-1 printer, using the
same print wheels and ribbons. Probably the cheapest way to get a letter quality
printer AND a typewriter there is. This combination worked the first try. Has
the sharp print of the TP-l and a regular typewriter keyboard. There are some
concessions, though: no automatic underline and the slow speed (under 10 cps,
because the typewriter is only getting data at 75 baud). Its non-intelligent
interface connects to the user port and contains a one character buffer and the
PET to ASCII conversion. I am not sending any nulls for the carriage return and
have not lost any characters yet. Increasing the baud rate to 110 just gives
straight garbage. Highly recommended if you have a limited budget, can give up
some speed and "niceties," and need a letter quality printer.-LW

Other Equipment

CARDRITER/1, $40 from Cardco. Light pen. Lifetime full guarantee.
A simple raster scan light pen. Includes 4 instruction/demo programs on 2

cassettes (1 for VIC, the other for the 64). Not at all precise on the one other
64 I was able to test, but does work if the VIC chip is good (mine isn't).-JS

CR-5599 MONITOR, $129 from Comrex. TV monitor.
The nicest green screen I've seen for a while. And

definitiely a best buy. It handles the 18 Mhz CBM Bx-256
jitter. Looks just like an 8032 screen. As good as the
monitors, and much cheaper.-KRP

at around $129,
output wi thout a
IBM or Apple II I

CT-7711 7- COLOR MONITOR, from Panasonic. TV monitor.
Slide tuner on the RF side makes this a less-than-ideal regular TV, but as a

monitor, it's dynamite. I like the styling, the small size, the solid
screen/colors, and the fact that you can stack stuff on top of it (although I
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think it could fry eggs. Good for freshening popcorn). Nice box.-KRP

STICK STAND, from K-Byte. Joystick holder.
I saw these at the Commodore Games Group office and had to have one. It's a

wide base that a Commodore or Atari joystick fits into, and a big red ball that
pops onto the handle. For those of us who notice the left wrist getting sore,
it's a God-send!-KRP

VIDEO PAK 89, $180 from Data20. 80 column adapter.
REVIEW 11: Plugs into cartridge slot of the 64, and allows it to generate

80 co lumns on a monochrome moni tor. Wo rks fine and has a clea re r di splay than
even the 8032, except that after extended use, the display seems to "glitter" (a
variation of brightness within characters.) Switches easily from 80 to 40
columns and back, by pressing the bottom function key.-Bob Smith

REVIEW 12: Early reports are that a variation, called Z-80 VIDEO PAK will
be available momentarily. It will be able to run CP/M, once a suitable version
of CP/M is available. We understand Commodore's CP/M for the 64 will run on it,
but have not actually seen this version yet.-JS

REVIEW 13: A customer just damaged his 64 after plugging in the video pak.
Now neither works. No word yet on what the problem is (hopefully just a blown
fuse).-BMD

COMMODORE 64 LANGUAGE REVIEWS

LOGO, from Commodore.
---- The pre-release version I explored is a full Terrapin LOGO language adapted
to the 64, not merely a wandering turtle. I thoroughly enjoyed watching the
turtle perform all the antics I had previously tried on the Apple] [. With the
aid of a Terrapin manual for Apple, I experimented with defining variables and
creating procedures to write simple sentences. Using the 64's cursors and
insert/delete, editing was, of course, much more pleasant than on the Apple] [.
The TRACE and NOTRACE features of Terrapin LOGO are very handy (missing from
Apple LOGO). Apple LOGO abbreviations do not seem to work in the Commodore
version, so tyring words such as "textscreen" is a little tedious.-Marilyn Byers

COMMODORE 64 UTILITY REVIEWS

PET LOADER/EMULATOR, $20 from Educati~n Circuit, Inc.
Works as advertised when tested on random programs in the PET public domain

programs from San Mateo Co. CA. Anyone else have any comments?-JO

VICTREE, $90 from Skyles Electric Works. Versions for VIC and 64.
For anyone who does BASIC programming on their Commodore 64, this utility

ROM is a MUST. Plug it into your cartridge slot, SYS into it, and you're off.
VICTREE occup ies 8K at the top of memo ry, and gives you 42 commands, includ i ng
BASIC 4.0 disk commands and programming aids from 'auto' (line numbering) to
'trace' (a running program line by line). The 100+ page manual is well done,
with complete descriptions and examples. Though a little higher priced than most
utility ROMs, it's an excellent product for the 64. Highly recommended.-JO
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VIC 20 REVIEWS

VIC 29 BOOK REVIEWS

**********

KIDS AND THE VIC, by Edward H. Carlson; from DataMost. Wirebound.
We've been getting phone calls from everywhere praising this book. Aimed at

the 7th grade reader with a cassette-based VIC, it succeeds admirably. Even
adults are captivated by its simple, but not simplistic style and captivating
cartoon illustrations. Each chapter includes notes to the instructor, some
questions, the lesson, and assignments (with answers in the back.) There are 33
short chapters, covering all the important keywords, but not rarely-used
functions or file commands. There is also a glossary, list of error messages and
special symbols in the back. Highly recommended.-JS

MASTERING THE VIC 29, by A. Jones, E. Coley, and D. Cole; $15 from Wiley.
Diskette of 34 useful programs sold separately for $20

Wr i tten as a sequel to the VIC Programmer's Reference Guide, for readers
ready to deal wi th PEEKs and POKEs. The eight chapters cover the gamut from
simple VIC BASIC to longer programs, arrays, speed techniques, special effects,
and hexadecimal representation; machine language; how the VIC is built, its
memor ies and "rampack" conf igu ra tions when you add the va r ious expande rs; types
of graphics; the 1540 and 1515 peripheral devices; accessories, expansion port,
user po rt, and machine moni to r (VICMON) and how to pr int memo ry hex dumps on to
p r i n t e r ; archit e c t u r e ( i n t rot 0 h a r dw are, i n t e r pre t e r , kernaI, i n t err u p t s ); and
machine code (6502 chip), plus a program to get sign graphs. Fantastic! What
every knowledgeable VIC own er needs if they really want to program. By far the
best book for VIC that I've seen yet!-phone review from Jeff Turney

VIC 29 BUSINESS REVIEWS

See reviews of the following programs under Commodore 64 Business Reviews.
BUSICALC, $69 from Skyles Electric Works. Versions for all current models.

Electronic spread sheet.
SOFTWRITER, $25 from Skyles Electric Works. For expanded VIC 20 or

Commodore 64 with CBM or RS232 printer.

VIC 29 EDUCATION REVIEWS

SPRINTYPER, from Mantronics Software Designs. Typing program. $5.
Documentation claims over 333,000 different sentences are possible. All are

short enough to fit in one VIC screen line a good idea. When typing a
sentence, if you make a mistake, a warning tone sounds until you press the DELETE
key. When completed, program shows elapsed time and compares it to your previous
times. Very well done and documentation was adequate. Recommended for building
typing skills.-JL
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TOUCH TYPING TUTOR, cassette from Taylormade Software.
REVIEW 11: Typing program designed for the beginning typist. In the first

program (LESSONS), 19 exercises encourage you to use the correct fingers to
manipulate the keys. The second program (PRACTICE) asks you to type
"pseudo-words" (random groups of letters), verifies your accuracy and displays
typing speed. In the last program (TEXT), you type words and groups of words.
You progress at your own speed - nice!. Documentation was more than adequate.
Recommended for persons who want to quit hunting and pecking.-JL

REVIEW 12: This well-documented package is the only program I have seen for
the VIC to da te wh ich could actually teach someone (me) how to touch type. It
does more than simply generate random sentences and time your performance. It
contains 4 separate programs: In the first, and most fascinating, program, the
screen displays the keyboard·plus 50 individual letters for you to type, one at a
time, followed by an accuracy score. The second and third programs present
either random letters or phrases for you to copy (without correcting mistakes),
times your performance, and calculates errors. One minor flaw in the last
program shows correct entries in blue and errors in black rather hard to
distinguish on black and white TVs. Throwaway your copy of TYPING TUTOR or
SPRINTYPER and get this program if you really want to learn touch typing.-BMD

VIC 29 GAME REVIEWS

BONZO, $20 cassette from DES. Needs 8K expander. Joystick optional.
Unquestionably the best cassette game I've seen for VIC. Even my wife,

who's not "into" games, loves BONZO. Akin to APPLE PANIC, your man (Bonzo) must
roam through 7 stories to collect point blocks while two guards try to trap you.
Block values increase and one guard is added at each of 3 levels. The game is
truly addictive. I don't know what makes it so appealing --excellent and cute
hi-res graphics, superb use of color and sound, smooth play action? BONZO is my
new standard by which I measure other VIC games. On a scale of 1-10,
unques t ionably a 10! Mi no r comp la i nts - the re a re no ins t ruct ions (no t rea lly
needed), you cannot use the joystick if you leave the play button down on the
recorder, and the programmer needs some spelling lessons. A steal at $20.-BMD

CHOPLIFTER Update, from Creative Software.
A truly marvelous game for VIC - the best I've seen since OMEGA RACE.-KRP

DEFENDER ON TRI, $13 by Nufekop. Requires 3K expansion RAM and joystick.
Object ••• is to rescue a human from an alien planet and get your ship safely

back to your home base. This requires that you successfully travel through 4
screens of obstacles and hazards ••• [in] a time limit. Add to your time left by
picking up treasures along the way. This game is a real challenge the first few
times it is played, but [then] the biggest challenge is controlling the joystick
skillfully enough to avoid hitting a wall. The game offers imaginative
graphics ••• I would recommend this program ••• -Steve Garmon (Hardcopy)

LASER COMMAND, cassette from DES. For any VIC.
This is a slight variation on MISSILE COMMAND games. You defend a few

cities from nuclear destruction with an invader's style tank that flies in 4
directions, but only shoots up. The aggressor has 3 types of missiles that
approach the targets at different angles and speeds. Excellent colors, and the
mushroom cloud when you lose a city is a vivid reminder of a more real world.
Despite my dislike of nuclear war being treated as a game, I found the play
action reasonably decent and the instructions good. Loads as 3 parts, which
takes a while.-JS
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VIC 29 HAM RADIO REVIEWS

***** ***'* *

MORSE CODE TRAINER, $20 from Taylormade Software. Cassette. Protected.
A random code generator for the 4K VIC to help amateur radio operators

improve their code speed. Word per minute rate adjustable to 35 wpm.
User-composed practice messages up to 50 characters or random generation of six
letters, four'teen letters, all letters, or all letters, numbers and punctuation
symbols. Menu driven with simple but understandable instruction sheet. Accurate
code character formation with pleasing tone. The ability to increase the
character speed without increasing the word per minute rate is a good feature.
Could be used by those who don't know morse code, but lacks instruction for them.
Possibly priced a bit high due to the sfuall potential market, but a cheap price
to pay if you need a random code generator. Recommended.-Clark L. Stewart

VIC 29 HARDWARE REVIEWS

CARDBOARD/3s, motherboard, $40 from Cardco. Lifetime full guarantee!
A simple but complete 3-s1ot cartridge holder for VIC's expansion port.

More complete (and $10 more costly) than the earlier model 3, reviewed last
issue. The new model now includes both individual switches for each slot and a
reset button. It looks well-;made, and includes such niceties as gold-plated
contacts for VIC's expansion connector. If 3 slots are enough, and you don't
need a covered box, this model should meet your needs. Considering the value of
a lifetime guarantee, I doubt you'll find a better buy.-JS

DATASPAN-29, $53 kit of $83 assembled from Digital Interace Systems Co.
This board can take you from 5K to 40K instantly (you supply the

cartridges). It includes 5 hi-tech, on board, integrated circuits that fully
buffer, isolate and protect your VIC. It accesses 5 cartridges with a rotary
switch to easily add and combine memory, VICMON, EPROM's, etc. It has a master
reset button, write-over protection switch, overload protection fuse, external
power supply jack, and gold plated contacts. Caution: make sure you have plenty
of room behind your VIC as this unit is about as long as the VIC is wide.-John
Walker (Hardcopy)

V23-CT EXPANSION MOTHERBOARD, about $50 from PTI.
Compared to Cardco's, 'PTI has larger, separate switches and more space

between cardslots. However, it's also 2" longer and 1" wider and lacks a reset
button. On balance, because of my daughter's age (9), I prefer the PTI over the
Cardco because of i~s more easily used switches.-Keith Olson

See review~ of the following products under Commodore 64 Hardware Reviews.
CARDETTE/l, $40 from Cardco. Cassette interface for all models.
CARD/?, $79 from Cardco. Centronics parallel printer interface.
CARDRITER/l, $40 from Cardco. Light pen.
CR-5599 MONITOR, $129 from Comrex. TV monitor.
CT-7711 7- COLOR MONITOR, from Panasonic. TV monitor.
STICK STAND, from K-Byte. Joystick.
SMITH-CORONA TP-l PRINTER, from Smith Corona dealers.
SMITH-CORONA TYPETRONIC TYPEWRITER and Supercord interface, about $880 from

Smith-Corona dealers. For 64 and VIC.
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LOGO, from Commodore.
---- See preliminary review under Commodore 64 Language Reviews.

TURTLE GRAPHICS Update, $40 by Human Engineered Software.
This cartridge plugs into the expansion connector of the VIC. Written

m0 s t 1yin BAS I Cand , the ref 0 r e , i s fa i r 1y slow. I pur c has e d. • • [i t ] to i n t rod u c e
my 5 year old daughter to computers ••• as a first computer language for
children•••• Comes with an adequate users guide. This cartridge has several
disappointments •••• Instead of dot graphics, it uses entire character locations
to display each point that the turtle draws, so that only very simple pictures
can be drawn using the turtle. Also, it is s-l-o-w.-Steve Garmon (Hardcopy)

VIC-FORTH Update, from HES:
Gila Newsletter lists these features for the VIC 20 FORTH cartridge:

standard Fig-Forth (nearly 400 words); 3K RAM in the cartridge; works in any
numeric base; compact, compiled, and very fast; Text Editor and Macro Assembler
included; may be coded in assembler;' supports cassette and printer I/O; and works
with all memory sizes.

VIC 29 MAGAZINE REVIEWS

JOURNAL/29, $12 per year, from Mike Apsey.
Bi-weekly VIC newsletter, via first class mail. An excellent brief resource

for VIC owners. It reminds me of the first Midnite's, although not as "off the
wall" as we were. [What do you mean "were"!-ED] Apsey actually uses the VIC to
print his magazine, currently via WORDCRAFT 20 and a Smith Corona TP-l printer.
He considered accepting ads, but decided not to, and adds, "excepting special
offers, and unusually good recommendations, JOURNAL/20 will be ALL NEWS." Parts
of each issue are for the utter newcomer, but other sections will challenge those
who've already digested the Programmer's Reference Guide. Sample gems:

"To use the VIC-1541 with the VIC-20, you must enter ••• OPEN 15,8,15,"UI-"
"The [Atari] paddles ••• had 1 mega-ohm variable resistors ••• the change

consists of adding a 820K 1/4 watt resistor across the active terminals ••• "
(This ups the "live" area of the Atari paddle on a VIC from 120 degrees to 180
degrees.) Highly recommended.-JS

VIXEL, Volume 3, $13 from Code Works.
Includes 3 games: WARP, FIFTEEN, and RAIL. In WARP, yo~ pilot a spaceship

through a tunnel (with 3 levels of difficulty), but the ship could not turn left,
making the game VERY difficult to play. In FIFTEEN you arrange numbered tiles in
the correct order. It requires joystick, but would be much better using the
keyboard, because it was very hard to maneuver the files. RAIL requires 3K or 8K
expansion. You direct up to 8 white trains into a train depot by controlling 12
switches and avoiding train crashes. RAIL alone is worth the price. I was very
impressed with all the documentation.-JL
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a good program. I have been using it to
SuperMini and I find it works very nicely. I
such as a nicer character set, lower case, and a

TERMINAL-49, by Midwest Micro Associates
REVIEW 11: A machine language program that transforms the VIC-20 with an 8K

expander into a 40-column RS-232 terminal. All features that can possibly be
changed such as baud rate, number of stop bi ts, and full or half duplex, are
selectable. The forty column display is done entirely in software and is
unbelievable. The author of this program had a good imagination when it came to
designing the ASCII character set in blocks of 3 dots by 6 dots ••.• To say the
least, I'm impressed! The program also offers smooth scrolling of the display
and supports output to the VIC-1515 printer.... As far as I'm concerned,
TERMINAL-40 will be my standard for judging the value of any future programs for
the VIC.-Steve Garmon (Hardcopy)

REVIEW 12: TERMINAL-40 is
communicate to a DEC VAX 11/780
have added my own modifications,
bell character.-Mark Niggemann

VIC 29 UTILITY REVIEWS

SUPER VIC-KIT, diskette from Mantronics
Software Designs.

Diskette based BASIC programmer's
utility package, like Commodore's
PROGRAMMER'S AID cartridge. Adds 25
commands, including BREAK, CATALOG,
DLOAD, DSAVE, HEADER and LIST. Some make
disk handling easier, while others make
entering BASIC code more efficient. Also
includes machine language monitor, which
is easily accessed from BASIC. Highly
recommended for frustrated BASIC
porgrammers. Disk commands are so much
friendlier than the VIC's. A winner.-JL

VIC RABBIT, $40 from Eastern House
Software. High speed cassette driver.

Works smoothly and efficiently. It
has simple commands. It's not only time
saving, it also has the advantage of
giving easier storage. Has been
problem-free, except doesn't entirely
like Commodore's wordprocessor program.
Includes pass-through connector and empty
ROM socket. Lacks cartridge shell.-JS

VICTREE, $90 from Skyles Electric Works.
Versions for VIC and 64.

See review of 64 version under
Commodore 64 Utility Reviews.

BRILEY
SOFTWARE

For VIC·20 and PET!

C103 HOME INVENTORY (12K)
Insurance inventary of home or office.
In-memory file hanqling, Add, Delete,
Update, Search, Sort, Print, List. Load
Save. Only one cossette drive needed.
S19.95
C105 GROCERY MART (5K)
Map favorite grocery store with items
and prices. Calculates COSt in advance.
Listed by aisle. Uses data statements.
S14,95

C106 DINNER'S ON! (5K)
Menu planner for up to 15 days. Shop
ping list for bulk purchases. Uses favorite
meals (with ingredients) in data
statements. PET has dessert feature.
VIC S12.95 PET S14.95

To Order, Send checl~ (US.
funds), odd tax if Colif, $,75/
casso for shipping. Specify VIC or
PET,

Publishing Application and Persona!
Software since 1979. Dealer and author
inquiries inVited. Catalog available for
SASE.-----_...-----_.
~

.o. OOX 291J
LIVERMORE, CA

94550-0291
(415) 455-91J9
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Feature Article:
RALPH WRITES

State of the Micro
by Ralph Bressler

Various people in the political arena have finished delivering their "State
of the "messages, which review the condi tions of a certain part of the
country and propose some solutions to specific problems. In the same spirit,
this article comments on the "State of the microcomputer hardware and software
market". Both of these markets are presently in a state of turmoil more
pronounced than at any time since micros first came on the scene. As usual,
hardware changes are leading the way, but there are also some impressive software
innovations.

The number of new hardware products announced at the various computer shows
just this year is enough to confuse anyone. Even the most dedicated market
analyst might hesitate to predict the future concerning this vast horde of new
computers, printers, plotters, memory expansions and voice synthesizers. What is
equally amazing is the ever-widening price range ($59 to $10,000 at the moment).
Some new computers represent innovations, particularly in ergonomics, while
others are simply copies of previous designs or just repackaged. No matter how
improved a machine is over the one it emulates, it is still a copy and represents
little real innovation. Since the Osborne 1, every company feels it has to have
a portable. Some are smaller, have larger screens, or different "free" software,
but show little change in the basic design. If being copied is a form of
flattery, then Apple and IBM should feel honored with the number of "knock-offs."

Even Apple copied Apple when they released the Apple II E!
Many manufacturers seem content to rework old ideas, taking a conservative

"wait and see" approach. BASIC is still the standard language supplied on most
micros, even though it is slow and awkward for all but the beginning user. CP/M
is still the most popular operating system, not because it's the best, but
because no one wants to break from the pack, even for a better system. A great
idea supported by only one company soon wi thers and dies, making companies
reluctant to incorporate new ideas into products.

What concerns me most is that machines are being produced and marketed with
"bugs" which require later "fixes". Production of the Apple III was halted for
some time to redesign and repackage some parts. The IBM PC can't do some simple
math operations correctly, although IBM doesn't show much concern. Commodore's
own 64 has had at least one Kernal change which affects many programs. Even
Commodore's own public domain programs are affected. How many more changes will
be made in the machines on today's market? In addition, only the slightest
effort is being made to standardize program recording methods, video displays and
the like. This is not surprising, since few other markets do this, but couldn't
just a few things be the same from machine to machine? Ford doors may not fit
Chevy cars, but at least the steering wheel is always on the left side! Such is
the state of hardware today.
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One bright note is that the gap between hardware capabilities and new
software programs that use the sophisticated abilities of the machines is
shrinking. New software programs are finally accessing the built-in functions of
such versatile hardware. The pressures of competition have resulted in better
qual i ty products at lowe r pr ices. Where there was once one wo rd process ing
program, there are now a six or seven good ones. More programs are written in
machine language for increased speed and efficiency. Even educational software
is beginning to go beyond simple drill and practice; many programs now "teach"
creativity, critical thinking and problem solving. Results of research on how
kids learn from computers are being incorporated into new packages like BANK
STREET WRITER. The numbers of bad programs that sell well are rapidly
diminishing. The ,biggest problem now is choosing the program that best fits your
own personal need. Even this may become easier as companies move from "no
warranty is expressed or implied" to "full refund within 10 days". People who
purchase new brands and models should be sure that they are shown programs for
the machine they buy that do what they want to do. Promises aren't nearly as
good as watching the programs run. The state of the art of programming seems to
be improving.

Every time someone tells me that they just bought a microcomputer, I wince
just a little. This is particularly true when I talk to business people. As the
conversation continues, it always strays to why they bought the machine. Too
many times the answer is something like, "Everybody else has one!" The reasons
for buying the brand they chose are even more nebulous. They heard from a friend
that this was a good brand, the salesman in the store liked it, or they read an
article which favored that model. When the exchange r~aches the part about what
they will use the machine for, the software they purchased and the training they
have, I beg in to shudde r. For some reason, people wi 11 rush out to spend from
$500 to several thousand dollars on a computer with few second thoughts. These
same people might spend weeks choosing a new car or a typewriter or getting the
best price for a vacation package. Perhaps they are overwhelmed by conflicting
reports and the enormous number of models, options and additional equipment.
Many buyers fail to understand that the best machine cannot function without the
specific software they require for the job they want to do. This is the state of
some buyers in today's market.

Between the buyer and the products are a sea of confusing articles,
advertisements and salesmen. Advertisements and salespeople act as adversaries
in the quest for the most cost effective system for the buyer's purpose. The
customers who .throw themselves at the feet of a salesperson, crying, "Please,
help me!" deserve what they get. Why should computer salespeople be any more
honest or willing to see you get the best deal than people who sell other
consumer goods? However, purchasing a system from a local dealer is certainly
better than buying one through the mail. Being able to ask questions in person
when things go wrong is worth the extra money. An intelligent buyer needs to
carefully read articles and reviews and decide on the impartiali ty of each
source. Armed wi tho some knowledge, the potential buyer can canvas local stores
for the best deal. Other sources of information may include informed friends,
users groups and their newsletters, and local schools and colleges. I teach in a
public high school and although I do not feel qualified to give advice to all
buyers, I can help them some, and at least define their needs. The need for
adult computer literacy and training courses is increasing beyond the ability of
the educational system to handle it, as more and more people take advantage of
the low cost of home and small business computers.

The state of the microcomputer market today consists of many willing buyers
confronted wi th many choices of hardware and software. One of the biggest
immediate needs of these people is clear, accurate information which prepares
them to make intelligent choices about their purchases. Hardware and software
will continue to change, but well-informed buyers will be able to define their
needs and seek products which get the job done.
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BEYOND BASIC
(USING THE MONITOR)

The Midnite / PAPER

Long Lines on a Commodore

**********.

by Thomas Henry

For

at line 20.
line number
bytes long.
can always

An unusual quirk of Commodore computers is the discrepancy in size between
screen lines and BASIC lines. For example, on a CBM 8032 the maximum length
program line that you can enter from the keyboard is eighty characters. The same
is true for a forty column PET, since you may wrap the line around once (two
times forty equals eighty). Now the strange thing is, a legal BASIC line can
actually be up to 256 bytes long! For example, the following is a perfectly good
program line, as far as the BASIC interpreter is concerned:

20 ONKGOSUBl,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,
26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51
,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76

This line has 226 characters (excluding the line number), but since ON and
GOSUB are tokenized before being stored, the actual byte count in memory is 221.
Then, still thinking in terms of a line stored in memory, we must add on two more
bytes for the forward link address, two more for the line number and finally one
more for the concluding 0 byte. In the end, the total length in memory is 226
bytes. This line is legal as far as BASIC is concerned. When the interpreter
fetches line 20, it will be executed just like any other line. The problem is,
how do we get it into memory?

BASIC lines are actually strings of bytes in memory. Normally the BASIC in
ROM inputs a line and converts it to a string of bytes which the interpreter will
understand. To enter long lines, however, we must input the bytes directly
through the machine language monitor. Let's try an example.

The first step is to enter the program, minus the desired long line.
our test, enter this:

19 INPUTK
39 GOT019

Notice that we only entered normal lines. We'll enter a long line
Now estimate the length of the long line, including the link address,
and concluding zero byte. As we saw above, our example line is 226
Let's call it 240. bytes, just to leave a margin of safety. We
eliminate extra bytes later on.

Next we'll enter some dummy lines whose only purpose is to create a
workspace for our long line. Type in line number 20. Fill this line with 60
commas and press RETURN to enter the line. Now duplicate this line, thus
creating lines 21, 11 and 23. LIST the program and you should see the two normal
lines at 10 and 30. Between these are four lines each contafning 60 commas, for
a tota 1 of 240 commas, to occupy about 240 bytes total in m'emo ry. These dummy
bytes are where we will enter the long line.

At this point enter the monitor, ie. via SYS4. Use the .M command to create
a hex dump of memory locations $0400 to $04BB, ($0800+ on the 64, $1000 or $1200
on VIC.) You should see a large number of $2C's, which represent all the dummy
commas. Locate the first one. If you typed the example exactly as given (no
extra spaces) this should be at $040C. The two bytes before the first $2C hold
the line number. They should be $14 and $00, which is $0014 (20 in decimal).
Two bytes before these should be the link address, which points to the next line
(21) in memory. We'll come back to this in a moment.
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We'll create our long line right on top of these reserved spaces. Position

the cursor on top of the first $2C at $040C. Type in $91, which is the token for
the BASIC command "ON". Space over one byte and type in $4B, which is the ASCII
value of "K" (the variable). Space over again and type in $8D which is the token
for "GOSUB". See how easy this is? So far we have this much of the line entered
}nto memory: 20 ONKGOSUB

Now enter all those line numbers referred to by the GOSUB. We'll do this in
ASCII. Though this may sound difficult, there is a convenient relationship
between a digit and its ASCII code: "1" is $31, "2" is $32, "3" is $33 and so
on. Still looking at the hex dump, space over one more byte. Enter $31 and
space over again. Now we need a comma; since one's already there, space over
again. Now enter a $32 for the number 2. Space over again, leaving the $2C;
then enter $33. Continue like this until you have entered the entire batch of
numbers. If you run out of screen space, use the M command to display another
block of bytes. There may be several places where you will have to manually
enter a $2C. Don't be bothered by two digit numbers. The number 61 would be
represented by two consecutive ASCII characters, such as $36 and $31.

When you finish entering the numbers, enter a single zero byte. This is
BASIC's end-of-line indicator. You should now have some extra bytes left over
between what we just did and whatever line comes next. To get rid of the extra
bytes, cursor past the next two bytes which form the link address for the next
line. Your cursor is now at the proper spot to insert a new line number. Since
line number 21, 22 and 23 have been replaced by what we did earlier, let's use
one. Enter the hex equivalent of line number 21, which is $15 and $00.

Currently we should have lines 10, 20, 21 and 30 in memory. Line 10 and 30
are unchanged, line number 20 is the new long line, and line number 21 is a line
containing the extra commas left over. You will eventually eliminate it, but
first consider the following. We have indeed created the desired lines.
Unfortunately, the link pointers are wrong as a result. You could compute new
ones, but there is an easier way.

To do this using an extended moni tor, dump some unused memory, say from
$7000 to 7008. Enter the following:

.: 7000 20 86 84 00
In terms of 6502 mnemonics, this routine represents:

JSR $8486
BRK

Now execute this routine with the G command, thus:

.G 7 ~"Hi'
In a flash, you'll return to the monitor. What has happened? Your PET has just
recalculated all link addresses automatically! The routine at $B4B6 does this
free of charge. To return to BASIC, just type X and press RETURN.

Eliminate line 2l. by typing "21" and pressing RETURN. Next, type CLR to
clean up the system pointers. If you type LIST, you will see the desired
program, consisting of lines 10, 20 and 30. Look at the way line 20 wraps around
the screen! Defy any of your fri@nds to guess how you did that; then ask them to
edit the line (the only way to edit it proPerly is through the monitor)!

This procedure takes only a few minutes, and ~llows you to create any BASIC
line that you want, up to 2s6bytes long. Although the procedure described above
was de~igned for a CBM 8032 with 4.fi')·ROMs, it shoL!ld work on any Commodore
computer. PET Vsers with L!pgrade 2.0 ROMs only need to change the relink address
to $C442. Those with old 1. 0 PETs may uSe $<:;433. On the 64 the necessary
routine is at $A533. aoth 64 and VIC users will need to load a monitor program.
VJ.C us~rs must also substitute $CS3~ for the relink routine, and remember that
VIC input lines are actually 88 characters long.
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Feature Article:
COMMODORE 64 CONVERSIONS

Some PET To Commodore 64 Conversions
For The Complete Novice

by Herb Gross

Many programs wr i t ten in va r i ous PET BASICs will run on the Commodo re 64
unchanged ••. if you are extremely lucky! I haven't been. In a never-ending quest
for software for my 9-year-old son for our (his) Commodore 64 while dealer's
shelves are bare, I have made several PET programs work on the 64. Here's how ••.

POKE not, lest ye be poked!
If you see a POKE or PEEK listing with the numbers before the comma in a

range from 32768 to 33767, be glad. Just subtract 31744 and plug in the answer.
Screen memory on PETs begins at 32768; the 64 goes from 1024 to 2023. When you
subtract 31744 it works. The number after the comma usually stays the same.

For other POKEs •..• lots of luck. Try the program without them. If the
program won't run without the POKE, your best bet is to hunt down a copy of the
Commodore 64 Reference Guide or a PET programming guide and a 64 memory map to
figure out an equivalent.
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Conversion Of PET/CBM Shifted Graphic Symbols To CO!T'..modore 64
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Note: Use Com.rnodore (0=:) key on 64 unless underlined_ then use s~ift key.

Some Shifty Characters
The keyboard on the 64 has

some significant differences from
PET keyboards, especially the
keyboard location of shifted
graphic characters. Usually,
listing conventions use an
underlined letter, number, or
symbol to indicate that you are
to hold down the shift key while
pressing that symbol. If you see
both a shifted 4 and a shifted $,
in a PET listing, what do you do?
They do not stand for the same

t h i ng • The a t t a c he d tab 1 e show
you how to convert PET li stings
with shifted numbers and symbols.
Shifted letters work without
change.
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Swatting a bug
There is a secret used in

successful debugging, hidden in
the cover of this magazine. It
works best when you are up half
the night trying to RUN a
program. STOP whatever you're
doing, Clear Screen, enter PRINT
"GOTO BED", and sleep on it. If
you are truly dedicated, your
mistake will become clear in your
dreams. If not, you'll still
find the bug faster after a good
night's sleep. Remember, the
more bleary eyed you are, the
more a colon looks like a
semicolon!
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Commodore 64 Reset Switch

********'**

by Jim Halsey

You can implement either a 'soft', or 'hard' reset switch, or both for a
Commodore 64.

HARD RESET
The easiest way to install the 'hard' reset is via an edge connector plugged

into the user port. To do this, you solder a diode such as a lN4Ql01 in series
with a momentary contact switch, between pin 3 (reset) and pin 12 (ground) of the
connector. The banded (cathode) end of the diode should go to pin 12 of the
connector. The most logical way to mount the diode is to solder it to the switch
and have your wires attached to the free end of the diode going to the connector.
The other way is to connect a mini-clip to the end of the wire that needs to be
connected to pin 40 of the 6510 microprocessor chip, and clip di rectly to the
pin. These user port pin connections are connected to traces, with circuit pads,
to which you can also solder a lead or wire (which will void your warranty).
Make sure you use the diagram on page 143 of your Commodore 64 User's Guide, to
find the correct pinout. This diagram is oriented as if you are facing the back
of the computer. Some of you may ask, "Why do you need the diode in the line,
because I can get a 'reset' action without the diode ?" The diode is
recommended, because each time you activate the switch, and during multiple
'make' and 'break' contacts of the switch contacts (bounce), you force the reset
line of the devices (PIA's, VIA's, CPU's) to a near ground potential. If you
have the diode in the line, it gives less drastic 'loading' action to these
devices. This supports the concept of keeping a computer running continuously,
because the on-off surges are the most damaging to electronics parts (a practice
used with most large minicomputers and mainframe computers).

SOFT RESET:
The 'soft' reset is a little more tricky to implement. The processor must

recognize a set, and reset function. The easiest place to find this type of
signal is to tie into one of the computer's address lines, which are continuously
changing from '10' to 'hi' (especially the lower lines). It's best to find a
'buffered' or isolated line for use with a 'soft' reset. The only available
places on the Commodore 64 which are close to the user port opening, however, are
the system ROM chips. If you attach a wi re to pin 1 of one of these devices,
you'll have a wire attached to the A7 address line. This will work nicely for
your reset needs, as well as give you the isolation between the switch and the
device you connect to the switch. You can solder the end opposite the banded end
of another diode to one of the leads on the switch, and then solder a wire to the
banded end. You can then clip the other end of this wire on to pin 1 of U3, U4,
or US with a mini-clip. Then solder a wire to the other contact of the switch,
and clip that lead to ground (the same place as the other switch).

SWITCH LOCATION
The switch, or switches can be physically located on the left side of the

computer (oriented as if you are facing the front of the computer), and mounted
with double-sided carpet or cushioned tape. Make sure you attach the switch to
the bottom of the case, with the wires passing through the user port opening, so
you can remove the keyboard section, if you should so desire.
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Spikes--Hash--Surges--Brownouts:
EMI FILTERING

by Robert E. Mergy, Sr.
Better Solutions
P.o. Box 581
Santa Teresa, NM 88008

The other evening at our "PET Users" club meeting one of the members
remarkeD that he had just paid $85 to have a couple of RAMs replaced in his 8K
PET. I got inquisitive and found out he also has problems with running programs
and losing memory. This is a classic case of living in an area where there are a
lot of spikes and hash on the power lines. Other members said that they had
never had this problem. They are lucky, so far.

What causes ,spikes, hash, surges and brownouts? The answer ranges from the
power plant and the transmission lines, to your neighbor next door. Motors,
electric welders or even a number of refrigerators on the same block all turning
on or off simultaneously (it is rare, but could happen) can cause spikes and dips
and surges on the power line.

SPIKES
Spikes are a very serious problem to the computer, because the ci rcui t is

designed to operate on 5VDC and most TTL devices are rated at 5.5VDC max. Going
into your computer is 115VAC, which is transformed to about 10VAC, then rectified
and filtered to create an 8 volt D.C. rail for the on board regulators, which
require a minimum of about 2 volts drop across them to stay in regulation. The
on board regulators have very good load and line regulation at 60Hz, but at 20
KHz roll off sharply. At 20 KHz or above this frequency, the regulators pass on
through to the circuit whatever is on the input. Filter capacitors on the system
also help; at low levels they can absorb most of the spikes (depending on the C
and the frequency).

[Assuming you haven't, Bob went on to
describe an effective "homebrew" EMI filter he
has built. Since this issue has to be at the
printer's in an hour and I still can't quite
figure out all his instructions, anyone who
feels able to wire a transformer from scratch,
and knows what a pyramid wrap is, may contact
Bob at the address above and request a copy of
the original article. Naturally, you should
include a stamped self-addressed envelope if you
expect a reply, and he may want something for
the service of copying the article. Sorry Bob,
and thanks for warning us about the dangers.-ED]
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BROWNOUTS
To handle brownout or line drops, computer power supplies have a hold-over time.
Although not specifed, most microcomputer manufacturers generally design into the
power supply around lam sec. of hold-over time. (Apple has a swi tching type
regulator that could be 30 to 50m sec.). You can increase the hold-over of your
computer by increasing the size of the filter capacitors in the power supply.
Let a knowedgable technician do this for you, to avoid other problems.

One of the best ways to handle spikes is to cancel them before they enter
the system. There are many filters on the market, ranging from $50 to $10~, that
promise to cure the woes of spikes, hash and surges, but to what extent? Bave
you seen this advertised?
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Multi-Digit Multiplication

**********

by Zoltan Szepesi

Summary: This multi-digit multiplication
1 ear n i n g ex e r cis e ins01 vi n g s p e c i f i cpr0 b 1 ems
greater precision than the 9 digits standard on
similar programs from Compute!.

program for PET is not only a
in PET BASIC, bu t also provides

PET. It is much faster than two

A program, "Extended Multiplication with the TI-58", by M. E. Manwaring
(Byte, November 1979), multiplies two integer numbers on a TI calculator. The
maximum number of digits in the product can be 90, and the execution time for the
maximum number of digits (23 six digit groups times 22 six digit groups) is about
20 minutes. Compute! (March 1982) published a program for PET, by G. H. Watson,
called "Infinite Precision Multiply", but it cannot handle more than 75 digit
numbers and is slower than the TI program! Therefore, I wrote a BASIC program
for the PET, using Manwaring's algorithm. In PET BASIC the program is more than
ten times faster than on the TI calculator. Besides faster speed, the PET has
two other advantages. Entry of numbers is easier and the printout is a
continuous string. Execution times are still long with a high number of digits,
but a machine language subroutine could speed it.

Several problems were solved in writing this program. First, the number of
digits that can be entered using a normal INPUT statement is less than 80. Since
a string variable can have up to 255 characters, one can input 77 digits three
successive times, then another 24 digits, and concatenate them into one 255
character string. This is inconvenient when the digits do not need all four
INPUT statements. A more time-consuming method enters two numbers as four digit
integers. With this method one could multiply any number of digits, limited only
by free memory. My preferred method, suggested by Judy Bogart of Commodore, is
to use the GET command. I modified Gary Greenburg's program
"PET GET with Flashing Cursor" (Compute! Issue 4), by leaving out the flashing
cursor (which distracts some people) and- using a steady underline (because you
can type in the numbers in faster), and entered it as a subroutine in lines 305
to 380.

After the strings are entered, statememts 80 and 120 must be separated into
four digit groups. Since the PET has 9 digit precision, the maximum number of
digits in a group cannot be more than four which gives a product with 7 or 8
digits. Working with 5 digit groups would have a speed advantage, but could
generate errors when the product is 10 digits. The dimension statement in line
85 shows a larger number of groups than is needed for A ( ) and B ( ). This is
necessary when the multiplicand has less than 4 digits. In this case, the
dimension would be A(l) and the program would stop at line 105. With a dimension
of A(M+2), instead of A(M+l), the program works properly.

The four digit groups are now multiplied by the algorithm in lines 125-165.
This is similar to the method used on paper, but the computer multiplies 4 digits
at a time and carries the 10000's digit to the next multiplication. The product
D(I+J) is also presented in a four digit group. Since leading zeroes are
suppressed in PET BASIC, the program must restore them if needed. Statements 170
to 250 convert the four digit groups to string characters, restore missing zeroes
and print the concatenated four character strings as the product. Lines 70 and
255 calculate and output the execution time.
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5 PRINT "(home) (down) EXTENDED MULTIPLICATION."
10 PRINT " ------------------------"
15 PRINT" BY ZOLTAN SZEPESI"
20 W=0:PRINT "(down)**DO YOU WANT HARD COPY (Y/N)"
25 GET X$:IF X$="" THEN 25
30 IF X$="Y" THEN W=l:GOTO 40
35 IF X$<>"N" THEN 25
40 PRINT "(down)**TYPE THE MULTIPLICAND & THE":? " MULTIPLIER."
45 PRINT "**EACH CAN HAVE 255 DIGITS MAXIMUM."
50 PRINT:PRINT "*MULTIPLICAND=":GOSUB 305:A$=Zl$
55 IF W=l THEN OPEN 1,4:PRINT#1,CHR$(1);"MULTIPLICAND=";CHR$(13);A$
60 PRINT:PRINT "*MULTIPLIER=":GOSUB 305:B$=21$
65 IF W=l THEN PRINT#1,CHR$(1);"MULTIPLIER=";CHR$(13);B$
70 T1=TI:PRINT:PRINT " (rvs)WORKING"
75 LA=LEN(A$):LB=LEN(B$)
80 M=INT(LA/4):N=INT(LB/4)
85 DIM A(M+2),B(N+2),C1(M+l),D(M+N+2) ,D$(M+N+2)
90 FOR 1=0 TO M+N+2:D(I)=0:NEXT I:FOR J=0 TO M+l:Cl(J)=0:NEXT J
95 Q=LA-4*M:IF Q>0 THEN M=M+l:A(l)=VAL(LEFT$(A$,Q)):X=l:GOTO 105
100 A(1)=VAL(LEFT$(A$,4)):X=0
105 FOR 1=2 TO M:A(I)=VAL(MID$(A$, (I-1-X)*4+1+Q,4)):NEXT I
110 R=LB-4*N:IF R>0 THEN N=N+l:B(l)=VAL(LEFT$(B$,R)):X=l:GOTO 120
115 B(1)=VAL(LEFT$(B$,4)):X=0
120 FOR J=2 TO N:B(J)=VAL(MID$(B$, (J-I-X)*4+1+R,4)):NEXT J
125 FOR I=N TO 1 STEP -l:FOR J=M TO 1 STEP -1
135 C=A(J)*B(I)+D(I+J)
140 Cl(J-l)=INT(C/lE4)
145 Cl(J)=C-Cl(J-l)*IE4
150 D(I+J)=Cl(J)
155 D(I+J-l)=D(I+J-l)+Cl(J-l)
165 NEXT J,I
170 PRINT:PRINT "PRODUCT=":IF W=l THEN PRINT#I,CHR$(l);"PRODUCT="
175 D$(1)=STR$(D(I)):Ll=LEN(D$(1))-I:D1$=RIGHT$(D$(1),L1)
180 IF D(1)<>0 THEN PRINT Dl$;:IF W=l THEN PRINT#l,Dl$;
185 IF D(1)<>0 THEN K=2:GOTO 205 _
190 D$(2)=STR$(D(2)):L2=LEN(D$(2))-1:D2$=RIGHT$(D$(2),L2)
195 PRINT D2$;:IF W=l THEN PRINT#1,D2$;
200 K=3:IF M+N<3 GOTO 255
205 FOR I=K TO M+N:D$(I)=STR$(D(I)):LI=LEN(D$(I))
210 IF LI=4 THEN D$(I)=RIGHT$(D$(I),3):PRINT "0";:IF W=l THEN PRINT#l, "0";
215 IF LI=4 THEN 245
220 IF LI=3 THEN D$(I)=RIGHT$(D$(I),2):PRINT "00";:IF W=l THEN PRINT#l, "00";
225 IF LI=3 THEN 245
230 IF LI=2 THEN D$(I)=RIGHT$(D$(I),1):PRINT"000";:IF W=l THEN PRINT#I,"000";
235 IF LI=2 THEN 245
240 D$(I)=RIGHT$(D$(I),4)
245 PRINT D$(I);:IF W=l THEN PRINT#l,D$(I);
250 NEXT I
255 PRINT:TE=INT(100*(TI-Tl)/60+.5)/100:PRINT "(down)EXECUTION TIME:"TE"SEC."
260 PRINT TAB(17);"*****"
265 IF W=l THEN PRINT#I,CHR$(13);CHR$(13);"EXECUTION TIME:";
270 IF W=l THEN PRINT#1,TE;"SEC.";CHR$(13);TAB(35)"*****":CLOSE 1
275 PRINT "(down)DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE (Y/N)?"
280 GET X$:IF X$="" THEN 280
285 IF X$="Y" AND W=l THEN PRINT"(clr)":CLR:W=l:GOTO 50
290 IF X$="Y" THEN PRINT "(clr)":CLR: GOTO 50
295 IF X$<>"N" THEN 280
300 END
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A Patch for BASIC AID

**********

by F. Arthur Cochrane

If you use BASIC-AID and your ASCII printer needs a line feed sent with a
carriage return, then these instructions are for you.

1. Load in BASIC-AID for an ASCII printer.

2. Go to the monitor. Display memory as fo llows:

0CA2 A9 0D 20 9E Fl (BASIC 4.0)
6F (BASIC 2.0)

0CD5 A9 0D 20 9E Fl (BASIC 4.0)
6F (BASIC 2.0)

LDA i$0D JSR send

This is where the carriage return is sent for the screen print. What is
needed is a patch to send the carriage return and then send a line feed.

3. Fix memory as follows:
0CA2 and 0CD5 A9 0D 20 F8 7F (BASIC 2.0 & 4.0)
14F8 20 9E Fl A9 0A 4C 9E Fl (BASIC 4.0)

6F 6F (BASIC 2.0)
JSR SEND LDA i$0A JMP SEND

4. Now save it as follows: S "0:name",08,0401,1500

Your BASIC-AID should now send a
line feed after a carriage return to
your printer for CRT and keyprint.
However, this will not fix the SPOOL
command unless the disk file has line
feeds in it, because the disk file
sends directly to the printer on a
Spool.

When BASIC-AID is loaded into
your machine, memory is loaded from
$0401 to $14FF. Since a BASIC SYS
command is at the start, a RUN can be
given. The RUN command calls a mover
routine to move locations $0500-$14FF
to location $7000-$7FFF and then jump
to $7000. BASIC-AID now initializes
itself and then protects itself from
BASIC by setting the top of memory at
$7000. After a KILL command,
BASIC-AID is still in memory and can
be called at 28672. Since BASIC-AID
uses 4K of memory, the FRE command
will return 27645 after a NEW command.
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SOPHISTICATED TELE-COMMUI\!ICATION IS HERE

THE COMMUNICATOR
for 4.0 Commodore Computers

With: HIGHER SPEED
MORE SOPHISTICATED CONTROL
LOWER PRICE

THE HARDWARE - A printed circuit board; easily installed in the
CBM. It uses no CBM connectors; gives a serial port with true
RS232C standard. The board alone is capable of running up to 9600
baud. With the software it will run up to 4800 baud.

THE SOFTWARE -
Emulates the ADDS Regent 100, ADM 31 and/or the TeleVideo
950. ' Or choose the VT 100 model for use with DEC and VAX
computers.

- Runs coresident with BASIC programs; lets BASIC programs
and program on host computer communicate to develop really
sophisticated communication and control capabilities.

- The program is on ROM at either address; no disk loading re
quired. Uses only 512 bytes of RAM; will relocate itself around
any other machine language program at top of memory.

- Will upload and download and run BASIC programs. With BASIC
program will upload and download standard data files. 100 page
manual gives program listing for BASIC programs.

Excellent text editor designed to work with THE COMMUNICATOR

THE COMMUNICATOR $200 THE COMMUNICATOR and
Text Editor .$ 40 U.D.S. 1200 baud modem $625
U.D.S. 1200 baud $450 THE COMMUNICATOR and Hayes
Hayes 30011200 baud $595 300/1200 baud modem $770

We sell U.D.S. and Hayes 300 baud modems at excellent prices

AMPLIFY, INC.
2325 Macbride, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 319-337-8378
'.trademarks Adds Regent. Inc., Lear Siegler, Inc .. Televideo Systems, Inc.
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Insertion Sorting and Binary Searching

**********'

by Ralph Bressler

Sometimes we "oldtimers" forget there was a time when we were just learning
about microcomputers. We assume that everyone has read and understood all the
articles on sorting and searching techniques. This article is meant for those
who missed previous articles on important techniques in BASIC programming.

INSERTION SORTING:
The tasks of sorting and searching, used in many programs, can be the

slowest, mos t time consumi ng pa rts. How can we accompl ish these tasks in the
shortest possible time? Machine language subroutines would greatly increase the
speed, but we may not be able to write these ourselves or follow the programs
written by others. Most sorting techniques, from the "bubble sort" to
"heap sort", require that the sorted information be in an array in memory at the
time of sorting. If this is not possible, then some items are sorted and written
to disk in separate groups, one after the other. This continues until the lists
can be merged and the sorted list output. The insertion sort keeps the items in
the order entered and creates a "key" to indicate the order in which they will be
output. This means the list is always in order and will never have to be sorted.
In fact, more than one key can be created and the list can be instantly accessed
in one of many different orders. The data itself can be written to disk as it is
entered since it will never have to be rearranged. The keys take up little space
and can be kept in an array in memory, or they may be written to disk and
adjusted as more information is entered, especially when using relative files.

Suppose we enter the names in the order on the left, but want an output in
alphabetical order.

Entered
# NAME
1 BRESSLER
2 CORBEN
3 ZIGMUND
4 ADAMS
5 SIMS

Keys
# KEY
1 4
2 1
3 2
4 5
5 3

Output
# NAME
1 ADAMS
2 BRESSLER
3 CORBEN
4 SIMS
5 ZIGMUND

We would want to output name four first, one second, two third and so on. Our
list of keys would be as shown in the middle and our output as shown on the
right. If we want alphabetical order, the insertion sort would:

1. Enter a name with its related information and store it in arrays.
2. See if it is the first entry. If so, then key #1 is name one and we

enter the next name in step 1.
3. Compare the name to each name in the list USING THE KEY ORDER, not the

order of entry. Continue the comparison until the name is less than
another name in the list. If it is never less than a name, then it
goes at the end of the list. Its key will be the same as its entry
position and we go back to step 1. If it is less than a name, then it
must be "inserted" in the list.

4. To insert the name, first make a space for it at the point that the
name was less than one in the list, by starting at the end of the list
and moving all the KEYS "down" one by one until you get, to the
insertion position.

5. Let the key at the insertion position be equal to the number of the
name just entered.
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For example, follow the results of adding JAMES to the list below:

Before: # NAME
1 KELVEN
2 ADAMS
3 VERDEN

# KEY
1 2
2 1
3 3

After: # NAME
1 KELVEN
2 ADAMS
3 VERDEN
4 JAMES

# KEY
1 2
2 4
3 1
4 3

This technique will become clearer as you study and use the program in Figure 1.
The program uses two keys, one for age and the other for name, so you can see how
a list can be accessed in two orders at the same time.

BINARY SEARCH:
As the list grows, the time it takes to find the proper place for the

information in the list of keys also grows. If we have a list in alphabetical
order by a key and we start searching from the beginning for ADAMS, we may find
tha t name qu ickly. A sequential sea rch fo r the name YUTZ may slow down da ta
entry intolerably. A better method of searching ts to use the binary search.
Most people when asked to guess a secret number from 1 to 100 will start at 50.
When told the number is less than 50, they try 25 and so on until they zero in on
the correct choice. A binary search of an ORDERED list is much the same. Its
biggest advantage is that a list of 65000 pieces of information can be searched
with only 16 comparisons. This improvement in speed may not be noticed on short
lists but is dramatic as the list grows longer. To do a binary search:

1. Enter a name to be searched. Set a "lower limit" to 1 and an
"upper limit" to the number of items in the list.

2. Set the "search record" to the average of the upper and lower limits.
3. Compare the name to be found with the name at the "search record"

position. If they are equal, print out or act on the information and
end the search.

4. See if the lower limit is greater than or equal to the upper limit.
If so, the name is not in the list and you should end the search.

5. If the name to be found is less than the name at the search record
then set the upper limit equal to the search record minus one. Go back
to step 2.

6. If the name to be found is greater than the name at the search record
then set the lower limit equal to the search record plus one. Go back
to step 2.

The only trick to remember is that when using the "insertion sort" with keys,
make the comparison in step 3 in the KEY ORDER, not the order in which the names
were entered.

The program in Figure 1 combines these two techniques. It keeps a list of
names and ages in alphabetic and descending age order by using keys. All
information is held in arrays for ease of use and speed. For those of you who
understand the program and have a disk drive, these keys can become relative file
record numbers so that the information can reside on disk rather than in memory.
Lines 100-270 dimension the variables as needed and then present a menu of
choices which are self-explanatory.

The insertion sort subroutine starting at line 1000 adds a name to the list
and adjusts both keys as necessary. The subroutine at line 3000 lists the
information in the order kept by the two keys. Notice that N$(K1(I)) is printed,
which indicates the key order', instead of N$(I) which would be the order of
entry. Most of the rest of this subroutine formats the output. The subroutine
at line 2000 is a binary search, as described above.
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100 REM MAINTAIN AND SEARCH A LIST
130 DIM N$ (100) ,K1 (100) ,A (100) ,K2 (100)
140
150 PRINT " (clr)MAINTAIN AND SEARCH"
160 PRINT" (down) (rvs)A(off)DD a NAME
170 PRINT "(down) (rvs)F(off)IND A NAME"
180 PRINT "(down) (rvs)L(off)IST ALL NAMES"
190 PRINT" (down) (rvs)Q(off)UIT(2down)"
200 INPUT "YOUR CHOICE *(31eft)";CH$
220 IF CH$="A" THEN GOSUB1000
230 IF CH$="F" THEN GOSUB2000
240 IF CH$="L" THEN GOSUB3000
250 IF CH$="Q" THEN PRINT"(clr)GOODBYE!!": END
260 GOT0150
270
1000 REM ADD A NAME
1010 INPUT "(clr)NAME *(3left)";N$
1020 IF N$="*" THEN RETURN
1030 INPUT "AGE";A
1040 NN=NN+1: N$(NN)=N$: A(NN)=A: GOSUB1060: GOT01010
1050
1060 REM CHECK FOR FIRST ENTRY
1070 IF NN=1 THEN K1(NN)=1: K2(NN)=1: RETURN
1080
1090 REM CHECK ORDER OF NAMES
1100 1=0
1110 1=1+1: IF I>NN THEN 1140
1120 IF N$(K1(I))>N$ THEN GOSUB1240: GOT01170
1130 GOT01110
1140 K1(NN)=NN
1150
1160 REM CHECK ORDER OF AGES
1170 1=0
1180 1=1+1: IF I>NN THEN 1210
1190 IF A(K2(I))(A THEN GOSUB1310: GOT01220
1200 GOT01180
1210 K2(NN)=NN
1220 RETURN
1230

'1240 REM REARRANGE NAME KEY ARRAY
1250 FOR J=NN TO 1+1 STEP -1
1260 : Kl(J)=Kl(J-l)
1270 NEXT J
1280 K1(I)=NN
1290 RETURN
1300
1310 REM REARRANGE AGE KEY ARRAY
1320 FOR J=NN TO 1+1 STEP -1
1330 : K2(J)=K2(J-1)
1340 NEXT J
1350 K2(I)=NN
1360 RETURN
1370
2000 REM FIND A NAME
2010 IF NN=0 THEN PRINT" (clr)NO NAMES IN LIST!":GOT03140
2020 INPUT" (clr)NAME TO FIND *(3left)";N$
2030 IF N$="*" THEN RETURN
2040 LP=1:HP=NN
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2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160

SR=INT«LP+HP)/2+.5)
PRINTSR,LP,HP
IF N$=N$(Kl(SR)) THEN PRINT N$,A(Kl(SR)):GOT02130
IF LP >= HP THEN2120
IF N$<N$(Kl(SR)) THEN HP=SR-l
IF N$>N$(Kl(SR)) THEN LP=SR+l
GOT02050
PRINT" (down) (rvs) "N$" (off) IS NOT FOUND (2down)"
GOSUB3140: GOT02020

REM LIST ALL NAMES
IF NN=0 THEN PRINT"(clr)NO NAMES IN LIST!":GOT03140
PRINT "(clr)THE LISTS ARE(2down)"
PRINT "BY NAME BY AGE"
PRINT ,,------- ------"
FOR 1=1 TO NN

PRINTLEFT$(N$(Kl(I))+" ",12);
IF A(Kl(I))<100 THEN PRINT" ";
IF A(Kl(I))<10 THEN PRINT" ";
PRINT A(Kl(I))" "LEFT$(N$(K2(I))+"
IF A(K2(I))<100 THEN PRINT" ";
IF A(K2(I))<10 THEN PRINT" ";
PRINT A(K2(I))

NEXT I
PRINT "(3down) HIT (rvs)SPACE(off) TO CONTINUE"
GET SP$: IF SP$<>" " THEN 3150
RETURN

",12);

Mail Orders: Send check or
money order (Calif. residents
add 6% sales tax) to:

A Revolutionary New
Concept in User Support
-A soft-sectored novelty
pillow no serious computer
user should be without.
$25.00 including full
documentation!

~J T0TL
~
_ d~ software Inc.
~U 1555 Third Ave., Walnut Creek, CA 94596

': ~ • iVISA : Call (415) 943-7877
~'" ~

'VIC 20 and COMMODORE 64 are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines.

TOTL Software for

WANNA KNOW ASECRET?

All programs work with disk and/or tape: adaPiable for 40 or 80 column
lormais and most printers. VIC programs require minimum 8K expanSion

(Be sure to specify machine when ordering)

VIC 2DTM and COMMODORE 64™

the best deal in town!

...-~-----------------------..,
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Two Computers are Better Than One

**********

by G. R. Boynton

This story comes in two parts. First, it describes a system of CBM 8032's.
Second, it tells how we harnessed two computers to accomplish tasks that neither
could accomplish well independently. A hypothetical application closes the
article.

In 1979-80 the Department of Political Science at the University of Iowa
decided it could work more effectively if everyone in the department had a micro.
That involves 30 people: twenty faculty members, five secretaries, and a
professional staff of five in the Laboratory for Political Research. The
Laboratory had been helping department faculty use University computers in
teaching and research for years; about fifteen people were active users. The
other fifteen, including all the secretaries, were new to computing. At that
time, the University's Weeg Computing Center was moving rapidly toward computer
access by terminal, with more than 350 terminals on campus; subsequently raised
to almost 1,000. The day of the key punch was past.

Something had to be done, but it took a considerable act of faith to choose
micro computers. The popular micro computers, such as the Apple, the PET, and
the TRS 80, were in their infancy, less than two years old. It was an even
greater leap of faith for those in the department who had never used computers.
No one offered a blank check, and no one could, in good conscience, guarantee
that everyone would be happier with the new arrangement than they had been with
the old. It meant giving up a secretarial line and scrounging money for the
r e qui red 37mi c roc0 mp ute r s fro m a va r i e t y 0 f sou r c e s • Itt0 0 kayeart0 fin d
the money and get permission from all the groups that had to approve.

There were three objectives in computerizing the department. One was easy
access to a terminal for everyone. The University provides a host of powerful
computers, accessed by terminals, which are an integral part of the teaching and
research of half the faculty of the department. The micro computers had to be as
good as the University's terminals, which meant they had to send and receive
information at a speed of 2400 baud.

The second objective was improved word processing. The work of a faculty is
words. Teaching involves writing. Research involves writing. Even the simplest
administrative work requires writing. With our, active faculty, the secretaries
were always backlogged. The situation cried out for improvement.

The third objective was electronic communication. We wanted to get rid of
the hot ditto machine cranking out 20 pieces of paper per departmental memo. In
addition, many of my colleagues colloborate in research and writing. Co-authors
needed to exchange files, rather than paper.

The design of the system was constrained in sever;,al ways. We could not
afford 37 disk drives. Because each micro computer had to access the University
computers, we had to invest heavily in communication lines and modems.
Therefore, a local network was not feasible. Instead, we used one of the campus
mini-computers, a Prime 750, as the disk drive and communication switching device
for all the micro computers in the department. ,

The most important design consideration was that the software had to be as
simple to learn as possible. Once we decided that part of the software system
would reside on the Prime, we concentrated on making it automatic. We did not
want depa rtmen t membe rs to be remi nded two compute rs we re "i n the act". Fo r
instance, it take four code words to get to the software on the Prime, but we did
not want users to have to memorize four codes.

Bids were requested from firms selling popular micro computers. The low bid
featured CBM 8032s (it was very hard to beat the Commodore educational discount).
Since none of the brands included the RS 232C interface the University uses, and
nothing we found at the time would operate reliably at 2400 baud, we had the
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engineering shop at the University make an RS 232C interface.
The software on the Commodore computers had to emulate a terminal, provide

text editing, and send and receive PET BASIC programs and ASCII files to the
Prime in "colloboration" with the text editor. In addition, we didn't want to
have to "shut down" the PET BASIC text editor to emulate a terminal. The text
editor and the communication handling/terminal emulation program had to run
without interfering with each other. That meant one had to be in machine
language at the top of memory, where it would not interfere with PET BASIC.

The software on the Prime 750 needed to store files on the Prime disk drive,
and send and receive files to be stored there. It had to mask many operations of
the Prime operating system so users would not need to wander off to Primos to get
or delete files. It also had to handle communication between users, and print
files on the NEC Spinwriter in the departmental office.

It was not easy, but our goals were finally achieved. Terminal emulation is
straight-forward. You type SYS 40688, which gets you to a machine language
program on EPROM that turns the 8032 into a terminal. The user may choose to
emulate an ADDS Regent 100, an ADM 31, or a TeleVideo 950. Other than that, the
8032 looks to both users and the mini very much like a standard terminal.

The wo rd process ing and communi ca tion system are concentra ted ina text
edi tor on the CBM and a program on the Prime. The user begins by typing SYS
40688, flipping a switch on a Gandalf modem, and pressing two keys. This signs
on to the Prime and accesses our software there. Each user has a customized
EPROM with codes for that particular user. After logging on, the user sees a
"menu" of options. From a single "first page", it is possible to load a BASIC
program on the CBM, save a BASIC program on the Prime, send or receive mail,
transfer a file, check files, send a file to be printed, or go into either of two
operating systems on the Prime. After every operation, except going off to a
Prime operating system, the user is returned to this list of options. The
program on the Prime also translates persons' names to their Prime code names;
(the program knows that mail or a file sent to Boynton is really blabyn ••• )

The text editor is a modified version of PAPER MATE. Users wait about a
minute while the program is transmitted from the Prime, then see a first page
from which they may choose to write a file, load a file, append a file, save a
file, save a subset of a file, or send a file to be printed. Users hardly knows
two computers are involved. To save a file, just type "s"; the program asks for
the file name to be used, checks for "illegal" characters, and tells the user to
flip the switch on the modem and press the SPACE bar. Within a few seconds the
file re-appears on the screen, after being saved on the Prime. Logging on,
sending, receiving, saving, and logging off the Prime are handled automatically.

All functions are concentrated on two pages. The text editor is as close to
typing on a typewriter (with very nice additional correction features) as
possible. Transmission of files is as automatic as we could make it. Except for
one or two lumps, it is as smooth a system of word processing and communication
as we can imagine. AND it works. Every document sent to be printed is printed
that day, with only one secretary devoting about two-thirds time to the task.
All my colleagues find the ability to easily revise work a great boon, and we
certainly exchange lots of electronic mail and files.
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Part Two: The Machine Language Program

Micro users have previously done very little to put two computers to work
with each other. Most file exchange (smart terminal) programs I have seen fit
the terminal-to-computer framework that has dominated the last fifteen years of
comp uti n g • Fir s t , the use r t urn s the co mp ute r i n t 0 ate r mina 1 , s i 9 nson toth e
host computer, and starts its editor. Then the user exits terminal mode, goes
back to a program running on the micro, and starts sending text to the host
editor. To the host, it looks as though a very fast typist is at the terminal
keyboard. After the information is sent, the user returns to terminal mode,
saves the file, leaves the editor, and logs off the host. Receiving a file
occurs about the same way. The host computer "lists" a file to the screen, and
the information is stored in the RAM of the micro. From RAM it is sent to a disk
or printer. This works, but the user must know how to run the operating system,
editor and other facets of both computers, and it does not effectively harness
the power of the two computers.

Our strategy is very different, as illustrated by the procedure that sends
an ASCII file to the Prime. Three programs must collaborate: a PET BASIC program
(in most cases, the text editor), the machine language program stored on EPROM in
the 8032, and a program running on the Prime. The 'machine language program
controls communication between PET BASIC and the Prime, and also translates
PETSCII to ASCII as it sends and receives files.

To do this, the BASIC program first builds a string of information needed by
both the machine language program and the Prime. The first character in the
string specifies how many operations to do in this exchange (one operation per
file sent). The rest of the string is blocks, one per operation.

The first character in each block tells the Prime whether to send or
receive. The second character gives routine information to the Prime. Together,
the two characters make a code with a range from 00 to 99, used to signal any
allowable operation.

Characters 3 and 4 of the block name the information to be sent to the
Prime, usually the name of a string array.

Characters 5 and 6 specify the first element to send from the array, while
characters 7 and 8 specify the last element to send. This permits BASIC to send
all or part of the array to the other computer.

Characters 9 through 40 specify a file name to be used on the other
computer, which can vary in length from 1 to 31 characters.

The final character in the block, an ASCII 255, signals the end of the
block. Additional blocks use the same format.

Finally, the BASIC program pokes the firs t two characters of the name of
this "information" string into locations 1 and 2, where the machine language
program will look for them, and exits to the machine language program.

The machine language program saves the first page of PET memory (so it can
restore BASIC after communicating), sends this string to the Prime, and waits for
a signal to start sending data. Once the Prime has signaled it is ready, the
machine language program sends the specified strings or arrays.

This design is very flexibile. One or more of up to 99 different operations
may be perforemed in each transaction. Strings, string arrays, or subsets may be
sent. File names can be specified for each string or array sent.

We have never used one other design feature in the program, because the
Gandalf modem cannot be controlled by software. The machine language program can
be queried for .its status by the other computer, and will indicate that it is
ready to receive or it is ready to send. If the other computer could check this
status variable on a regular basis, one could automate the exchange process.
When the other computer found a CBM in a "ready to send" status, the other
computer could initiate the exchange. When the other computer found the CBM in a
"ready to receive" status, it could send a message to the CBM.

This design permits three programs on two different computers to work
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toge the r to exchange info rma t i on. We then appl i ed it to wo rd process ing. Bu t
that is only one use. Potential uses are only limited by our imagination.
Consider this hypothetical application:

A large warehouse has a number of shipping and receiving points. Each point
must track its own inventory and shipping schedule. But the central office needs
overall information. An 8032 with a disk and suitable software at each point
would take care of local needs. It would not, however, keep the central office
up to date on inventory, nor receive orders.

What is needed is a way to exchange information between the central office
computer, and the 8032's. With software similar to what we are using,
information exchange could be automatic. As products were received or shipped,
information would be recorded on the CBMs. As the central computer checked the
status of the CBMs from time to time, it would upload the information. This
could even be designed so that the "ready to send" status was only on when
available memory on the CBM reached a specified minimum. The program on the CBM
could not only send the information on shipping and receiving, but also a
verification message with number of entries and time and date of transmittal of
information. Orders to be processed could also be sent automatically to the CBM
by checking for "ready to receive" status. Using the wwindow" feature of the CBM
screen display, the operator of the local computer could be informed a message
had been received. It then would be easy to build electronic mail into the
network. Three computer programs working together could automate inventory
control, order processing, and electronic mail.

The point is it is possible to write programs for CBM that interact
effectively with other computers. But you need a program to serve as
communication handler and to take care of some idiosyncracies of Commodore
machines. That is what we have tried to do--make it easy to break out of the
computer-to-terminal framework which we have known and would like to forget.,

Feature Article:
VIC 2fil SUPPLIERS

VIC 29 Product Suppliers
by Colin Thompson

The following list is by VIC owner and M/P subscriber, Colin Thompson of
BASF, who has made it his business to keep track of the names and addresses of
all the companies selling products for VIC computers. He's done a good job--his
list isn't much shorter than our own, and he makes weekly updates of his
available to anyone who sends him a stamped self-addressed envelope at the
following address:

Mr. Colin F. Thompson
BASF Systems Corporation
1307 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90404

The list was produced using TOTL. LABEL from Totl Software, on an Epson
printer, using the densest setting and 8 lines per inch. We have printed
directly from Colin's original, without reduction, and apologize to anyone with
weak eyes. To use the list, note that it is alphabetical by keyword, within
categories. Thus to find, for example; Totl Software, first flip through to the
software section, and then read down to the t' s. The sections are: software.
hardware. periodicals. distributers. mail order houses. and others. Any company
that feels neglected may contact Colin to be added to the list.-ED
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Ta.EPtO£

619 452 5151
688 2S5 5552
488 374 4364

VICKIE
VIC-NIC NEHS

(cat.1> 313669 3119
215 822 7727

885 498 6984
615 457 5868
916 677 8128
213 247 6486

888 426 1838
888 334 8868
888 334 8868
215 687 9759
713 473 6723
214 482 6679
913 762 4738
217 864 5328
919 489 2198

CITY / STATE / ZIP
0: = OTHER
m: = HAIL ORDER HOUSES
Shelby, NC 28159
Sykesvllle MD 21784
Spring Val{e~l NY 19977
Provo, UT 8,,683
Inglewood, CA 99381
Buffalo NY 14299
Lafayette LA 78583
springfield

f
HA 81181

Sanford, M 48643
Sacrallen to, CA 95826
Portland, OR 97297
Allen TX 75992
Pinellas Park, FL 33565
Walnut Cree~l CA 94526
Sunnyvale UA 94986
Indianapofis, IN 46268
Glouster, HA 91939
Costa Mesa CA 92626
Salt Lake City, UT 84198
Colorado Springs, CO 89934
Odord OX7 IJR ENGlJV'lD
Frl!lllont, CA 94538
Aurora, IL 69585
Salt Lake CitYt UT 84115
Malden, HA 821'18
Dewitt, NY 13214
Dearborn, 111 48121
Brooklyn, NY 11219
Anaheim, CA 92881
Dallas, TX 75229
Camariflo~ CA 93818
Wichita, KS 67226
Cherry Hill, NJ 889112
Randolph, HA 92368
Phoenix AZ 85015
Laguna Hills, CA 92652
[)o"jney, CA 99241
Pomona; CA 91766
Miami, FL 33181
Portland, OR 97292
Lakewood, CO 88227
Fort Pierce, FL 33459
PI acentia,CA 92679
Lakewood, CO 88226
New York, NY 19919
Rosemead, CA 91778
Elkhart, IN 46517
San Luis Rey, CA 92968
Columbus OH 43213
Morris Plains, NJ 97959
ShinQle SprinQs, CA 95682
La Jolla, CA- 92937
Madi son, WI 537!!
San Jose) CA 95157
i}naha, Nt 68134
Nanuet, NY 18954
Torrance. CA 98583
Newbury Park, CA 91329
Clinton, TN 37716
ShinQie" Springs, CA 95682
Glendale. CA 91299
Toronto,'ONT CAN M5M 189
Tacoma 'WA 98498
Greensboro. HC 27493
Greensboro; Ne 27493
Wayne, PA 19987
Pasadena, TX 77593
Van Alstyne TX 75895
Junction ciiy, KS 66441
Mt. Zion, IL 62549
Chapel Hill NC 27514
Calgary, ALtA CAN T3H lEI
Chicago, IL 68618
Salem, NH 93879
Walled Lake, HI 48888
Colmar, P?\ 18915
Blaine, Hi 55434

STREET ADDRESS
p: =PERIODICALS
d: = IoIiOLESAlE DISTRIBUTORS
Box 2"31
7566 Main Street
33 l1urry Hill Drive
Box 1243
8295 South La Cienega
1288 Main Street
111 Rena Drive
Box 2285
152 E. SaQinaw Road "
7881 La Riviera Dr. Suite 131
Box 8715
Box 351
Box 241
2678 North Main Street
181 C~ercial St.
Box 68421
6 Brooks Road
1248-L Logan Avenue
5633 Emigration Canyon
Box 6469
Hensington Rd. Woodstock
Drawer 1766-P
Box 3423
2979 South Richard St.
Box 351
Box 265
Box 53
1229 East 28th Street
919 N. Cambria St.
11195 Shady Trail Suite 183
359 N. Lantana Suite 821
3135 Bayberry
388 W. Marlton Pike Suite 26
58 Teed Drive
2828 West Camelback
29311 Moulton Parkway Ste. BI8
8315 Firestone Blvd.
53 Red Rock Lane
1828 HE 142nd St. Penthouse 7
1189 SE Woodward
3333 S. Wadsworth Blvd. IC-185
2729 So. US I 1 Suite 12
Box 595
6348 W. Mississippi Ave.
27 W. 23rd SL
4128 Temple City Blvd.
24687 Arlc Way
Box 158
5659 Indian Hound Court
39 E. Hanover Ave,Dept HAIX
Box 1438
8959 Villa La Jolla Dr. *1298
1825 Monroe
Box 19246
Box 34575
9 Crabapple Lane
4455 Torrance Blvd. *177
763 S. Boxthorn
Rt. 3 Box 399 A52
Box 1439
Box 1975
381 Laljrence Ave. West
P.O. Box 98827
Box 5496
Box 5486
487 D~Jon Park Drive
3811 Newton
Box 1149
559 Grant Ave.
635 Maple
Box 3191
47 Coachwood Place N.W.
3822 North Bell Avenue
Box 981
2352 S. Commerce
252 Bethlehem Pike
868 96th Ave. N.E.

tWE
h: =~ !W'IlFACTIHRS
s: = SOFlWlRE HR ITERS
~ha Et Cetera, Ltd.

CSI Distributors
ICS Micro Wholesale
Softse I
Software Distribution Services
Arfon Microelectronics, U.S.
Business Camp. Sys. of New Eng
CAl Instruments
Century Micro
Digital Interface Systems
Dynamic Technologies
[)ytt'k
£eX COIIlputer Co.
Exatron
Ferris Associates
Glouster C~ter Bus Co.
Integrated Controls
Micro-Star
Missing Link Products
Oxford Computer Systems
Parsec Research
Personal Peripheral Products
Precision Technology
IW1IR8C Systems
RVR SY?tetllS
Slagh Systl!lll Services
Sunshine Peripherals
VIP Enterprise
Micro-Systems Developnent
Apropos Technology
Cardco
Computer Marketing Services
Computer Software Associates
COOlpU ter Works
Data 28 Corp.
Data EQlJipment Suppl ies
ElcOllp Publishing
Hypertech
Metaresearch Inc.
Micro World (Iectronix
O.E.M. Inc.
Optimized Data Systems
Progressive Peripherals ~ Sftw
The Alien Group
Anvil Cases
Carry Camp
Computer Info Exchange
Computer Case Company
Creative Canputing Catalog
EI ectrOSftli th
Macro OynaJlics
Madison Computer
l1icro l1i ttens
National VIC-28 Users Group
National Vic Association
FtI Products
VIC 28 Software Exchange
Software To Go
El ectrosmi th
Torrey Engberg Smith Co.
Toronto PET Users Club
Commander Magazine
The Commodore Gazette
Compute'
Commodore-Microcomp. Magazine
Foxfire Systems, Inc.
Journal 29
Load 29 Magazine
Hidnite Software Gazette
Programmer's Institute
Strictly Commodore
John RosenQarten
The Byte House
Aardvark-BIl
AB Campu ters
Allegiance Enterprises

889 438 8676
888 638 1688
914 425 2889
881 373 2991
213 678 9461
888 828 7259
318 988 2478
413 567 8584
517 687 7343

583 29S 5899
214 542 6812
813 384 1539
415 944 9277
888 538 as59
317 297 8842

714 641 8181

383 475 8883

415 651 3168
312 961 2347
881 487 6266

714 527 8264
214 484 7836
885 484 3694
316 685 9536
689 795 9488
617 961 5788
682 249 8611
714 778 2366
213 923 9361
714 623 8314

583 232 1712
383 934 1973
385 465 9363

383 936 4487

213 575 8614

714 757 4849
888 848 7548

KEY: SORT
1 KEY LISTlN1
2 KEY LISTIN1
d: alp
d: avs
d: csi
d: ics
d: soe
d: sof
h: arf
h: bus
h: cai
h: Cfll
h: dig
h: llyn
h: <!yt
h: ecx
h: en
h: fer
h: 910
h: lnt
h.. mic
h: mis
h: oxf
h: par
h: per
h: pre
h: ram
h: rvr
h: sl <send SASE) 313 846 6666
h: sun
h: vip
hill: mi
hs: apr
hs: car
hs: com
hs: cos
hs: c~
hs: dat
hs: des
hs: elc
hs: hyp
hs: lIet
hs: mic
hs: Ol!lll
hs: opt
hs: p~o
0: all
0: anv
0: car
0: tie
0: can
0: cre
0: ele
0: lIac
0: lIad
0: lIic
0: nat Nugget.
0: nva
0: IX'lP
0: sex
0: sof
0: sos
0: tes
0: tor
p: coa
p: cog
p: cart
p: coo
p: fox
p: jou
p: loa
p: mid
p: pro
p: str
p: vic
ps: by
II: aa8
III: abc
m: all
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61'1 224 8016

488 247 4434

CITY / STATE / ZIP
Lindenhurs!l NY 11757
Atlanta, ijA 39357
Tro)/ HI 48899
WEST' (888) 648-3311
Las Vegas, t#J 89189
EI Cajon, CA 92821
Goleta, CA 93116
Wichita, KS 67218
Roslyn NY 11576
Charlolte, He 28219
Winnebago, HI 54985
Winston Salem, He 27196
Pleasantville, NY 18578
Hayward CA 94544
Little ~ck, NY 11363
E. Farmingdale, NY 11735
Brooklyn NY 11223
Bensonville, IL 68186-1297
Cogan Stati~l PA 17728
San Dieg£l UA 92123
Tulsa, UK 74145
Cairo GA 31728
Mil'~od NY 18546
Pom~ton Plains1 NJ 87444
IrVIne, CA 92t13
Nl!\IIton, W\ 82164
Los Angeles, CA 98894
Placervill~l. CA 95667
Syracuse, NT 13281
Tucson, AZ 85739
Bal timore, t1D 21286
Randolph, HA 82368
Barrington, IL 68818
Washington DC 28916
Edgl!\llater Park1 NJ 88818
FaIrfield, CT ~6483

WaterfordJ. HI 48895
Denver, 1;0 89239
Atlanta, GA 38318
Dallas, TX 75238
Fair Oav,s~. CA 95628
Dallas, IX 75229
Citrus Heights, CA 95618
Portland

i
OR 97228

Troy M 48884
Los IIIamos, ttl 87544
San Diego, CA 92187
Broov.l yn , NY 11232
Philadelphia, PA 19184
Gaston OR 97119
Grand ~apids, HI 94519
San Rafael, CA 94912
Fairport, NY 14459
Newarv', DE 19711
Baltimor~l HD 21214
Boston, M 82116
Scotts Valle~, CA 95866
Livermore, CA 94559-8291
San Rafael, CA 94981
Bouse, AZ 85325
Goleta, CA 93116
Hilford, HI 48842
Lav'e Havasu City, AZ 86483
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Hountain Viewl CA 94848
Obaha, NE 6~154

Janesvill!l HI 53547
Eugene, UK 97483
St. Louis, HO 63132
Sunnyvale, CA 94886
Santa Clara, CA 95858
Cannon Fallsj HN 55889
Pasadena, H~ 21122
San Jose, CA 95157
Eglin AFB, FL 32542
Glendale, NY 11385
WyominQ . PA 18644
LaFayelie, GA 38728
Thundar Bay ONT CAN P7C4VI

STREET ADDRESS
122 Bangor Street
Box 77286
Box 569
EAST (888) 233-8958
1895 East Twain
1253 Broa<lllay
Box 1739
812 S. Lightner
24 LlI1lber Road
Box 19137
Box 93
3239 Linda Drive
17 Marble Avenue
1655 Whipple Road
Box 88
2263 Broadhollow Road
2357 Coney Island Ave.
1825 Industrial Drive
Box 18
9434 Chesapeake Drive
4681 S. 83rd E. Ave.
2893 Thomasville Road
Box 22
Box 113
Box 17868
281 Needham Street
216 South Oxford Avenue
Box 1938
Box 1873
9822 East Stella Road
Moravia Center Industrial Parv'
67 Teed Drive
Box 558
4289 Wisconson Ave. NW
278 Warren Street
5 Chapel Hill Orive
3588 Warringhalll
18899 E. 47th
1782 Harrietta Blvd. N.W.
18528 Plano Road Suite 296
5133 Vista Del Oro
2554 Sou thwe 11
7857 Lompoc Court
1125 N.E. 82nd
Box 3456
Box 921
Box 7735
177 27th Street
323 S. 43rd St. Suite C
Rt. 31 Box 28A
Box 7:£11
Box 9483
158 N. Main St.
727 Swarthmore
4517 Harlford Road
78 Dartmouth St.
238 Ht. Hermon Rd. M287
Box 2913
1938 Fourlh Street
Box 261
Box 550
P.O. Box 325
Box 1664
228 N. Prospector's Road
2BI San Antonio Circle 11278
288 North 115th Street
Box 916
Box 38839
1188 Research Blvd.
1843 Kiel Court
4781 Patrick Henry Dr. Bldg 9
Box 287
8347 Dod Road
Bo~ 18516
1218 Birch Circle
72-31 67th Place
417 Susquehanna Avenue
382 Dogwood Circle
1748 Garden Briar Court RRM2

tw1E
American Peripherals
CHart
Computer Ex~ess
Computer Hall Order
Computer Ou tlet
Computer Specialties
Comstar
Compu Sense
CaRpuway, Inc.
Cft1
Discount Software House
Eastern House
ftfJ Software
Ektype Office Systems
Embassy Computer Products
Harrison Computer Center
Harmony Video ~ Electronics
JHC '
Lvco Cmputer
Hai I Comp
Harco Polo Co.
Micro Management Systems, Inc.
Hicrosignaf Publications
Micro-Ware Distributors
Mooseware, Inc.
HTG TechnIcal Sales
Ol)'lftpic Sales
Optomam Consumer Products
Personal Computer Systems
Prickly-Pear Software
Programs International
P.R.I.C.E.
Protecto Enterprizes
The Program Store
Pyralllid Computerware
Queue Cat. 1111
ROE Services, GiWlles Dept.
Rocky Mountain Micro, Inc.
~E
SJB Distributors
The Software Connection
Southwest Micro Systems
~Jnrise Electronics
Si'i Computers
Tel e Soft, Inc.
Total Information Services
U.S. Technologies
World Electronics
Zepher Hicros
36 Company
Abacus Software
Academy Software
Artworx Software Company
Athena Software
Avalon Hill Games
Boston Educational Computino
Behavioral Engineering 
Briley Software
Broderbund Soflware
Caclus Computing
The Code Works
Cornm~Data Computer House
Canpu terma t
Cosmic Computers Unlimited
Creative Software
Double EElectronics
DTC Sof tlllare
Earlhware
Edufun/Hi II ir.en
EPYX ! Automated Simulations
Fox Video Games, Inc.
French ~ Silk Smoolhware
Frederick Scheper
Galactic Software
H.3rlin Glasser
GP HicrlJsystems
R. Gruskiewic2
J. Halliday
Har i i SoHware

391 254 5389
617 536 5116
488 438 5649
415 455 9139
415 456 6424

215 387 5266
593 357 9889
616 241 5518

805 683 1585
313 685 8iB
682 855 3357
714 861 1265
415 948 9595
482 334 7878

593 257 9464
898 255 2889

484 981 5939
313 528 1554

898 634 6766

898 558 8883
316 684 4669
516 621 1362

(cat. $1.25)
414 231 1696
919 924 2889

KEY: SORT
Il: ame
Il: cilia
II: coe
Il: Call
Il: coo
Il: cos
Il: cot
Ill: cou
Il: Cl»l
Ill: 'In
Il: dis
Il: eas
Ill: eav
Ill: ekt 415 489 1532
m: emb 212961 9886
m: hai 888 645 9187
m: har 898 221 8927
m: jmc
Ill: lyc 898 233 8768
m: mai 89Q 752 1341
m: mar 899 331 9131
m: mim 899 841 9869
m: mis
m: miw 291 838 9927
m: moo
Ill: mtg 889 343'8854
Ill: oly 898 421 8845
III: opt 916 621 1899
m: per 315 478 6899
m: pr (send SASE) 682 886 1585
Ill: prg 391 488 7719
m: prl 898 343 1978
Il: pro 312 382 5244
m: prs 898 424 2738
Ill: pyr 689 386 9363
m: que 899 232 2224
Ill: rde
m: roc 393 371 2438
m: sav 889 241 2682
m: sjb
m: sof 898 828 2838
m: sou 214 484 7836
m: sun
m: swc
Ill: tel
m: tis
m: usl
m: wor
m: zep
s: 3gc
s: aba
s: aca
s: arl
s: ath
s: ava
s: bec (cat. $2)
s: beh
s: bri
s: bro
s: oc
s: cod
s: COlMl
s: COOlp
s: cos
s: cre
s: dou
s: dtc
s: ear
s: edu
s: epy
s: fox
s: fre
s: fsh
s: gal
s: gla
s: gpm
s: Qru <send slamp for caL.'
s: Flal
s: har
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KEY I SORT TElEPIO£ HAHE
SI hes Human Engineered Software
s: int 213 328 9422 Intereshng Software
s: isa lSA Software
s: k8s K8 Software
s: ker Kerr Software
s: leo 614 846 1823 Harry F. Leonard
s: I ig 415 327 3286 lightning Software
s: lit 414273 5469 little Wizard Distributing
s: log 895 687 9295 Logos Software
s: lun 498 378 7793 Luna Software
s: 1)IIIl FranK LYlIIan
s: mac Magic Carpet
s: lIlan 597 345 7848 Mantrooics Software Design
s: mar Mariah Computing
s: Iller 2133168945 Merlin Enterprises
s: lIidi Hicro-Digi tal
s: lIid Midwest Micro Associates
s: .ied 612 926 2292 Micro-Ed, Inc.
s: migr 815 965 2464 Microgr'alis
s: mlln MicRo Information Systems
s: lIima Hicro-Hania
s: miph 212 646 8149 Microphys Programs
s: misi Microsignal
s: IIi sp 214 867 1333 MicroSpec Ltd.
s: lIli s 498 338 9546 MIS
s: IIlOr L. Morris
s: IIlpa M. Pascali Software
s: nws MW Software
s: nel 612 738 1989 Nelson Software
s: new 694 929 7347 New Horizons Group
s: nib Nibbl es + Bi ts, Inc.
s: nor 218 834 3689 Northland Accounting, Inc.
s: nuf 593 878 2113 NufeKop
s: par 219 885 9611 Parr Progranvning
s: pills 612 633 8891 PH Software
s: pra Practical Applications of Cal.
s: pri(send sase) 692 886 1585 PricKly-Pear Software
s: pro 381 366 8818 Professional Micro Service
s: prs P.R. Software
s: pub 513 698 5638 Publ ic Dmain
s: qbf 212 925 8298 QuicK Brown Fox
s: qum 716 338 2145 Oumax / GRW Laboratories
s: raK RAK Electronics
s: ran 984 837 7281 Random Access Computers
s: rap 413549 3744 Rapidwriter
s: rar RAR-TECH
s: ray 488 338 9848 RAYWlC Software Group
s: sce Scientific ~ Educational Sftw.
s: sch 212 585 3889 Schol ashc, Inc.
s: sci Scientivic Software
s: sie 299 683 68S8 Sierra On-line, Inc.
s: sir 916 366 1195 Sirius Software
s: sKI sr.yl ight Software
s: sky 415 965 1735 Skyles Electric WorKs
s: SIll 488 738 1751 D. Srni th ~ Co.
s: s04 Soft 4 You
s: sof Software Ci ty
s: sos Soft-Sell
s: sub Suburban Electronics
s: sus 312 394 5165 Susie Software
s: syn 416 221 8888 Syntax Software, Inc.
s: tay 482 464 9951 Taylormade Software
s: tea Teachware
s: tel (catS.59) 416 263 8864 Telegames Software
s: tho 888 526 7843 x291 THORN EMI Video
s: tot 415 943 7877 TOlL Software
s: tro 213 671 8448 Tronix Publ ishing
s: tsa 689 346 3863TSASA
s: umi 714 594 1351 Uni ted Hicrl»lare Industries
s: vic 215 576 5625 Victory Software
s: vid 488 263 9858 Video Wizards, Inc.
s: voy 415 343 8955 Voyager Software
s: wes Western New England Software
s: wi! Wi IIi am Robbins
s: wun 583 899 7549 Wunderware
s: zim 213 217 9877 ZiHag

STREET ADDRESS
71 Park Lane
21191 So. Harvard Blvd.
14114 Dallas Parkway Suite 538
Box 248 C
1398 S. Nl!\llton
5556 Cherrywood Road
Box 11725
1211 Lambeth Rd. Suite 4
3192 Laurel Canyon Road
Box 26922
Box 3891
Box 35115
368 Pierce Plaza
Box 513
Box 2876
752 John Glenn Blvd.
Box 6148
Box 24156
Box 2146
Box 73
Box 4118
2848 Ford Street
988 Embarcadero Del Har Unit A
2985 Ports O'Call Court
258 Fern ROCK Way
2481 Wengert 826
Box 1143
Box 126
2232 Odgen Court
13-119 Charles St.
Box 2844
686 Second (:Ne.
Box 156
2664 Tyler Street
4498 Arden Vil!\ll Court
P.O. Box 255768
9822 East Stella Road
198 West 22nd Street
Box 169
5825 So. Rangeline Road
548 Broadway Suite 4F
Box 17918
Box 1585
Box 1453
91 Long Hill Road
Box 761
495 Band Road
Box 54
738 Broadway
525 Lohnes Drive
Sierra On-Line Building
18364 RocKingham Dr.
22 Hiller Street
231E South Whisman Road
1164 Andover Or.
Box 3259
Box 313
Box 1226
6224 Transit Road
Box 388
33 Elmhurst Ave. Suite 582
8853 East Avon (:Nenue
3277-B Roswell Rd. Suite 458
Hampton, Box 152
1378 Avenue of the Americas
Box 4742
781 West Manchester Blvd.
2 Chipley Run
3583-C Temple Ave.
2927-A SJ Russell Circle
292 Charcot Avenue
Box 1126
Box 31
Box 3745
Box 1287
14689 S. Broadway

CITY / STATE / ZIP
Brisbane, CA 94885
Torrance, CA 98581
Dallas, TX 75248
Canton; CT 86819
Denver, CO 88219
Columbus, . OH 43229
Palo Alto, CA 94386
Waukesha, I'll 53186
Santa Barbara~ CA 93815
San Jose, CA Y5159-6922
Nashua, NH 83861
Phoenix, AZ 85869
No. ManKato, MN 56881
Columbia, HD 65287
Torrance, CA 98589
Webster NY 14589
Kansas City, MO 64118
Hinneapolis, MN 55424
Loves Park~ lL 61138
Wayne, NJ 117478
Elkhart, IN 46514
Brooklyn1. NY 11229
Goleta, lA 93117
Plano, TX 75975
Boulder CreeK, CA 95086
Las Vegas. NV 89184
Santee, CA 92871
Urbana, IL 61881
St. Paul, MN 55119
N. Vancouver1 BC CAN V7H lSI
Orcutt, CA Y3455
Two Harbors, MN 55616
Shady Cove, OR 97539
Gary IN 46487
St. Paul MN 55112
Sacramenio~ CA 95825
Tucson, At 85738
Baltimore, MO 21218
S. San Fransisco, CA 94888
West Milton, OH 45383
New YorK, NY 18812
Rochester, NY 14617
Orange ParK, FL 32973
Benning/ FL 32541
Leverett, HA 81954
Rochester, HI 48963
Boulder CreeK l CA 95896
Dayton, OH 45428
Nl!\II YorK, NY 18993
Fairborn OH 45324
Coarsegold, CA 93614
Sacramento, CA 95827
Belfast, HE 94915
Mountain Vi~} CA 94841
Sunnyvale) lA 94987
Reston. VA 22898
Closter NJ 87624
LaFayed.~l GA 38728
DePl!\ll, NY 14843
Prospect Height~l .. IL 68878
Wi Ill»ldale em ~ MZN 668
Lincoln, NE 68585
Atlanta, GA 38385
Ontario, Canada LOB 1J8
New York, ~f 18819
Walnut Creek1.CA 94596
Ingll!\llOod, lA 98381
West Berlin, NJ 88891
Pomona, CA 91768
Elkins Park J PA 19117
San Jose, CA 95131
Burlingame, CA 94818
Wilbraham

l
HA 61895

San Rafae CA 94912
JacKsonVille, OR 97539
Gardena, CA 98248



**********

Feature Article:
VIC 20 HARDWARE

The Midnite / PAPER

Expanding Commodore
8K Memory Board To 16K

**********

reprinted from Hardcopy
by Peter J. Farrow

8K TO 16K EXPANSION
The Commodore 8K memory board can be upgraded to 16K if you have a steady

hand, a small soldering iron, and a desire for more memory.
First, we need a standard Commodore 8K plug-in board. This already has the

room for the four additional static memory chips required to do the job. In
addition, the following materials are required: four chips type 6116 (or
equivalent), a small low-wattage soldering iron, "electronic" type solder, some
aluminum foil, and a magnifying glass. The 6116 chips are available for around
$4 each, [for a total] cost of. .. less than $20! DO NOT remove the 6116 chips
from the foam or foil packing until ready to install them. The foam or foil is
for protection from static electricity. A well lighted, clean slightly humid
work area is a must. The humidity will reduce the chances of damage from
static-electricity [to] the new 6116 chips, as well as those already on the
Commodore board .•.

First, remove the Commodore memory board from the cartridge. Follow the
instructions for changing the "Block Select" switch that came with the cartridge.
Once the printed-circuit board is removed, carefully inspect it to note the
placement of the chips that are already installed. The four large chips are the
6116's. Each chip has a small reference "indent" on the top edge. The pin to
the left of this indent is pin 1, and a small figure 1 should be visible on the
printed circuit below.

Wrap the end of the board that has the chips already installed with some
aluminum foil, leaving the chip nearest the center uncovered. Press the foil
over the pins of the chips on the solder side so that they are all connected
[to] ••• minimize the chances of damage from "static".

Take a new chip and bend the pins towards each other to form two rows 9/16
inch apart. Holding the board in one hand, ••• place [toe 6116] on the component
side of the board. Check to make sure that the "indent" is facing the same way
as the chips already on the board before soldering the chip in position. Chips
U6, U7, and U8 are installed facing the same way as U2, U3, and U4. U9 faces the
same way as Ul. Use a minimum of solder and heat so as not to damage the board
or chip. DO NOT push the pins of the new chip through the board. Any attempt to
do this could end up pulling the fragile "traces" from the board.

After installing the four new chips, they should be carefully inspected for
shorts or excess solder [with a] magnifying glass.... If all looks good, remove
the aluminum foil and install the board in the VIC for testing. When the VIC is
turned back on, it should have 19967 BYTES FREE. If not. •• , swi tch the VIC off
immediately and remove memory for inspection. An excess of solder between pins
is a disaster! Do not use a meter or other checker to look for shorts as this is
in itself could cause problems.

Assuming everything looks good, [you can modify] one further area •••• As
the board comes, the new memory will automatically be in Block 2. If you need
other Block selections, follow the printed trace on pin 11. This is similar to
those on pins 10 and 12, except that instead of finishing in a small "half moon"
pad, it has a small jumper that goes to US. This jumper must be carefully cut
and a small "Dip Switch" mounted on the printed circuit (available ••• from Radio
Shack for about $1.50). To permit the printed circuit to be reinstalled in the
plastic case, ••• mount the dip switch with its leads penetrating the board.
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COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

ERRORS- DOWNTIME-SERVICE
A speck of dust, dirt, or magnetic oxide on Perrectdata system cannot harm the drive,
the read/write head of your floppy disk drive and can be used on single or dual-sided
can cause data transfer errors, a disk crash, floppy disk drives. Comes complete with 2
or even a costly disk drive failure, Regular use cleaning diskettes, a 4 oz. bottle of CS-85
of head cleaning diskettes can keep your cleaning solution, and full instructions,
drive heads clean and your system up and Available for 5.25" and 8" disks.
running. A PERF~CTDATA head cleaning kit 5.25" Disk Drive Cleaning Kit $22,75
from Mercury Micro Will do the Job. The 8" Disk Drive Cleaning Kit $22.75

ORGANIZE AND PROTECT YOUR DISKEnES
Don't damage valuable diskettes by leaving Holds up to 50 diskettes in a handsome
them exposed to spills and dust. Never again smoke-colored transparent plastic case.
spend hours looking fora diskette that should Comes with 5 handy index dividers,
have been stored properly in the first place. Case for 5.25" Diskettes $23.75
Organize your diskettes with an Innovative Case for 8" Diskettes $29.75
Concepts Flip 'N' File from Mercury Micro.

WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE NUMBER?~
New for spring. Top quality shirts with "64" or gifts, prizes, and 64 ~
"20" printed in large numerals on both front undershirts. 50/50
and back. These colorful and comfortable blend will not shrink. ~()
shirts are available in red or blue with white Specify color and size
numbers. Great for programming, around and number choice. Available in
town, exercise, and sports, They make great red or blue, S-M-L-XL $7.50 each,

ORDERING INFORMATION
Order desk open Monday through Friday 2-5 p,m. and 9-12 p.m., Eastern time.

Phone (301) 994-1122.

SHIPPING
Add $1 ,50 to all orders for shipping. We pay balance for UPS service on all orders. Add $2.00 for
COD. Maryland residents please add 5% state sales tax.

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE COMPUTER ACCESSORY CATALOG: SURGE PROTECTORS, DUST COVERS,
BOOKS DISK MAINTENANCE BLANK MEDIA AND MUCH MORE

~
u

ORDER FORM SIZE COLOR DESCRIPTION QUANTITY COST

Name

Address

City/State

Zip

-- Mercury Micro Inc. OPlease send me your tree SHIPPING--. Dept. D catalog ot computer

- Cherry Field Road
accessories. MDTAX- OPlease send me the pro-

Mercury Micro Drayden, Md. 20630 ducts listed below and your TOTAL
tree catalog.



CBMINTERFACES
The Connecting Links

Increase Your Computer's
Ability

CBM PRINTER ADAPTERS
-addressable-switch selectable up

per/lower, lower/upper case
-works with BASIC, WORDPRO,

VISICALC and other software
-IEEE card edge connector for

connecting disks and other
peripherals to the PET*

-power from printer unless other-
wise noted

RS·232 SERIAL ADAPTER - baud
rates to 9600 - power supply
included
MODEL-ADA 1450a $149.00

CENTRONICS/NEC PARALLEL
ADAPTER - Centronics 36 pin
ribbon connector handles
graphics
MODEL-ADA 1800 $129.00

COMMODORE 64~ to RS·232
CABLE ADAPTER
-plugs into RS-232 port - provides

voltage conversions to drive
standard RS-232 printers, termin
als and mainframes - 6 foot cable
included - receives power from
computer - uses address #2

-electronics fUlly enclosed - case
2% x 2 inches

MODEL ADA 641 OF
(Female Connector) $79.00
MODEL ADA 6410M
(Male Connector). . .. $79.00
MODEL ADA 64115
Modem Cable.. .. $79.00

COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER 
serial & parallel ports - true ASCII
conversion - baud rates to 9600 
half or full duplex - X-ON, X-OFF 
selectable carriage return delay - 32
character buffer centronics
compatible power supply
included
MODEL SADI. . . $295.00

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
- 16 channels - 0 to 5.12 volt input
voltage range - resolution 20 milli
volts per count - conversion time
less than 100 microseconds per
channel
MODEL-PETSET1 $295.00

US Dollars Quoted
$5.00 Shipping & Handling
MASTERCHARGE / VISA

IN THE USA order from:
Connecticut microComputer, Inc.
36 Del Mar Drive
Brookfield, CT 06804
(203) 775-4595 TWX: 710 456-0052

IN CANADA order from:
Batteries Included, Ltd.
186 Queen Street West
F6 Toronto, Canada M5V 1Sl
(416) 596-1405

Dealer Inquiries Invited

SIMPLY PLUG BUSINESS ROM INTO YOUR CBMIPET™MICROCOMPUTER, AND

YOU GAIN 25 NEW BASIC COMMANDS - CAREFULLY DESIGNED TO MAKE

BUSINESS PROGRAMS EASIER.

You GAIN POWER ..•••• YOU CAN READ/WRITE/SEARCH DISK FILES; STORE

AND RECOVER OR PRINT OUT, SCREENS FULL OF INFORMATION; HAVE A

FOOLPROOF INPUT ROUTINE, ETC" .

ALL WITH JUST A FEW SIP'lPLE LINES OF BASIC!

You GAIN RELIABILITY •••••• THE MACHINE CODE ROUTINES IN BUSINESS

ROM WERE DESIGNED WITH RELIABILITY AS THE MAIN PRIORITY.

You GAIN TIME •••••• YOU CAN WRITE SOPHISTICATED PROFESSIONAL

BUSINESS PROGRAMS IN A FRACTION OF THE TIME IT WOULD OTHERWISE

HAVE TAKEN. BECAUSE YOUR PROGRAMS WILL BE SO MUCH SHORTER tALL

THE HARD WORK IS DONE BY THE MACHINE CODE ROUTINES IN THE

BUSINESS RoM) THEY RUN A LOT FASTER.

THIS ROM PACKAGE IS AVAILABLE ONLY FROM US. FOR DETAILS OF THE

25 NEW BASIC BUSINESS COMMANDS WRITE NOW!

BUSINESS ROM IS AVAILABLE FOR CBMT"8032/8096 IMMEDIATELY. WRITE

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON VERSIONS FOR OTHER CBMIPET™MODELS,

BUSINESS ROI'L INCLUDING FULL DOCUMENTATION AND A DISKETTE WITH

MANY USEFUL EXAMPLES (INCLUDING A POWERFUL "!AIL LIST PROGRAM) IS

s15o.oo «(A RESIDENTS ADD 6.5% TAX).

WRITE NOW TO GET YOUR CBM™BACK IN BUSINESS:

FLYNN'S BUSINESS SERVICES, P.O. BOX 903, I'llUNTAIN VIEII, CA 94042

NoTE: CBM &PET ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF CoMMODORE BUSINESS

fl.ACHINES.
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v'Full Screen Editing
v' Copy-Move sentences, paragraphs
v'lnsert-Delete letters, sentences
v' Form letters-User defined data
v'Shorthand-words, phrases
v'Centering-J ustification-Tabs
v'Headers-Footers-set page size
v' Automatic Page Numbering
v'Double columns-set margin, line size
v'Printer graphics-send hex codes
v'Set up to support most printers
v'Disk file concatenation
v'Program update support provided

THE NEXT LOGICAL
STEP IN THE

EVOLUTION of
WORD PROCESSING

I COPY-WRITER I
Copy-Writer is a full featured professional quality
word processor. It offers all the capabilities required
for high performance and efficiency. In addition,
advanced features such as double columns, multiple
disk files. printer hex control. etc. Copy-Writer is
written in FORTH. a unique language that runs
nearly as fast as machine code but actually occupies
less memory. This allows more room in memory for
lines of text. More than otherwise possible.
Copy-Writer updates will be distributed on request
to all registered users for just the update cost. Even
when a more powerful version is introduced'

AVAILABLE FOR 40XX/8032/C64

only $145.00
SEE YOUR DEALER OR:
r,"" P.O. Box 102
lMICROTECH )LanghOrne, Pa. 19047

215-757-0284

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

COLOR VIDEO
for

40XX, 8032,AI M
$139 COLOR CHART
AIM/SYM system video display, 64 x 16
characters, 8 colors, plugs into ROM
socket, 4K RAM Multiple modes; semi
graphics, alpha.
PET/CBM color graphic display, 128 x
192 pixels, generate color bar graphs
on one screen with data on main
screen. RS 170 video color chart.
6847 based video output.
COLOR VIDEO FOR PET/CBM/AIM/SYM

ROMSWITCH - 4 ROMS IN 1
SPACEMAKER $39.95
Switch 4 ROMs into the same socket.
A slide switch activates one of four.
Electronic controls insure no glitches
and allow ROM switching under soft
ware control. ROMs can be switched
from the keyboard.

fuIlFORTH+ for APPLE/PET
FULL FIG FORTH implementation plus
conditional assembler, floating point.
string handling, multi-dimensional arrays,
and disk virtual mamory.
fuIiFORTH+ from IDPC Co $100.
Target Compiler $ 50.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR:
(I"" P.O. Box 102
MICROTEC H) Langhorne, Pa 19047

215-757-0284

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TRANSFER
"BASIC DATA EXCHANGE"

DISKETTES

MAINFRAME
to/from

CBM/PET

PEDISK Mode1S7? is an S" SO floppy disk system that uses
the IBM 3740 format. Using FILEX. a program by Wilserve.
PEDISK 877 can read and write records on a "Basic Data
Exchange" diskette. Routines read the table of contents.
Records are read and converted from EBCDIC TO ASCII.
Records can be converted from ASCII to EBCDIC and recorded.
Multiple volume files can be handled and FILEX even has
facilities to soft format a new diskette. The FILEX program
resides on ROM.

8" ("'-~-~--IO""""IS-K-II"""") f1gFs~y

877-1 Singledrivesystem $ 995.00
877 -2 Dual drive system $1695.00

PEDISK 877 also provides a high performance general floppy
disk for any Commodore system. Its simple design gives
greater reliability and it offers much faster performance than
the IEEE type drives. A considerable amount of standard
software is available. Eight inch SO CPM (trademark of Digital
Research) diskettes can also be read/written with the 877
system. A complete CPM system using the Z-RAM (trademark
of Madison Computer) can exchange standard CPM diskettes.

5" ( ~~IOISK II ) flgi~~y
540-1 Single drive system $ 595.00
540-2 Dual drive system $ 895.00

SEE YOUR DEALER OR:
r,"" P.O. Box 102
lMICROTECH} Langhorne,Pa. 19047

215-757-0284

PEDISK AVAILABLE for
40XX,8032,C64

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Commodore
Gets Smart
"Having a modem and a good terminal
software package like this can really open
up a new world of applications for your
Commodore system." - Robert W. Baker

- MICROCOMPUTING

V record to disk/transmit from disk
v output to Commodore/ASCII printer
v XON/XOFF control capability
v translates files ASCII/BASIC/W-PRO
v system status line-clock with alarm
v user table allows encoded data
v user access to routines-telemetry

The most sophisticated terminal package
available. Gives you all the features need
ed now and for the future. Available 
Commodore 40XX, 8032 with 4040, 8050,
PEDISK II

Available from cgrs MICROTECH,
P.O. Box 102, Langhorne, PA 19047
215-757-0284

$129.00 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

with Intelligent Terminal
Communications Package

COMPACK



VIC RABBIT CARTRIDGE
AND CBM 64 RABBIT CARTRIDGE

More than just an Assembler/Editor!
Now for the "64"

MAE
for

PET
APPLE
ATARI
~

New
Price

$99.95
Blast off with the software used on the space
shuttle project!
• Designed 10 improye Programmer Productivity.

• Similar syntax and commands - No need to relearn
peculiar syntaxes and commands when you go
from PET to APPLE 10 ATARI.

• Coresident Assembler/Editor - No need 10 load
the Editor then the Assembler then the Editor. etc

• Also includes Word Processor, Relocaling Loader,
and much more

• Oplions: EPROM Programmer, unimplemented
opcode circuilry.

• STILL NOT CONVINCED: Send for free spec sheet'

It's a
Professionally
Designed
Software
Development
System

EPROMS 2716 =$4.50 2532 ~ $7.50
Over 40 Commodore Programs by Baker (on 4040) = $25.00

5% INCH SOFT •
SECTORED D1SKmES

Highest quality. We use them on
our PETs, APPLEs, ATARls, and other
com uters. $22.50110 or $44.50/20

TRAP 65
TRAP 65 is ahardware device that
plugs into your 6502'5 socket Prevents
execution of unimplemented opcodes
and provides capability to extend the
machines' instruction set
For PET/APPLE/SYM
Reduced from $149.95 to $6995

~
~ $3995

'V (Includes Cartndge
and Manual)

- ExpanSion Connector
on the VIC Cartridge

"Don't waste your Life away waiting to LOAD and SAVE
programs on Cassete Deck."
Load or Save 8K in approximately 30 seconds' Try
it - your Un-Rabbitized VIC takes almost 3 minutes.
It's not only Fast but VERY RELIABLE.
Almost as fast as VIC Disk Drive' Don't be foolish
Why buy the disk when you can get the VIC Rabbit
for much, much less!
Easy to install - it just plugs in.
Expansion Connector on rear.
Works with or without Expansion Memory.
Works with VIC Cassette Deck.
12 Commands provide other neat features.
Also Available for 2001 , 4001 , and 8032

" High-Speed
Cassette
Load and Save'"

'PFO'IOO OOA CP<Ol>D2 BELL'" 12:30:00 10:14:36

Price: $129.95

Prownter Printer - Excellent dot matrix print Parallel = $489.00
Se"al = $600 00 IEEE = $58900

ATARI AND PET
EPROM PROGRAMMER

P"."m, 1116 ..d 1531 'II'EPROMs. Includes hardware . I
and software. PET = $75.00-
ATARI (includes sophisticated . '.

machine language monnorl = :. ... U
$119.95 ! d.

Don't senle for non-standard Communications Protocol!
Access Micro Net. Source, Bulletin Boards. Local Main
frame, elc.Ii.Complete Package ~ Includes RS232 Inter

lace Board and software (does not include
, modem)

• Communicates In Industry Standard ASCII
\. Upload/Download to/from Disk

. • Automatic File Translation
. • C".." • .,~,,,..,.""'''''"'

piled baSIC or machme language program

Specify 3.0 or 4.0 ROMS or 8032 Commodore Computer
4040 or 8050 or PEDISK II Disk orCBM64 on 1541.

~o'" \'(\e /It
\ot "Q STep - 300/1200 Baud
Standard Terminal Communications Package
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Fire
Fly a water-dropping helicopter, and
try to put out the high-rise fire
before it spreads.

~(~. v
~ /P. ~ lour VIC-20 Will Smile ...t {ffj ~
t~~
(~ !)r/,N

I

Draw
Be an artist! This high-resolution
drawing program makes it easy to
create pictures on the screen, and then
save them on tape.

Race
Race the computer, head-on! Simple
but fun.

The VIXEL #1 cassette costs only $12.95 in the US and
Canada. Foreign orders please add $3.00 for shipping. CA
residents add 6% tax. Visa and MasterCard welcome.
VIXEL is a trademark of The Code Works
VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

TheCodeWorks
Box 550, Goleta, CA 93116 805/683-1585



Maybe the colour seems to have gone out of your Vic. It's pro
bably not something your dealer can do anything about. Your
problem is simple. You've got a troll living in your computer.

Yes, we used to think that it was silly stuff like lack of
documentation or poor availability of software that turned
people off their systems but modern technological understan
ding has banished such odd notions. We now realize that after
you've had your computer for a little while the mystic spirits of
the nether world crawl into it between the keys on the
keyboard and grow tiny trolls under the chips. As they mature
they send off powerful vibrations that subconsciously make
your computer resemble a plate of freeze dried asparagus. No
wonder you've lost interest in it.

Most systems, when so afflicted, are doomed. However,
recently a new publication has emerged for the owners of
PETs, CBMs, VICs, Commodore 64's and related systems
which especially caters to owners of these machines who
suspect troll intervention. Called the Transactor, it is crammed
full of amazingly useful software which not only makes your
system eminently more useful to you but also sets up an inter
nal atmosphere which is not condusive to troll growth. After a
few Issues of the Transactor your Commodore computer will
be troll free and doing things you'd have never thought possi
ble.

A year's subscription (6 issues) is just $15.00.

The Transactor, SUbscriptions Dept
500 Steeles Avenue

Milton, Ontario
L9T 3P7.

I .....'
~
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YOUR PET NOT AS
FRIENDLY AS IT USED TO

BE?

~
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Each bi-monthly issue features 5 to 8 fully listed programs ranging from games and adventures to educational programs.
The wealth of programs offered in each issue gives you exciting things to do with your computer...at a fraction of the cost
of buying the same programs over the counter. Furthermore, STRICTLY COMMODORE contains descriptions, instructions, and
notes on the programming techniques used in all programs. The current issue contains the following programs:

Mission ABM: As Civil Defense Commander you must defend 5 cities against the enemy's oncoming missiles.
Quarterback: You control a professional football team's offense versus the awesome computer-controlled defense.
Commodore-Man: Move through the maze and eat all the dots and monsters that you can.
Tic-Tac-Toe: Play the standard grid game on the computer.
Lemonade Stand: An educational and business simulation for all ages.

The next issue will contain the following programs:
Alien Attack: Maneuver a starfighter jet and destroy all the alien crafts before they get you.
Airport Tower: As an air traffic controller you must direct all airplanes to their proper destinations without any crashes.
Artillery: A two-player strategy game where you attempt to destroy your opponent's gun emplacement before he destroys you rs.
Asteroid Field: Maneuver a space shuttle through a hazardous asteroid field to reach your mother ship.
Bomber Drop: Catch the ever-increasing number offalling bombs before they hit the ground or face total annihilation.
Saucer Shootout: A two-player arcade style game that also teaches you math.

STRICTLY COMMODORE also includes programming hints and tips, a new products section, detailed reviews of major products,
and otherfactual material of interestto Commodore owners.
At $15 (U.S.) per year, STRICTLY COMMODORE offers you over 30 quality programs that enhance the value of your Commodore
computer. Subscribe today and invest in the most valuable library of Commodore software that you can buy.

SUPER 64
SUPER 64 is the only magazine devoted exclusively to Commodore-54 computer owners. Each issue offers you 5 to 8 exciting
programs, programming hints and tips, new products information and much more. Get the most out of your new Commo
dore-54 computer with SUPER 64. Published quarterly. Only $14 (U.S.) for a year of computing excitement.

Subscribe today. Send your check or money order to: STRICTlY COMMODORE Publishing. P.O.
Box 7428 Station E. Calgary. Alberta. Canada T3C 3M2.





What is Vanilla Pilot?

Tamarack Software
Darby, MT. 59829

Vanilla Pilot?
Yes, Vanilla Pilot!

Vanilla Pilot is a full-featured pilot
lang'uag'e interpreter including TURTLE --f
GRAPHICS for the PET or CBIVl 4000, I
:~C~~st~OO: :~I:t ~::~~~"e:::ief:rc:::uters. ~I
Commodore computers. This Pilot in- ~\.. \
eludes some powerful extensions to ~I'
the screen editor of the computer.
Things like FIND /CHANGE, TRACE
and DUMP enhance the programming
environment.

The TURTLE has a very powerful set
of graphics commands. You can set the
Turtle's DIRECTION and turn him LEFT
or RIGHT. The pen he carries can be
set to any of the 16 colors in the CB~'l

64. He can DRAW or ERASE a Line.

What else? Vanilla Pilot is all this and
much, much more. In fact, we can't
tell you about all of the features of
the language in this small ad. So
rush down to your local Commodore
computer dealer and ask him to show
you Vanilla Pilot in action. Be sure
to take the $2.00 discount coupon.

Hurry, you have only a short time to
redeem your coupon. So use it now'

r----r------------------------,
: 8: VANILLA PILOT :
I • I Hclailcr: Sl'thl the n:-dccmcd l:oupons 10 I
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DO YOU OWN A COMMODORE 64™?
IS SOFTWARE HARD TO FIND?

Paper Clip®
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSOR. HORIZONTAL
SCROLLING, SUPPORTS ANY PRINTER. THE ONE JIM
BUTTERFIELD USES.

CALC- Resu It™
THREE DIMENSIONAL SPREAD SHEET. THE MOST
POWERFUL, UNDERSTANDABLE AND ECONOM
ICAL SPREAD SHEET ON THE MARKET TODAY.

Sysres™
PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES. ADDS33 COMMANDS
TO BASIC. RENUMBER PROGRAMS, AUTOMATIC
LINE NUMBERING, ADVANCED EDITOR.

M' F-I ™I e WITH REPORT GENERATOR

A POWERFUL DATA BASE MANAGEMENT PACK-
AGE FOR THE 64. EXTREMELY POWERFUL YET
EASY ENOUGH FOR THE FIRST TIME USER.

Card? PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
THIS ONE WORKS. FROM YOUR DRIVE TO ANY
CENTRONIC'S PARALLEL PRINTER.

$125.00
A FREE BOX OF 1a
DISKETTES WITH
EACH PAPER CLIP.

$139.95

$79.95

$99.95

$69.95

64 Software Distributors
3648 Towne Park Circle

Pomona, California 91767
or call (714) 986-8355

To Order:
Send check or money order plus
$3.00 postage and handling. Calif
ornia residents add 6% sales tax.
VISA and MasterCard accepted. Give
account number and expiration date.

PaperClip is a registered trademark of

Batteries Included
CALC-Result is a trademark of Handle
Software. AS
Syres is a trademark of Solidus Inlerna
tional
M' File is a trademark at M'Solt

Send for our Catalog
of CBM 64 SOFTWARE

Over 150 different pieces of software
and accessories for the CBM 64.
With full descriptions and screen pic
tures of each.

and handling to:



PET/CBM/COMMODORE 64
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSOR

Breakthrough Featuresata Breakthrough Price
PaperClip'· was designed to overcome the limitations
found on the word processors currently available on
the market. We did not stop there. Many advanced
features not available on microcomputer word
processors are incorporated.

PaperClip'· allows the author to create and edit text
easily. Original text can be stored on a cassette or
disk drive for future reference. The main advantage in
using a word processor is the savings in speed
when creating a document, whether it be a letter, essay
or novel.

PaperClip'· gives you the flexibility to correct typing
errors easily, rearrange parts of the document to suit
your needs, and to allow easy manipulation of the
text. The result is a document which can be written faster
with more of the author's time being used to create
rather than edit. The editing of a document becomes
effortless for the PaperClip'· user.

Advanced Features
1. Horizontal Scrolling

This feature allows horizontal scrolling on a wider
text area with both 40 and 80 column displays. Now you
can easily create and edit wide worksheets.
GREAT WHEN WORKING WITH COLUMNS OF
NUMBERS.

2. Column Manipulation

Using the horizontal scrolling capability the user
can not only properly set up columns of numbers but
can easily manipulate these columns. The user can erase
columns, move columns, insert spaces between two
existing columns, and add and subtract columns of
numbers. GREAT FOR MANIPULATING REPORTS
EXACTLY THE WAY THE AUTHOR WANTS THEM TO
READ.

3. Alphanumeric Sorting

Now you can effortlessly arrange things in easy-to-read
order. Specify which column to sort (with up to sixteen

levels of ordered subsorts) and then have the
machine do an alphanumeric sort in either ascending
or descending order. GREAT FOR FINANCIAL
REPORTS, STUDENT RECORDS, etc.

4. Printer Support

Most word processors are offered with limited printer
support. PaperClip'· is supplied with a unique
printer set-up routine. This routine allows the user to
take best advantage of the printer at hand. The
PaperClip'· package comes with most of the popular
printers supported - ego

CBM 2022/4022/8023
EPSON TYPE II
EPSON TYPE III
CBM 8300
C. Itoh F10/F15
NEC SPINWRITERS 3500/5500/7700

If the user does not have one of the already supported
printers then using the printer set-up routine they
may define their own printer file. This routine allows the
user to use all the features which their printer has
to offer.

Now available for Commodore 64
64 versions include all features plus:
Soft-Load Alternate Character Sets.
Extended Text Storage Area.

Distributed by:

SOFTWARE
560 North Mountain Avenue

Suite L
Upland, California 91786

(714) 981-7640

PaperClip'· is a product of BATTERIES iNCLUDED



BUSICALC :::::: '.
BOSICALC A Honey of an ~I~~·~;~·~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~ '" l ~

Why electronic spreadsheet programs?
Electronic spreadsheet programs allow the user to create a gridsheet,
spreadsheet, worksheet, or any other table of information, using the
memory of the computer as pencil and paper. The computer display or
terminal acts as a window through which the user views the information
as it is entered. Textual information (such as headings), numerical values,
and formulas can easily be entered into the spreadsheet.
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For Commodore 64
For Commodore VIC 20
For Commodore PET/CBM 40 columns
For Commodore CBM 80 column/SuperPet
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BOSICALC Your Computer Drone for Repetitive Calculations
The outstanding advantage of using a computer is that it acts not only
as a pencil and paper but as a perfect eraser and an automatic calculator.
The user can quickly and easily make any number of alterations to the
data within the table. The BUSICALC will evaluate any formula using the
data that has been entered. Further, it retains the formulas and displays
the resulting value. With BUSICALC controlling the entry of data, provid·
ing a comprehensive memory, and performing arithmetic, the preparation
of a spreadsheet is faster and more accurate than if it were prepared
by hand.

BOSICALC With the Sting Removed from the Prices

BUSICALC 20 only $49.00 for the VIC 20
BUSICALC 64 on Iy $69.00 for the CBM 64
BUSICALC 40 only $79.00 for the original 40 column PET/CBM
BUSICALC 80 only $89.00 forthe original 80 column CBMs and SuperPets

BUSICALC AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER
(800) 227-9998

FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER

California, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii please call (415) 965·1735

Skyles Electric Works
231G South Whisman Road
Mountain View, CA 94041

Europe please contact Supersoft, Winchester House, Canning Road. Harrow Wealdslone, Middlesex. England HA3 7SJ, Tel. 01861 1166
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BUSIWRITER :.:.:;:.:.:.~..:.::.~ :~
BUSIWRITER A Honey of a Word Process~~""""""""'" ....~

Why word processors?
Word processors allow the user to quickly and easily create letters,
memos, notes, reports, term papers, manuals, poetry and any other writ
ten information using the memory of the computer as a pencil and
paper. The computer display or terminal acts as a window through
which the user views the information as it is entered. The outstanding
advantage of using BUSIWRITER is that it acts not only as a pencil and
paper but as a perfect eraser and automatic typewriter.

/: (33.1"j"j.l.9 - f.m-==-\

For Commodore CBM·64
Commodore 1515, 1525, Epson, C. Itoh, Qume, Diablo, NEC Spinwriter, Starwriter,

Prowriter, Okidata, Microline, Gemini·10
And many more printers

BUSIWRITER The Queen Bee of Word Processors
BUSIWRITER allows the user to quickly and easily make any number
of alterations to the text. BUSIWRITER will instantly reformat your text
and show you exactly and continuously how the final output will appear.
BUSIWRITER has more .functions than any other known microcomputer
word processor. With BUSIWRITER assisting in the entry of text, provid
ing a 20 page memory and performing an enormous number of editing!
composing functions, the preparation of written data is far faster and
outstandingly more accurate than if it were prepared by hand.

BUSIWRITER With the Sting Removed from the Prices

BUSIWRITER 64 only $99.00 for the CBM 64

BUSIWRITER AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER
(800) 227 -9998

FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER

California, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii please call (415) 965-1735

i Skyles Electric Works
231G South Whisman Road
Mountain View, CA 94041

Europe please contact Supersoft, Winchester House, Harrow Wealdstone, England HA3 7SJ, Tel. 01 861 1166
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COMING UP

will
is thenext

Several products
time. Meanwhile,

have recently
they do exist,

arrived for review.
and may be ordered.

They
Here

be reviewed
list:

NEW VERSIONS
CFI's "Asert"
EHS's "MAE" version 3.0
"Master" without the runtime dongle!
RTC's enhancement for

BPI's "General Accounting"
RTC's "Scratchpad"
"Spellmaster"
"The Manager", version 1.84

GIVES YOU THE STRUCTURE OF PASCAL
and THE fRIENDLINESS of BASICII

issue.

64

TIRED OF BASIC PROBLEMS?

(COMALJ

more •.. Should be a good
Should be a good issue.

Don't miss it!

PRODUCTS BEING SENT
"Calc Result"
"MAE" for the 64
"Paperclip" for the

And

ATTENTION OWNERS OF

NEW PRODUCTS
MAG's "Magis Plus" accounting package
Galt's "Disk Library"
RTC's "RTC-4" word processor
Alan Ackerman's "Time Accountant"
French Silk's "Games Development Pac"
Precision Software's "SuperSpell"
Midwest Software's "Datalog"
Rediker Software's "Attendance Plus"
DES's "Mailing List" for the 64

"Checkbook" for the 64
"Gamblers' Pack" for the 64

PAL" VIC workbook
Shrooms" VIC game
Star Defender" VIC game
Snack in" VIC game
Chopper Rescue" VIC game
Laser Command" VIC game
Adventure Manor" VIC game

Add.-Wesley's Courseware in the Classroom
Comm*Data's "Pakacuda" for VIC

"Escape from MCP" 64 game
"Ape Craze" 64 game

COMAL features and structurC!s include:-(::cornrriodore
VIC~2D ™

CAS E-WHEN- OTH ERW I 5 E- ENDCAS E
LOOP-EXIT-ENDLOOP
REPEAT-UNTIL
MERGE and SAVE Program segments
Named PROCedures and FUNctions

I r-THEN- ELSE- ENOl F
WHILE-ENDWHILE
FOR-ENDFOR
Full Recursion
READABLE Programs

WE SPECIlUZE
III SlnWlRE'

ACCESSOIIES FOR
TIlE VIG-210l

Huge Selection
Fast Service - Low Prices

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE CATALOG

COHAL checks syntax AS THE CODE IS ENTERED, so you NEVER
have to find a syntax error ....hen your program is runl

Products available:

THE INTRODUCTORY COMAL PACK;
THE COMAL llANDBOOK by Len Lindsay and CaHAL on ciisk:

A. complete d(}scription at all COMAL keywords and how to make the simple
switch from BASIC to CmlAL. The disk runs CO/-tAL on all PET/CBM 4032 to

8096 computEr:; with 4.0 BASIC, in 4040 or 8050 disk tornlat and includes
137 E:'xample progr;:llns. $29.95.

STRUCTURED PROGRM1HING WITH COHAr. by Roy Ather ton:
An excellent introduction to prograF.lming and probl<:m anaylsis with COMAL.

S24. 95.

----------------I THE SOFTWARE CLEARING HOUSE I
II P.O. Box 68756 I

Indianapolis. IN 46268 I
NAME __(~~~253-4~~_~ . I
ADDRESS I
CITY 1
ST. ZIP 1

MasterCard & Visa Accepted I-..- ------ -.--

INSTRUTEK ROI·I BOARD: Plugs into any upgradE:' or 4.0 PET/CElM providing cmlAL
in firmware. Includes a free copy of THE COMAL HANDBOOK. S350.00.

"'''' NE\\" "''''
COf-1Al~ vH&ion 1.02 for Z-RMI users! 4040 or 8050 disk. S14.95.

BEGINNING CmlAL by Borge Chnstc.nscJ\;
Written by the (ather of CmlAL, this provides a structured

ir,trc.duction to programming in COf.1AL. S14.95.

COHAL GRAPHICS Board: Plugs into the Instrutek ROf-l Board 2nd provides
bit-m~pped, high resolution graphics (512 x 256 pixels) under Cm\AL

control to PET/CD/ol computers $350.00

u.S. £. Canada: personal chE:'ck accepted w/ Dr. Lie. I.
All othcI~: Bank check or money ordeI only.

DrGcr fIOr.l:

505 Conkln,PIi::::lce M"jdlsonWl53703 USA

-DCI,I.!':!' INQUIHIES IfJVITE.D-
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RESOURCES

Here are the addresses of companies not listed in the VIC Suppliers list, whose
products were mentioned or reviewed in-this issue:

06804
47803
53703
48042
19087
43220
45801
33144
94040
50010
97207
07850

111 Fifth Avenue, New York NY 10003
2325 Macbride, Iowa City IA 52240

71 McCaul St., Toronto ONT M5T 2Xl CANADA
3423 Guadalupe, Austin TX 78705

P.O. Box 2913, Livermore CA 94550
Monterey CA

313 Mathewsonn, Wichita KS 67214
201 W. 92nd. St. New York NY 10025

Mt. St. Mary College, Newburg NY
36 Del Mar Dr., Brookfield CT

Rose-Hulman Inst., Terre Haute IN
505 Conklin Pl., Madison WI

P.O. Box 325, Milford MI
The Meadows, 487 Devon Park Road, Devon PA

Cenntre Blvd., P. O. Box 20212, Columbus OH
1206 W. Robb Av., Lima OH

6864 W. Flagler St., Miami FL
P.O. Box 4030, Mountain View CA

2330 Lincoln Way, Ames IA
Attn: Daryl Millard, POB 8715, Portland OR

P.O. Box 333, Landing NJ
Apex NC

P.O. Box 903, Mountain View CA 94042
P.O. Box 8403, Austin TX 78712

Orange CA 92669
50 Essex Street, Rochell Park NJ 07662

3678 Nicole Las Vegas NV 89120
P.O. Box 3745, San Rafael.CA 94912

Homewood IL 60430
P.O. Box 274, Riverdale NY 10463

Box 1149, Van Alstyne TX 75095
c/o B. Greene 210 Fifth Av., New York NY 10010

Dept. 0, Cherry Field Rd., Drayden MD 20630
1510 N. Neil, Champaign IL 61820

P. O. Box 2940, New Haven, Fairfax VA 22032
Box 214, Farmington MI 48024

2600 Tenth St., Berkeley CA 94710
4 Park Terr., Worcester Pk., Surrey KT4 7JZ ENGLAND

Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632
Salt Lake City UT

51 Fremont St., Needham MA 02194
10610 Bayview, Richmond Hill ONT L4C 3N8 CANADA

P.O. Box 68756, Indianapolis IN 46268
560 N. Mountain Av., Suite L, Upland CA 91786

6219 Thirteenth Av. S., Gulfport FL 33707
Box 7428, Station E, Calgary ALB T3C 3M2 CANADA

Darby MT 59829
3351 Hancock St., San Diego CA 92110

500 Steeles Av., Milton ONT L9T 3P7 CANADA
P. O. Box 3526, 50 W. Kellogg Blvd., St. Paul MN 55165

605 3rd Av., New York, NY 10158

Academic Press
Amplify, Inc.
Batteries Included
BPI
Briley Software
Brooks/Cole
Cardco
CFI Computer Solutions
Chaya and Santora
CMC
Collegiate Microcomputer
Comal Interest Group
Comm*Data
Commodore
Compuserve 5000 Arlington
Computer Connnection
Creative Equipment
Creative Software
Cyberia, Inc.
Digital Interace Systems Co.
Education Circuit, Inc.
Etcetera of CSC Corporation
Flynn's Business Services
FSS
Galt's Educational Computer Consultants
Hayden Book Co.
Image Software
Intelligent Software
Ri chard D. I rw in, Inc.
Jini Micro Systems
Journal/20
Master 3 Corporation
Mercury Micro, Inc.
Micro-Pace Computers
Microtechnic Solutions
Midwest Software
Osborne/McGraw-Hill
Precision Software
Pre n tic e /Hall, Inc.
PTI
Professional Software
Richvale Telecommunications
Software Clearing House
Software Int!.
Spellmaster Systems Software
Strictly Commodore
Tamarack Software
TNW Corporation
The Transactor
West Publishing
John Wiley
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